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WOMEN AND CHILDREN IN POVERTY

THURSDAY; OCTOBER 27; 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
TASK FORCE ON ENTITLEMENTS;
UNCONTROLLABLES,AND INDEXING,

COMMITTEE ON THE BUDGET,
Washington, D.C.

The task force met, pursuant to notice, at 9:37 a.m., in room 210,
Cannon House Office Building; Hon: Brian J. Donnelly (chairman
of the task force) presiding.

Mr. DONNELLY. We meet today to focus o11 Government budget
policies on women and children, especially in the entitlements pro-
grams such as AFDC; food stamps, medicaid, child nutrition, and
social Services. Our witnesses this morning have particular exper-
tise on the subject of women and children both as particiPantS in
Welfare Programs and as scholars and administrators who have
studied welfare programs. It is a fact that the poverty rate in this
country has been increasing, wiping out many of the gains of the
sixties and seventies, and so has the degree of poverty. In 1978, 61
percent of the poor had incomes below standard levels defined by
the official poverty line. In 1982, 68 percent did. It is also a fact
that women and children are a significant share of low-income per-
sons, and the poverty rate for women has increased from 34.6 per-
cent in_1981 to 36.3 percent in 1982:.

Ih 1981 the povefty rate for children was 19.5 percent, and by
1982 it had risen to 21:3 percent.

The Children'S Defense Fund reports that a truly alarming 47.3
percent of black children are below the threshold of poverty.

Of the 9 million American households headed by women, over
one-third live in poverty. The average female head of a household
with no spouse present in 1981 had an income of $10,960. The aver-
age male in a similar position earned $19,889.

For elderly women the situation is even more desperate. The
median income for an elderly woman in 1982 was $5,365: Moreover;
even women who worked full time earned significantly less thah
Similarly employed men. Women who work full time earn only 59
percent of the earnings of a similarly employed male.

Certainly the administration has not created the economic plight
of women and children. Lower_ earnings for women compared to
men are historic. Children are a significant proportion of program
recipients under food stamps, child nutrition, AFDC, and medicaid
programs.

However; according to the CBO, the combined effect of tax and
benefit changes made in the first year of the administration are a

(1)



net decrease of $120 hi income for households with incomes under
$10,000.

Increase:3 range from $300 to $15,000 for households with in-
comes over that amount. Since 1981, income security programs de-
signed for women and children have sustained very large cuts:
AFDC was cut by 13 percent. More than two-thirds of the AFDC
recipients are children; 1.5 million children and their mothers have
loFt AF,DC Loverae-e and as a result lost their medicind coverage.

Child nutrition programs have also f 2en cut by 2S percent: Fur-
ther, incentives to go to work hav:, ali but been eliminated. In
19'4, the average AFDC family ha.1 $146 more in cl:sposable
income than the nonworking family. Ii 1983 that figure had been
n?duced to $9:

'f he great irony of this is that visiting these cuts on programs for
the poor, on the means - test'- d entitlements, while leaving non-
means-tested entitlements virtually untouched has had no effect on
reducing the budget deficit:

The deficit continues to soar. Not only is this policy grossly
unfair; it is wrongheaded. It does not work as advertised, and
scapegoating women and children for our budgetary woes is bad
social policy, bad politics; and bad economics.

These statistics make it obvious:that any gender gap that might
exist cannot possibly be the result of so-called perception problems.
It is the result of real problems experienced by real people.

I an:- especially pleased to have here this morning as our first
panel, four women to whom the shortcomings and failures of our
welfare system are not "perception problems," but rather a matter
of survival for themselves and their children. We are pleased to
have_with us this morning Ms. Suzanne Murphy of Boston, Mass.;
Ms. Sadie ivlobley of Washington, D.C.; Ms. Kathy Baker of Annap-
olis.. Md.; and Ms. Anita Shepard of New York City, N.Y.

They are participants in the welfare system and have experi-
enced firsthand the effects of administration policy, and I look for-
ward to what I expect will be very enlightening testimony.

The focus of our inquiry today goes beyond simply examining the
effects of current policy in cataloging the obvious failures of the
current welfare system. It would be a mistake for those of us who
are opposed to certain aspects of the administration policy to be
pushed into defending the status quo, for it is clearly indefensible.

The questions are very simple: Has the current system weakened
the family structure of beneficiaries? What is the purpose of our
welfare system and what should the system be? Does the current
system serve that purpose? Is there such a thing as long-term wel-
fare dependency? How can we address that problem? How can the
current system be restructured to be more effective?

These are complex questions and there are really no easy an,
swers: I hope we can begin to address them this morning. It is vital
that we seek out and implement constructive, innovative alterna-
tives -to the_curcent system. I look forward to the testimony this
morning of Dr. Elealior Holmes Norton, a recognized expert in the
academic research area; Barbara Blum, who has directed some
very innova,-ive and successful demonstration projects in this area
and Dr. Parriet McAdoo; an acknowledged expert in this field, I



look forward to what I anticipate will be a most informative and
interesting heziri

Ms: Ferraro: do you have any °perm). remarks?
Ms.FERRARO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to commend you For your initkitive in holding these

heziringS_todLty and for your leadership in the zire;:is of entitlements
generally. These various weliareprograms ;ie critical to the well-
being Of niillicing of Americans Ltnd it is complicated because the
distinctions botween various types cq programs are so misunder-
stand. The work Of this task force has been instrumental in increas-
ingunderstanding which is vital to sound policy making.

The 1980'S have not been the best of times for women and chil-
dren in America. The deepest recession Sri 50 _years cost millions of
poor Working women, who tend to be at the margins of labor force.
their jobs.

At the same time the budget policies of the Reagan administra-
tion shredded the safety net of social programs that exist to protect
the PoUreSt and most vulnerable people in our society. There is no
question that more and more women and children are the poorest
and most viilherable people in America and things are getting
worse. One amazing statistic from my own State of New York illus-
trates the problem.

From 1970 to 1980, the total number of children in New York de-
creased by 1,2 milli-on, While that overall decrease was occurring,
the nurnh-of children_ living in povc.rly in-ncreased by 156,000. Most
of those children live -in female- headed families: According to the
1980 census,_5:3:6 percent of poor families are headed by women;
but in New York that figure is 65.8 percent:

What -makes these numbers even more depreSirtg is that they
reflect the situation_ as it was in 1980 so that they are not accurate
as to the situation_ today. Thus, the impact of- the Reagan budget
cuts Which Were disproportionately targeted on women and the
recent recession do not reflect themselves in those statistics.

The July 198:3 Census report demonstrates_ that things are even
:worse than they were in 1980. From 1981 to 198') the poverty rate
rose to 15 percent of all Americans, the highest rate since 1966.
The 3IA million Americans living in poverty in 1982 Were 2.6 mil-
lion more than just _1 year previous in 1981:

Again; children suflered most The percentage of children living
in poverty rose_ from _19.8 percent in 1981 tc 21.7 percent in 1982.
Of the 2:(i- million increase in people living in poverty, 1.2 million
almost half =-were children.

Female-headed households by far are most likely to be poor: The
July cefiSus report found that while the poverty rate for married
couple wfamilies in 1982 was 7.6 percent, it_was almost five times
that high for Single- parent female-headed families.

The budget cuts made in 1981 and 1982 were_ dew ,stating for
Many of th6Se people. In program after program where the major-
ity of beneficiaries were poor women and their childr(.n, sharp re-
duct-ions _were made Lind even shame/ ones were proposed by the
Reagan administration. .

FOOd Stamp funding -was reduced by almost $.3 billion in 1982 and
198:3. More than two-thirds of the food stamp recipients are women
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and children; the overwhelming majority of them living below the
poverty line.

Child nutrition spending, including_ school breakfast and_ school
lunch, was reduced more than $2.3 billion in the first two Reagan
budgets. Eighty percent of Federal school lunch and child care food
program spending supports free and reduced price lunches fbr low-
income children. The meals provided through the child_ care food
program are vital to making day care services available for lb*
income working women.

_ Medicaid spending was reduced by $2 billion. For 10 Million poor
children medicaid is virtually the only source of quality medical
care.

The connection between AFDC and medicaid frequently forces
women into difficult choices between work -and_ welfare.

Funding for AFDC, the structure and effectiveness of which will
be.OUr focus today, was reduced_by over_$2 billion_ in 1981 -and 1982.

Ninety-fo_ur percent of AFDC families are headed by single
women and more than two - thirds -of program recipients are chil-
dren: Changes made in AFDC in 1982 worked especially to the di-s-
advantage of poor working families.._

I think we have two purposes in this hearing. One is to hear di=
reCtly from women who--benefit or have benefited from Federal .as-
sistance; _ how the programs are working and what effect the
changes have had on what_they have gotten. These are important
questions because Congress needs firsthand information on the
policy actions it has taken.

The administration. has proposed Surthe- reduction in these pro-
grams, arguing that the changes Which. were made have not hurt
people. In the face of mountains of evidence; the administration
turns a callous eye and cold heart toward the damage they have
done._
. I was personally disappointed that neither Budget Director
Stoekman nor Health and Human Services Secretary_ Heckler was
willing to attend_ this meeting to explain and defend the Reagan
record. Perhaps they realize the record is indefensible-But beyond
hearing testimony from real people -who have dealt with the Feder-
al assistance programs in these difficult times we also have to gain
insight on how the programs might be made more effective and
more useful to beneficiaries.

The growing number of single-parent female-headed families de-
mands that we reexamine the approach we have taken arid tb rede=
sign the programs to make economic independence more attain-
able.

I hope today we will increase our understanding of the problem
so that we will be better able to devise solutions that work. I again
want to commend you Mr. Chairman, and I, too, look forward to
the testimony of our witnesses.

Mr. DONNELLY- Ms. Fiedler.
MS._ FIEDLER. In listening to the comments made by my col-

leagues; I think it helps us to focus in on what a very major por-
tion of our problem isthat the issues connected with trying-to im-
prove the quality of life for both women and children in our Nation
has been so politicized that it distracts from the real problems we
have.



I think that trying to app oach the solutions by simply attacking
this administration, or my attacking the Carter administration, or
dwelling on the past 20 years of history is not going to change the
future.

I think the important thing that we can contribute is the positive
ideas, the experiences which you will bring to us today to share
with us, and any recommended changes for the future.

I formerly represented a very large city, the city of Los Angeles
of over 31/2 million people. Among many of the citizens, there were
large r.mbers of disadvantaged. One of the frustrations which I
felt in trying to help those young people-7because I happened to be
a member of the school board, and often they are very young moth-
erswas the fact that simply giving money did not seem to help
move larger numbers of them out of the poverty stream.

I have been working on a project for some period of time trying
to see whether or not it is possible to help shrink the gap between
welfare dependence and greater independence. It appears from sta-
tistics that I have looked at that the greatest level of success comes
from those people who have been on welfare for a short period of
time.

If any of you speaking before us can tell us what successes we
might be able to achieve in terms of trying to help young women
who are burdened by the rearing of young children; and bridge the
gap between dependence and independence, I think it could be very
enlightening in helping us find the keys to the future. Thank you
or coming.

Mr. DONNELLY. Thank you:
At this time let us call our first_panel and in this order, Ms. Su-

zanne Murphy from Boston; Ms. Sadie Mobley_ from Washington,
D.C.; Kathy Baker from Annapolis, Md.; ant Ms. Anita Shepard
from New York.

STATEMENT OF SUZANNE MURPHY, BOSTON, MASS.
MS. MURPHY Good morning, Representative Donnelly, and mem-

bers of the House Budget Committee. I would like to thank you for
giving me the opportunity to address you today.

My name is Suzanne Murphy. I am a domestic engineer or home-
maker, and a resident of Medford, Mass. I am also a single parent
with four children and I am an AFDC recipient:

After being abandoned by my husband and with small children
to raise; I found myself in a difficult situation over which I had no
control. It was either go on welfare or see my children go hungry. I
tried to survive on $50 a week for 3 months but finally I had to
concede that there was no other choice for me to make so I entered
the realm of the AFDC recipient. Receiving benefits for a family of
four brings a monthly income of $444. With that amount of money,
I must pay rny rent, utilities, and other bills, buy food, and cloth-
ing, and pay any other expense that I acquire. Food stamps allow
me $149 a month, but when divided by 4 weeks, the cost of my food
allotment is 537 weekly. Not an exorbitant arn,!unt on which to
feed a family of Fur.

I_ did not graduate from high school and so in 1980; when my
children were older and my little one could be left in the care of a
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!nor register.ld he t:L:TA nrotrain, went bn,at to school and
r -ii figh sehaid luivaleitcy. certificate The next year
plo,n.-ezt to be exciting as entered Bunker Ii ill Community Col-
lege as a part-timo student i finished the year and enrolled for the

.-iemester. However. my dreams t`or continuing my educa-
:on ':'re soon 'hat -,,re,i as I fotiyal I could not afford the expenses

tit' transportation for both myself and my children traveling back
and forth to school each dir-. In addition. my friend could no longer
ehre for my -on and I could not afford a b7i1...-sit ter: I had to drop
out.

It poo' wior.1.1,ti educational opporttmities: .i.tre essential in metec
to prepare far 11%-ing wage occupations. EdUcation is a critical
tactor that may fmilitate our escape from poverty to self-suffirien
c-v. Yet. women earn less !him men with comparntite education ii
nfl ievei, of educational athanment.

INhen my on turned at January, I enriilled in the work arid
training program now. !_itIled ET or eriploment training. I :1111_110w
a voilintom at Tr:-t'.' P. an imtipoverty agency in -oL: area I am
Lkd1ti .aid realize i.hat I require training :aid experience in
ard.' to gain employment.

.!:'ii still earn ritt cents to a dollar and I recognizt the
ict tin-it many nilly einploy lu.ischoids ar- poor

ii, ii of their work !"foris. n AFDC ino:F.Or Who goes in work
hat 1;!oriicalc1-111 inutnii, and I:er family i, lett -without

inect:cai cyeragr She at- loses other beni tits tic, arn ossentta; to
her family's weli-beb4:- lsn, tinnil with ,Fildren simaid rave to go

out rnedical rvices.
()Owl poor people are not able to obtain work 'because they lack

educ,aion training expmience, or imoortaht
a child cn .tad i utmrisurtatien We (iced programs that pro-

,ade us with incentb es. \V do net need programs t1.nt dehumanize

. The welfare thic At!Dti rip ion do not to work is
just inat, a myth, not a reality, oli;Jr, loot h(-rs and their children
fat] viettins_of tilt_ system:

In July i'Classachusetts wellare recipients did not receive
r. checks for a month during the State budget crisis. A group of

AFDC mothers appealed to various food distribution centers and
wrre able to provide 1:i'l peoplewith free food.

After the overwhelming- ,umber rt.quests. we received- from
people needing, emt..rgeney flood in out area. we decided to deal with
!:7",:. hunger. situaiian head at Thus, Mothers Ctipb.inrd. a nonprof-
it -lae-gene. food distribution center. organized and run by welfare
rhother;: to .ad low-income people ii our community was horn. We
ri service 7 to 12 families week with free food, triple the
othetint since we started in

'today, women, children. eidenly,_ handicappeck deinstitutional-
:zed, poi:', and unemployed now head the list ot people
who nr2 homeless and hungry in America:

httsn task Force to !n,..%-sti!,ate if and why there
''.1ltiter in_ America. 'ti Eiv CO:rtillU'S to cut 11111!i0IIS of dollars

from Cedoral flood progrn:ns. one clear reason why hunger exists
arid is s) .,,videsproad. And at the same; wasteful military expencli
tures incr

it)



We are one of the richest countries in the world, still the harsh
reality is that in 1983 too many Americans are going without the
basic necessities of food, shelter, and clothing. I find these existing
conditions absolutely' horrendous and heartbreaking-: We realize
that morally one does not have to do anything about a problem
which one does not recognize but we can no longer permit psycho-
logical evasion of the truth and our own responsibility to those who
are not able to provide for themselves.

It is time for us all to come together and lend a helping hand. It
is time for our Government to shelter our homeless, feed our
hungry, and clothe our naked; for living with dignity and respect is
the God7given right of every individual.

I would just like to say that it is time for our society to wake up
and recognize this truth. I am a professional. I am a mother and
motherhood is the most honorable and revered profession this
work' has ever know n. It is also a position that is deserving of the
utmost respect.

Poor people are not making it in Massachusetts or across our
Nation. I know, I see them every day and listen to their horror sto-
ries. Help our people; please; help our people: Thank you and good
day.

Mr. DONNELLY. Thank you very much, Ms. Murphy: Ms: Moble_;-;

STATENIENT OF SADIE MOBLEY. WASHINGTON. D.C.
MS. MOLLY Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and members of the

committee; I am Sadie Mobley: I live in Northwest Washington;
D.C. I am 53 years old.

I want to thank the committee for the opportunity to speak to
you today on the problems I have faced over the past several years
as a woman trying to raise her children.

In 1969, after 15 years of marriage, my husband left me alone to
raise my two daughters ages 15 and 10 years old. I was a housewife
and a mother and had only worked 1 day a week to make extra
money for my family.

When my husband left me I didn't know what to do. All I knew
was I had to find full-time work to pay my bills and feed my chil-
dren, looked for other work but there wasn't anything available.
My only choice was to go to public assistance until I could find a
steady job: It was hard to find a job because I only had a seventh
grade education and very few job skills.

I talked_ to my worker who recommended getting into the WIN
program. I thought this would be my chance to get a job skill. The
WIN program found me a job cleaning the welfare office at night.
it was a good job paying about $47 per week but there was no child
care available. My daughter; age 10 years old, could not be left
alone at night. My oldest daughter had to come over to watch my
10 year old until I was able to get a day job; which I found on my
own. I began to work for a family cleaning their home 2 to 3 days a
week while my daughter--was in school: My earnings were $30 a
day plus transportation. With my public assistance check of $41 a
month, $62 in food stamps, $59 in energy assistance; medicaid and
my earnings I was able to take care of my family. It was very hard



to pay my rent and other bilk but as long as I vas working pretty
regularly we were making it.

We hadn't hezird from my husband for mtmyyezirs until he
minted a divorce. When our _divorce was _finzilized, the court or-
dered my ex-hush:1nd to pay $80 per month child support directly
to the welfare' department. The child support was not always paid
and, therefore, they told me my family could not receive any of the
remainder of the child support money that was left I started out
receiving $189 per month but fbr the remainder of the last_2 years
I only- received $41 public assistance check and no child support.

Since 1978, I have worked an average of 2 days a week trying -to
make ends meet. It has been Very hard to take care of my daugh-
ter; pay. the _bilk, rent, buy clothes, and other needs, but rith my
ezirningS and the public assistance, I was able to do it Then in May
198:3, I lost my $41 check; my medicaid card; and the energy asSist-
ance. I was -told by my worker that the reason I lost my public as-
sistance was that I earned too much money and the welfare depart-
ment could not subtract part of my earnings after; 4 months of
working:

I am an honest woman. _I have always told my worker what I was
doing. In tact, since January my daughter would help me fill out
the monthly reporting fbrm to make sure _I filled in all the right
information. Then they tell me I am making too much money and
take my medicaid card. I am a diabetic and without my medicaid
card I had to pay $30 a month for medicine and $30 for a visit to
my doctor. Now I don't have enough money to pay -my rent. It is
really hard to understand. The welfare- department -got my $80 per
month child support from May to October and all I got _was an in-
crease in food stamps of $106 but no public assistance check.

I am still working 2 to 3 days a week fOr the farnily__cleaning
their house, but I am worried about paying the $72 rent each
month and all the other bills. My daughter needs things_ for school
and I am not sure we can afford them. I want her to finish school
and get a better_education than I did. But it_ is hard,_ very- hard.

Thanks to the Neighborhood Legal Service Office,_I reapplied for
medicaid and got my card back in October. I am still waiting- to get
the child support.

But what about all the money I had to spend on medicine_and
doctor bilk? Will I be able to earn enough to pay our rent? I really
don't know.

I want to thank you for having this hearing so- I could share with
you some of the problems I have experienced. I hope you_ can
change some of the rules so people like -me can work and also get
some help. I just wanted you to know I am trying to work. I am
doing the best that I can, but I am not receiving any help: Thank
you,

Mr. DONNELLY. Thank you very much.
Let me explain at this point that we are going to_have_toreceSS

for 0 minutes. When the bells go off behind you_that means there
is a rollcall, a vote requiring our presence in the_House._

We will recess for 10 minutes and co-me back_ immediately and go
on with your very fine testimony. The hearing is recessed.

[After recess.]
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Mr. DONNELLY. Our next witness is Anita Shepard from New
York.

STATEMENT OF ANITA SHEPARD, NEW YORK, N.Y,
MS: SHEPARD: Yes: I want to say good morning, Mr. Chairman;

and members of the committee.
My _name is Anita Shepard: I have a very serious problem. I am

one of the homeless families. I am now living with my three chil-
dren; ages 10; 8; and 6 -in a hotel: We share one room_ with two
double beds. I have applied for section 8, and with the New York
City Housing Authority: My- applications have been on file since
1980. I reapplied also in 1982. I am raising these three children
alone. I am receiving in public assistance $148 every 2 weeks.

This is expected to stretch for clothing, carfare telephone bill,
laundry, school supplies; and personal needs: If I were in an apart,
ment this would also have to cover utilities. I can't afford to send
my children to the movies or even to the library to study because
of the cost of carfare.

I receive a restaurant allowance of $58 a week which is supposed
to cover three meals a day for 7 days a week. Sometimes I do not
eat to stretch for another day so that my children will not go
hungry. My food stamps used to be $200 a month and now it ha§
been cut to $123 a month since May 1983. My last welfare grant
was increased only $19 a month and that was in 1980.

I am very sincere about what I am saying. I have registered my
three children in the school district where the motel is. I love this
area. The children new have a chance to advance in their- educa-
tion: The school is excellent, They teach and prepare them for aca-
demic courses in the future. They are receiving education that
some parents are paying for. My 6 year old who is in the first
grade has a science class. What public school in .Mnnhattnii_ or the
Bronx teaches first graders science? This school is P.S. 2 in Queens.

I am not one of the families that got evicted for not paying my
rent or one of the families that set my home on fire. _I am without
housing because I was in a city building which was leased through
a development corporation. Because they had no record of my
apartment being rented to me, the rent went from $218 a month to
$325 a month. Because the city was paying only U18 a month for
rent, I would have had to take $107_ciut of my public assistance
grant which would have left me with $151 a month to live on I had
no choice but to leave my apartment: Also at this time, my apart-
ment was robbed, all my furniture, clothing, and the children's
clothing and toys were stolen: I moved in with my aunt for 2 years.

We were two adults and three children in a three-room apart-
ment: After 2 years in order not to have my aunt suffer hardship
and to keep her rent stabilized, my children and I were forced to
leave:

Last winter during the cold spell and the snowstorm; my chil-
dren and I slept on trains and in abandoned buildings. Finally, I
went to the welfare center and after insisting -that they do some-
thing, I was placed in a motel. That was in January 1982. Since
that time we have been in five different hotels or motels or shel-
ters.
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The State is _no_v, paying for my family of four $2,200 a month to
stay in a libtel. If and when I locate an apartment, I will be al-
lowed rent allowance of $218 a month:

I have two girls and a son. I need five rooms. The average rent in
New York City is between $400 and $600 a month. If welfare would
raise the rent budget there_would be less families in emergency
housing. We do not receive carfare_when_apartment hunting nor do
we receive enough money_for curniture. For a five-room apartment
I will receive $180 per room. Landlords are discriminating against
welfare clients not wanting to lease apartments over the budget
that the family i8 allowed: Most times landlords will not even con
sider renting to a family on welfare.

I never have subjected_ my children to living like what they
really are; three poor children. They do not _know what it iS_ eeally
like to be hungry or without clothes. They may not eat what they
would like to eat or wear the best of _clothes, but they do know
What it means to be clean and full. My childrcn will not have
Thanksgiving at home nor will they have _what most kids _call
Christmas. I can't afford to buy winter clothes. I have been to
many charities; churches; people. I have to beg for charity at leaSt
twice during the 2:week period between cheeks.

I ztm a young mother not like most J don't want to stay doWri
arid Sit waiting flir a Check. I want a job. I want a place to call
home, I completed the 11th grade. I can't even get a chance to go
back Co school. I can't stay and live in this area. I can't even_ live
tike a human being, ''I can't. I can't,- That is all I hear. Why? Be=
cause I am poor. Everybody has to start somewhere, and the reason
for me staying poor is because I will not be given a chance.Once I
get Settled I will _get myself registered into a school and get a job.
That is all I want. a chance to be something. I am not on welfare
bbcatie I choose to be I am not qualified enough to work in a job
where I would receive enough salary to support three children plus
myself. So now my children will have to suffer. _ _

I arn 27 years old and I have no life living_likethis.i have made
mistakes as everyone_ his Do I have to pay for them for the

rest :if my life? Do my children have to pay for my misutkes?
As of this time., I have been _given an_ extension to stay in the

motel that I am at until the middle of November at which time I
will be relocated again and all of our lives will be disrupted again.
I don't even know if I Will have a choice between :Another hotel or
an apartment infested with rats and roaches. Where do I go from
here? Our lives are in your hands. Thank you

Mr, DONNE:UN% Thank you very much: And now; Ms. Baker from
Annapolis, Md.

STATEMENT OF KATHY BAKEH; ANNAPOLIS. MI).
BAfati. GiAbd morning, Mr. Chairman and members -of_ the

committee._ My name is Kathy Baker. I am the mother of three
hbyS, :igeS 10. 9, and 5, and I live in Annapolis, Md I was raised in
an upper middle class family in Annapolisi_whereI__attended parb:
chial School, the Anne Arundel Community College; and a local
!Ansi:less school. had a stable family life_and I never imagined
that I would ever be -poor:" Even further from my mind was the

4
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thought that mv children would ever be without a father, without
money: without a home: _

During_ my 9-:year marriage. my husband got involved with drugs
and alcohol and_became emotionally and physically abusive toward
me and the children. As our family life deteriorated. 1 was faced
with the decision el' whether to stay in a _destructive sii uation or
leave so we could be safe. My husband's attacks became more vio-
lent and it got to the point _where I was afraid for our lives. So in
January 1982, in the middle of a snowstorm, Cie children and I
sneaked out of the home we were renting and went to stay_rompo7
rarily with- some friends. I had no money; no home, no job; and
three small Children. There were three adnits and seven cluidren
in that one home. We wen.: crowded and the boys and I slept on the
floor but it was the only place we could go at tfiat time.

L had been._ in counseling at the YWCA's Women's Center so I
called there for assistance in finding an attorney. I was given the
names -of' several _women lawyers and I picked a women who tu.--,led
out to be a dear friend as well as a caring_attorney. She gave guid-
ance and friendship and even hand -me -down _clothes so I would
have something to wear as I worked in her office in exchange for
legal help: She. told me to go to social services. About that time I
was beginning to panic. I knew we could not live with friends for-
ever; and my husband_ refused to support _the children or even get a
job. I desperately needed money, but welfare could not be the only
answer for me.

As I_ realized that I was indeed_a woman in poverty and my sons
depended on me alone for ever thin I began to do Whatever was
necessary to help us get out of -this situation: I went to social_serv-
ices in a daze. It was a cold; impersonal _place and the Staff was
unsmiling and untouched by -a situation they had seen countless
times before. I was devastatedbut to them, it was just one move
person asking for money: As endless questions were asked; I began
to feel like my integrity was doubtedlike I was lying just to get
the _money: J even began to feel guilty for asking for aid. _1 was
ready to walk out because it was too humiliating -to goon. But we
were in real need and my children deserved these benefits so I kept
on

Within _3 days or so, I received $161 in food stamps. I would re-
ceive that each month: Lwas told _that. in about 1. month; I would
receive the AFDC grant. That is a long time to wait when you have
nothing to- live on Our AFDC check was $385 p_er_month._While I
was grateful, what hit me immediately was that this would never
be enough for rent; utilities; and nonfood items. 1 was scared. I had
not worked outside the -home- in the 9 years I-had been a- mother-
and a homemaker and I needed to settle my family in a home of
our own._ Our living-situation_ had_ become_ impossible to continue: I
was on the waiting list for public housing but I was told that Would
take _about 2 years:_ Agaim_l was fortunate_ to have so many friends
and family in the Anna_polis area. None of them are wealthy. but I
always had their support.

My parents fixed up their attic and ay.: adjoining- bedroom and
we moved in with them and _my sister and my brother in March
1982. Again, -four adults and four _children was crowded but neces-
sary. I was immediately informed that my food stamps would be
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terminated, because I was living in my parents' home. My parents
certainly could not afford to feed four extra people. I still needed
the food stamps; and the only way I could continue receiving them
was to set up separate cooking and food storage facilities in my
bedroom: Those facilities were only an electric skillet and a hot-
plate.

I did not want to further burden my family so I began working
part--ime fbr

..
my attorney. She started paying me instead of _using

our .iarter arrangement. When I told social services that I was
workii,o- 3 days per week, I was told that I would lose =a11 of the
grant but food stamps would continue at a decreased amount.
Every time I took a step forward, 1 was pushed back a few steps: I
did not see how I could ever get back on my feet, let alone ever get
ahead of the game. A staff' member at social services even suggest-
ed to me that I stay on welfare and forg,et about working as it
would be easier: She- said you have been doing fine since then; up
until now. Why not just continue that way? But _I did not want to
stay on welfare forever-T-I just wanted some Financial aid while I
learned how to do my job so I could go on to earn more money and
maybe even save a little money for emergencies. I did not want my
children to grow up on welfare. Instead I wanted them to see me
working to make myself a better person and to make a better life
for them. It was discouraging and depressing being shoved back
while I was struggling to go forward.

When I started working full time, medica: assistance was also
withdrawn and I had no health insurance for me and the children.
Food stamps- were dropped down to $25 per week: It was so frusT
trating. I paid some rent and utility payments to my parents, all
miscellaneous items; doctor bills and medicine- and a large portion
of my paycheck went toward day care for my children. Yet, not one
staff member at social services ever told me I could get free day
care whenever I called to inform them of changes and pay in-
creases with my job. I still could not afford rent for an apartment
as I was told that with three children I would have to rent by law a
three-bedroom unit, maybe even four bedrooms, and that would
cost over 8400 per month plus utilities. I was working full time vet
going nowhere. A friend then told me about free day care. In De-
cember 19S2 I was able to share a home with a divorced mother of
tvvo for 8300 per month. It had then been almost I year since I had
first gone to social services: The free day care is an excellent pro-
gram and a very necessary one yet it was never mentioned as a
possible source of help to me. When I got it I was able to work
while my children attended free day caresaving me about $365 a
month. It is the only benefit that was not taken away as I tried to
advance.

I was so tired of always being told that I made too much money.
I was _too poor" to- make it on my own; hat yet "too rich" to re-
ceive financial assistancejust some solid advice and support
would have been welcome even if money were not available to me.
I did not want to take advantage of the welfare programs, I just
wanted some temporary help.

I would like to also mention here that even grocery shopping
became an ordeal. Clerks have embarrassed me countless times. I
have been told to get a job: A ring that I was wearing; my great

6
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grandmother's ring; I cannot sell something that is not mine; it is
mine to care for and I wore it proudly and I cannot tell you how
many people commented on that alone. If I dress well I am judged
harshly. If I dress in jeans arid a T-shirt I am judged harshly. In
other words, why is she on welfare if she is dressed so nicely, biit
When I had on jeans and a T-shirt, it was why does she dress so
sloppily.

My ex-husband's salary was finally garnished in May 1983. I had
petitioned the_court for child support and domestic relations had to
go through their paperwork and other procedures before we began
receiVing payments of $50 per week last May. A portion of hiS_pay:
rnents went to rerburse social services and the remainder went to
the children. It was not enough to get us out of another unsuitable
living situation. but just enough to wipe out my food stamps alto-
gether.. After only 5- months of receiving child support, it will now
end since my ex-husband has left the State of Maryland. I will not
be reapplying, however. I am fortunate enough to have met a man
who wants to marry me and help me -care and provide for my three
children. But I often wonderwhat if I had not met him? My situa-
tion was no different from what many women face. And it could
happen to me again or to someone I care for I worry about other
Women faced with these problems and setbacks who are not as for=
tunate as I have been Only a very-few women are so lucky; and I
thank God I am one of the lucky ones.

Thank you.
Mr. DONNELLY. Thank you all very much. Ms. Ferraro.
Ms: FERRARO. I would like to interrupt the proceedings a minute

to introduce to you a group of students from my_district. They are
the debate team from Bryant High School. They are visiting Wash-
ington, they are going to find out how their Government works:
They are going to watch some of the debate on the floor today, and
I am delighted they will have a chance tb _liSten to part of this
hearing. It is an opportunity for them to learn what - Government i
doing for people who need help, and I hOpe they will take a report
back to their classmates at school: I am delighted that you are
here:

Mr. DONNELLY. Welcome:
Thank you all for your testimony. I want you to feel as comfort=

able as you possibly can under the TV lights, I am sure it is very
hot, and try not to be nervous and be as frank as you can in your
answers.

After years of frustration in terms of dealing with the GOvern=
ment; this is your opportunity_ to let us know how you feel and
What you think we ought to be doing to change a systrri that is
clearly not working as it was intended to work:

I suppose my first question is a general one, and I would ask
each of you to respond individually to it If you were in our posi-
tion, if you were a Member of Congress or if you were in an elected
Government_ or appointed position that had control over the
AFDC/food stamp program, what would you do to change it What
would you db to make it better? What would you do to Make it
more efficient in terms of-taking care of people s needs and allow-
ing them an opportunity for upward mobility so that your children
will have an opportunity to have better lives than you have had an

27-430 0 - 84 -- 2
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opportunity to have op to this poi Why do we not start with Ms:
Baker:._

Ms. BAI:ER. I knew he was going to say that First of listening
to people like us who have been through it, keeping in touch with
what is really going on instead of the myths that art' going_around
about what people NA, ho te or, welfare t i like and hov. they :ire
taking advantage of the systcm and do not want to work. If you
keep in _touch with people like us that is certainly a first step in
the right di rection.

Mr. DONNELLY, MS, SheplIrd.
M. SHEPARD. i will speak fey myself. I do not rear,. know how to

answer that. I can say what I would like for you to do to help me.
Mr. DONNELLY_Cic ahead.
Ms SHEPARD. I would like to get sotoe trade skills where I car

seek emplo.tnent_and make the wages -here I could take care of
my own famil_y. Withbut t1-1, experience, cannot get a job to take
care Of my family.

FiEni.Eit. How much do vou think ,.hat you need in Order to
live at some i.easonabl level of_comfort so that you do not have to
wo -ry about ehuv.- very single oe bill is going be pint' for?

Ms. SHEPARD. Weil--
MS. FIEDLER. Not so much just welfare. but r!onthine d whatever

you earn.
MS. SHEPARD. If we could get an allowance for clothing or an al-

lowance for the different needs. like get a certain amount for food
and_ a certain amount for clothing.

Ms. FIEDLER. Do you think a combined amount of $fi00 or $700 a
month?

Ms. SHEPARD. Without rent included?
Ms. FIEDLER. With rent. For everything. How much is your rent'?
MS. SHEPARD. I am in a hotel now and the rent is $2,200 a

month.
Ms. FIEDLER. ormally it would be what, $300?
Ms. SHEPARD. Normally I and allowed t21$ but if I was to get an

apartment now the rent would be between $350 and $400 for lour
rooms.

Ms. FERRARO: Will the gentlelaciy yield? Rent:-: in New York are
exceptionally high.

_Ms. FiEDLr:R. The:. are high in N.V4tshington and Los Angeles. A
lot of centers with the largest number of people _needing assistance
are in those urban areas. _Obviously it has to be balanced based
upon the community, but I am trying to g-et a sense of what you
feel you need to keep yourself going; pe,liaps_g_et a job; _have
enough money for transportation, telephone, gas bill. the basic ne-
cessities.

Ms. SHEPARD._ About three times the amount that I am receiving
no which is $148.

Ms. FIEDLER. So you need around $1;00?
Ms. SHEPARD. Right.
Mr. DONNELLY. Ms. Mobley._
Ms. NIO_BLEY., I think that if I could keep my medicare and my

dtiys work with .a little help Lcould make it That is why I think
you all should help_me for my doctor bills and things.

Mr. DoNNELLy. Ms. Murphy.
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MS. MURPHY. I think women need incentives_ today, One _of the
bigget problems is when a woman goes to work; after 3 months
she not only loses her medical coverage but her food stamps, so she
is in the same position she was on welfare, and_a lot of times she is
better off on welfare. This is a major problem. We need educational
opportunities. We need training, we need programs that have in-
centives. A family on food stamps is not making_ it. YOU cannot
Make it on $37 a week to feed a family. You cannot do it, I know,
because I am involved in Mother's Cupboard,_ which _is a fend
pantry. The food we do give to families just helps them to make it
through the month because their food stamps just do not make it.

Mr. DONNELLY. You have four children?
MS: MURPHY. Yes.
Mr. DONNELLY. You receive $37 a week ?
Ms. MURPHY: It averages to $37 -a week for groceries.
Mr. DONNELLY. From the food stamp program?
Ms. MURPHY. Yes,
Mr. DONNELLY. How much do you receive a month from AFDC?
MS: MURPHY. $444.
Mr. DONNELLY. Let me followup on the comment that you just

made regarding the medicaid program. It seems to me that. we are
fercia, people to make terrible choices, and the choice is that if
you want to go out and try to work, to try to integrate yourSelf
back into society, try to raise the level of your income,_ if you are
able- to- get a jobhow many years were you out of the work
market?

Ms: MURPHY Nine years.
Mr. DONNELLY. You were out 9 years?
MS: MURPHY: Yes:
M. DONNELLY. What education did you have when you got mar-

ried? _ _

M. MURPHY. I completed the ninth grade and that was it. I was
married when I was

Mr. DONNELLY. You were married when you were 16 for 9 years;
so it is very difficult to get a job. if you can get a job, because SkillS
change so rapidly in this high-technology age, About- 3 months
after receiving that job you have to make a critical decision about
continued medicaid coverage for your children. I do not think there
is any question what a mother would do. There would hot be any
for me, as a father. My children would -be covered -for any medical
emergency. That is I think; one of the despicable thingS in the Wel-
fare syStem, that we are asking people to make these choices.
While somebody tries to improve then lives and the _lives of their
Children they are forced 3 or 4 months out into making a terrible
decision about medical_care coverage, and that_is no decision at all

M. SHEPARD. Yes, Mr. Chairman. Do you have any plans in the
near future for changing the budgets?

Mr. DONNELLY. Let me explain: We ask the questions andthat
is the way it works.

Ms. FIEDLER.. Now just a moment. You told them this was their
chance.

Mr. DONNELLY: Let me say I hope so. We are going to try our
best.
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MS-. BAKER. I applied for both public housing and section 8 eitiSt:
irig. My name_ finally came up for the public housing; but at that
time I was living in a basement of this divorced woman with her
children upstairs and that was a nicer neighborhood so I took that

Mr: DONNELLY; How many years did you have to wait before you
got notification of your acceptance?

Ms: BAKER About 11/2_ years.
Mr. DOISTELi... MS. Mobley, did you ever live in or apply for

public housing?
Ms. MOBLEY. Yes; I did.
Mr. DONNELLY. Did you get in?
Ms. MOBLEY. No.
Ms. MURPHY. I live in public housing now in Medford and the

Waiting list for public housing; in our city; in Massachusetts, the
waiting lists are anywhere from 10 to 50 years. Public housing is
just not available. In our area the vacancy of apartments is less
than 1 percent; 4 percent is considered emergency.

Ms. BAKER. May -I say something? You had asked about relatian:
ship with caseworkers;_ and we were talking about education: If
anyone needs to be educated _I think it is the people who are work-
ing with welfare reciPient.S. They either do not know about the pro,-
grams that are available to us or they do not know lio* to deal
with PebPle. For instance this day care program is tremendous. It
is really terrific; and I certainly hope no cuts are taken there, be-
caUSe So many womenpersonally working for an attorney I am
dealing with these kinds of women every day._We have numerous
PeOPle who Call and say I have to leave my home; where do I go?
Having been through it I am in a position now where I can help
someone else, but the people who are supposed to be doing this
really are not doing it I know they are not getting paid much
themselves, but they simply are not providing the help that is
there.

Ms. SHEPARD. Excuse me; Mr: Chairman. I want to add to some-
thing that she juSt Said. I think one of the laws of being on public
assistance; once your children become school age you are eligible
for a training_ program or employment. My son was 6 last week. I
have not been called for a training program, and the worker said
she did not know why.

Mr. DONNELLY. Let me ask you two questions and then yield to
my colleagues.

The first is about your ex-husbands. And I want to frame this as
carefully as I can because I do not want to make public your Very
personal business. Have any of you received financial assistance
from your ex-husbands voluntarily, first of all and- secondarily, if
they had to be taken to court, how long did that process take, and
if you have received money from your ex-husbands, do you think
you are receiving a fair share of what his financial responsibility
ought to be to yourselves and especially to your children?

Ms. BAKER. My ex-husband never paid any money voluntarily. I
have an infOrmer on his side of the family. I have one sister-in-law
who certainly tells me every n wr and then little bits that she
hears. In his own words he said let her take care of the kids; she
wants them; she can have them.

Mr. DtilsIELL,Z. What sort of money does he make?
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Ms. BAKER. When he was working as a plumber he must have
been making $15,000 or more, but I am not sure how often he
worked with his problems. Since his salary was garnisheed he had
no choice.

Mr. DONNELLY. How many years did it take from the time you
left until the court garnisheed his salary?

Ms. BAKER. We left in January 1982 and it was May 1983 when I
started receiving $50 a week.

Mr. DONNELLY. How much a week?
MS. BAKER. $50 a we( k. He had agreed to pay $75, and evcri that

is not really adequate.
Mr. DONNELLY; So it took you basically 14 months to receive any

sort of financial assistance for the children fromyour ex-husband?
Ms; BAKER; I believe my caseworker at domestic relations said

that each worker there has about a caseload of 50C people, and it is
just impossible, By the time you get the bench warrant cut and go
out and find him, it just goes on and on. She would tell him to
come in for an interview and 133 phone he says _I will be there: So
he does not show up, so they give him the benefit of the douot and
set up another interview----

Mr. DONNELLY. And the chase is on.
Ms, MURPHY: I have never received child support from my ex-

huSband. However, I have given the welfare department his social
security number I could not tell you how many times and said here
is his social security number, track him down, and they have never
responded.

Mr. DONNELLY. Do you have any idea of his income?
Ms. MURPHY. I have no idea.
Mr. DONNELLY. Do you think he is working?
Ms. MURPHY. I do not know, because we have not seen hide nor

hair of him since he walked out.
Ms. SHEPARD. I have been signing papers for years to try to get

chi' support and the court will not do it. I just signed papers last
week.

Mr. DONNELLY. Do you know if your ex-husband is working?
Ms. SHEPARD. I do not know. But they have not trade any effort

to try and find out, either.
Mr. DONNELLY. Let me ask one final question. -I know Ms. Fiedler

wants to get to questioning. It is about your children. The whole
thrust of the AFDC program in my opinion, correctly or incorrect-
ly, but it is an opinion that I hold stror,gly, is that we have this
program so that the children wi not be punished for the mistakes
of the parents, and to me the whole conception of having a pro-
gram like this would bring out what I would hope to be the best of
America, that if my wife aryl I maybe had problems that our chil-
dren would not suffer because of that; that society would come in
to help those children so that they would be able to go out in the
world and compete on an equal footing; The reality is that it is not
happening.

What do you think because of the situations that you are in and
because of this whole AFDC and welfare quagmire, what do you
think the effect has been on your children? Is the program doing
what I think we all want it to do, to help those kids, to see that
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those cliiidren are nie d, or have your children been pun-

Ms. Mu Rpm. When Onildreli are on AFDC they are punished be-
cause they are stigmatized. I live in public housing. My children go
to school and there are often times that they have playmates that
live outside of the development and their mothers will not let them
come down to play_in the development, Sc, it is stigmatizing.

Mr. DoNNEeey,_We used to call them projects.
Ms. MURPHY. That has negative overtones. I think "develop-

ment- should be the word. Children are hurting; really nurting.
When you ask your child to go to the store for you when you give
them food stamps, they are so embarrassed; and understandably so.
Se children zuC hurting.

SHEnAttn. My children are hurting because ail. they receive
now is cold sandwiches. They receive gas in their stomachs. The
only time they receive a good meal is__if I travel to my family's
house. They are closed into one room. There is no playground. To
go anywhere you have to pay carfare, and for one fare in New
York City it is 75 cents. Mine are really suffering.

Mr. DoNNELLY. Would any of you want to see any of your daugh-
ters on_welfare 2_0 years from now'?

Ms. SIIEPARD. Not 1 year from now.
Ms: MURPHY. I would_never want 10 see any of my children on

welfare, and so I am telling them to_ get_ their ed- ucation and to 'be
their own person and their own ir-iividual so they can stand on
their own two feet and never hav-; t, rely on anyone.

Mr: DONNELLy-_ Ms: Fiedler.
MS. FIEDLER. You know the testimony that you have given here

has_ been extremely valuable; because what you have really said in
each of your stories is that the system which has been devised over
a_period of 40 years has not worked effectively enough to be able to
give you the assistance to move yourself from the -AFDC program;
or any specizA Government program which has been devised, to
help__ you build stronger and better lives. You are all young women,
Your future is ahead_ of you and yet to some degree you have de-
scribed a !ather hopeless situation.

I happen to agree with, the comment_ that you made before, Ms.
Baker, that being a mother is the most important thing to be. In
my own life; that is the most important thing that I have ever
done, and to face the frustration and the difficulty that you have
faced in spite of the many billions of dollars_ which we have oured
intopUblic assistance prc.gran-,s is really a tragedy; because_ we do
have enough money. We_arespending enough money to do the job.
It is my understanding that for every- welfare family there. is ate h-iut
$40;000 soent_in. total for all the administration, and all of the spe-
cial benefits, but unfortunately you_ become eligible for only a frac-
tion of the- amount that is_ actually spent within this whole bu-
reaucracy. It seems to me that we really need to_look_ at_ cne pro-
gram; hopefully on a bipi-irtisan basis, because I do not think this
happened overnight and I do not think itis a result of _a l-percent
cut here or a 2-percent addition there. We really need to look at
this program and try to- make some decisions which will help you
to build better lives rather than keeping you indefinitely leaning

2
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not receive anything now. I am just only working 3 daysI am
living on 3 days.

Ms. FIEDLER: What do you _pay in transportation?
Ms. MOBLEY. I pay $1.25 - -I work in Maryland$1.25 going, $1.10

coming_back. That would be $2.30 going and coming:
Mr. DONNELLY. How much moneyyou work 3 days a week?
MS: MOBLEY: Yes.
Mr. DONNELLY. How much money do you make a week?
Ms. MOBLEY. I make $90 for 3 days.
Mr. DONNELLY. $30 a day?
Ms. MOBLEY. Yes.
Mr. DONNELLY. Because of that you lost your medicaid coverage?
Ms. MOBLEY. Right.
Mr. DONNELLY- -It is_not worthwhile working, is it?
MS. MOBLEY. Well, I was trying to not depend on the welfare. I

wanted -to be on ray own; but I just cannot make it
Mr. DONNELLY. Good for you. Ms. Fiedler, would you yield?
MS: FIEDLER: Sure:
Mr. DONNELLY. I want to ask you a question about food stamps.

The whole idea of the food stamp program is to make sure that
people will buy food with it, which I think is somewhat presump-
tive because you are basically saying you don't trust the mothers of
America; they are going to take the money and spend it on some-
thing else and not feed their children.

I don't buy that premise that mothers will take it and not feed
their children. I will have to be honest with you. I think there is a
stigma attached to the _food stamp system. About-2 weeks ago; I
went into Cumberland Farms and the woman in front of me put
down food stamps; and_I took a second look. It is just -a natural in-
clination to do that. Had she put down $3 in cash, I would have
just continued reading my paper and buying my cigarettes. But she
put down the food stamps, and I looked at her and looked at what
she was buying. She was buying milk and bread and things like
that. Would you rather receive the cash sum payment and be trust-
ed to spend that on food?

Ms. BAKER. I would much rather receive the cash,- because -there
are instances where there are thingsfor instance, vitamins. While
I could buy potato chips and nobody would blink an eye; when I go
in to buy vitaminsthe one time this happened was about the first
time I used my food stamps. The woman made quite a big fuss over
vitamins not being eligible food stamp items, and I was thoroughly
embarrassed and a bit disgusted at her explanation of what I could
and couldn't buy.

I also had an instance where I was buying some kind of fried
chicken; something -that was prepared, and I needed something
quick because I had been working_ and it was one of those instances
where I got something that was cooked; anct the woman looked at
me and said, "You cannot buy cooked food with food stamps." And
there were several people behind me and they were all vitally in-
terested in this.

Not to be a smart aleck, I said, "Well, the bread is cooked, and
you rung that up." She said, "Come now; Do you _use your food
stamps in a restaurant? No, I am sure you don t." She was really
uppity about it And I wrote a letter to that store and got a letter



of apology in return I suggested to the manager that he properly
educate his staff.

Mr. DONNELLY. Good for you.
Ms. Murterty. I think cash would be good; i3lso. There_ are a lot of

things. like Ms. Raker said that you can't buy with food stamps.
You need soap powder, toilet paper. There are just basic necessities
that you do need; and food stamps just will not purchase them.

Mt. F ,NNELLY. What about the debilitating effect of walking in
with the little stamp?

Ms. MURPHY. It is painful and it hurts.
_Mr. DONNELLY. Are you concerned. about the _impact it makes

When you send your chiid to the store to buy a loaf of bread?
Ms: MURPHY. Not only the children get dirtv.looks, but the moth-

ers get dirty lookS. When you are standing there and you have
done your grocery shopping; because yott. know. this has to last you
for 2 weeks, and everybody is making comments, "Look at all that
food, and she_ is on food stamps ;" this is ridiculous, And you are
getting dirty looks from the ctishiers. At times, I have even gotten
snide remarks.

Mr. DoNNELi.. Ms. Fiedler.
Ms; FIEDLER. I_ don't really have any more questions. I want to

thank you for taking the time to come. I hope that other commit-
tees that are involved in making decisions will invite either you or
others like ou to help them make better decisions.
__One of the things I have found back heremaybe this is just one
Members perspectiveis that the dectsionmaking I-ere isn't very
good: It is very well motivated; People care a whole lot; they_really
do. T don't care whether they are Reagan Republicans or Carter
Democrats; they do care and would like to be able to invest the
public's money in a way-that will do the most good.

Unfortunately; -there tends to. be a narrow scope of experience on
the part of the Members, and they are not equipped to understand
the problems of .a welfare _mother or some of the aged problems
that we see or the dis-bled. So being able to hear from you first-
hand_ is extremely valt, I hope. it will broaden our perspective
to help us make better decisions in the future.

Mr. DONNELLY; Ms. Ferraro. _

Ms. FERRARO. I would like to sh:tre some statistics with reference
to.public housing_ with reference to what Ms.- Shepard testified. In
1981, there were 1,537 new section it units in New York-. In 1982, it
was curtailed to only 750; and those were solely 202; and they went
to the elderly and the handicapped. In 1983,_ it was reduced -again
to 618 new units; 1984. don to 440 due to budget cuts. We have
currently in New York 165,000 people on housing waiting lists; and
there. is no money for New York City trs, do this on its own.

With reference to transit, our sy:tem is not underutilized: We
have over 2. million riders a day on the_system. The subway now
costs 75 cents for each ride, going up to $1 in the next few weeks:
We have reduced assistance from the Federal Government in oper-
ating subsidies arid capital improvements are next to nothing for
our system, because it is not a system like the system in Los
Angles,_ We have -real problems in New York City; and it is because
of cuts in Federal programs that we are giving assistance.
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But in addition to that, it is loss of reverwas_ to New York City
because of the tax cut enacted last year New York's revenues are
piggybacked on the Feder-al assistance. So we can't dump the
budget cuts f om the Federal Government on to the municipalities.

Let me go into the budget cuts. I was intrigued when my col-
league said that with a family we should have at least $1,000 a
month to live on You need that much. I know I have three chil-
dren; as well; and they get hungry and as they get older they get
hungrier.

Ms: Mobley;_could you chat v.rith me about what you were get-
ting, say, in 1979, Which was 10 years after your husband left?

Ms: MOBLEY: I_was getting -$189.
Ms. FERRARO. From AFDC?
MS: MOBLEY: Yes;
MS. FERRARO. How much were you getting from food stamps?
MS: MOBLEY: $62.
Ms. FERRARO. Were you getting energy assistance?
MS: MOBLEY: No. _

Ms. FERRARO. In 1979, you were getting $189; and $62 in food
stamps:_ln 1986 -or 1981, were you getting those same amounts?

Ms. MOBLEY. Yes.
Ms: FERRARO: -Were you getting any other assistance?
Ms. MOBLEY. In 1980, I started getting $59 in- energy assistance.
Ms. FERRARO So you were getting a total of $310 in 1980 as as-

sistance between weifare, food stamps, and energy assistance. Were
you-working at that time?

Ms. MOBLEY. Yes; 1 day.
Ms: FERRARG:_One day a week?
MS. MOBLEY. YeS.
Ms: FERRARO:-How much were you earning?
Ms. MOBLEY. I was earning $27 a day.
Ms: FERRARO: In 1981; which would be after the budget cuts that

we are discussing today, what were you getting in AFDC?
Ms: MOBLEY: In 1981?
MS. FERRARO. Yes.
Ms: MOBLEY: I was getting $189.
Ms. FERRARO. Go to 1982, of er the October 1981 cuts. What were

yon getting for AFDC?
Ms. MOBLEY. That is when I started getting the $41_.__
Ms. FERRARO.-So you were reduced from $189 to $41?
MS. MOBLEY. Yes.
Ms._ FIEDLER. You began to work 3 days a week, though, at that

point?
MS. MOBLEY. That is lately.
Ms. FERRARo. So you went to $41 from $189?
IVIS MOBLEY. Right.
Ms. FERRARO. Were you getting food stamps?
MS. MOBLEY. Yes.
MS. FERRAR0._What was that?
Ms. MOBLEY. $62.
Ms. FtnRARo._In 1982 and 1983; was that the same amount?
MS. MOBLEY. Yes.
MS. FERRARO: You didr. get increased?
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Ms. MOBLEY. I got a $69 increase about 6 months; then they cut
me back:

Ms. FERRARO. SO you are at $62?
Ms. MOBLEY. Right.
Ms. FERRARO. And energy assistance?
Ms. MOBLEY. I wasn't receiving that until 1980.
Ms. FERRARO. -Lam talking about recently:
Ms. MOBLEY. $59.
Ms. FERRARO. So you were getting $41. $62, $59, which is $163 a

month_Federal assistance; am I right?
Ms. MOBLEY. Yes, ma'am.
Ms. FERRARO, SO you were reduced from $310 to $163. Were you

working in 1980?
MS. MOBLEY. Yes.
Ms. FERRARO. How often were you working?
Ms: MOBLEY. One day a week.
Ms. FERRARO. How much were you earning?
Ms. MOBLEY. $27 a day.
Ms. FERRARO. Ms. Mobley, why were you only working 1 day a

week?
Ms. MOBLEY. Icouldn't get any more:
Ms. FERRARO. You couldn't get any more work?
Ms. MOBLEY. No-
Ms. FERRARO. Would you have worked more had you had the op-

portunity?
Ms. MOBLEY. Yes, I would have
Ms. FERRARO. SO you were making $27 a week at the time you

were working 1 day, and $310 in Federal assistance?
Ms. MOBLEY. Right.
Ms. FERRARo_Now are you working?
Ms. MOBLEY. Yes, I am.
Ms. FERRARO:-How often?

S. MOBLEY. Three days a week.
Ms. FERRARO. Are you still making $27 a day?
Ms. MOBLEY. No. I make $30 a day.
Ms. FERRARO. $30 a day?
Ms. MOBLEY. Yes, ma'am.
Ms. FERRARO. $30 a day. So you are making $90 a week. So work-

ing_3 days a week-
Ms. MoBLE.i. Yes.
Ms. FERRARO Icontinuingl._ You are actually- making :ass money

now working 3 days a week than you were getting before working 1
day a week and getting the assistance from the Federal Govern-
ment; is -that not right?

Ms. MOBLEY. No, ma'am, that is not right. I am getting more
now.

MS. FERRARO. OK, you are working_3 days a week. You are
making $90 a week times 4you are making $360 a month. Add
that on to your $163 that you are &etting and you are getting $523
a month to live right now for you and your daughter; right?

Ms. MOBLEY. Now no ma'am. I am not getting that now
Ms. FERRARO. Could you help us here?

28
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MS. LYNCH. She is no longer getting any AFDC benefit. She was
cut off completely in May, and she lost her AFDC and medical as-
sistance.

Mr. DONNELLY. She has medical assistance back?
Ms. L'irigc171. She got the medical assistance back this month.
Ms. FERRARO: $360 a month, because you are working 3 days

Week.
MS. MOBLEY. Yes:
M. FERRARO. Plus $62 for food stamps; plus $59 for energy as-

sistance
M. MOBLEY. I wasn't getting that at that time:
MS. FERRARO. Let's talk about today.
Mr. DONNELLY. Are you receiving energy assistance now?
Ms. MOBLEY. I don't receive anything today_, no public assistance.
Ms. FERRARO.You are not- receiving food stamps,. either?
Ms. MOBLEY. I receive food stam_ps$106 since May
Ms. FERRARO. Se that is $106 plus $90 a week; which is $360 a

month, or $466; correct?
Ms; LYNCH: The complication here is that she works 2 days some

weeks, 3 days some weeks.
Ms: FERRARO. Use it as a maximum. I am trying to gOt to the

maximum_ of what she is getting today working a maximum of 3

days a week with the budget cuts in place; so we can determine ex=
actly what she is living on.

The maximum that she is living on is $466 a month;_aiii I right?
MS. LYNCH. $360 in cash plus $106 in food stamps; that is it
Ms. FERRARO. $466 a month, which is what I said. All tight.
In 1979, working 1 day a week and getting public assistance; she

was making $418 a month plus getting medicaid, which took care
of all of her medical expenses?
MS. MOBLEY. Right.
Ms. FERRARO: -My next question is, why are you working when

you are better off stayin_g home and working the 1 day a week?
MS: MOBLEY Like I said they told me to go to work. The _public

assistance -told me to go to work and find me a job: And so that is
what I was out to do; to find a job.

MS. FERRARO. You got the job 3_days a week?
M. MOBLEY. Yes. I was up on the WIN program, and that is how

I started to work,
MS. FERRARO. I guess the point that I am thing to make is that

you were better off: So you are trying to work now. If you really
wanted to take advantage of the Government programs, you might
be better off just staying home and letting somebody L...3e take care
of you.
MS: MOBLEY. Yes.
MS. FIEDLER. Would the gentlelady yield?
Ms. FERRARO. Yes.
Mg. FIEDLER. One of the things that I keep hearing here and

which bothers me is that I think there is more than one -reason
why you are working% There are three of you that had talked about
working. It seems to me that there is a reason why you are work-
ing that doesn't just directly relate to how much money you are
getting. Are there other reasons why you are working? Are there
other benefits to your working?
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Ms. Muarniy. I would like to say that it took me many years. I
had lost my self-confidence and I got my self-confidence back. And
I think women living in poverty have very little self-esteem; but
once they get the supportive services of what they need and they
get their confidence back, they do want to go to work. Nobody likes
living on welfare. Nobody -wants to hand food stamps at a store
when they could use cash. We want to work. We want the opportu-
nity so that we can earn enough money to support our families.

Ms. FIEDLER. So the self:esteem which you describe is another
very important part?

Ms. MURPHY. Of course it is. When you are browbeaten an-
are kept down in the system for so many years; it takes a lot of
guts and a lot of courage to pull yourself up and do what you have
to do, not only for yourself but for your children;

Ms. FIEDLER. I thought it was an important point to bring out
because that is a pride. Where even if it meant a slight difference;
you might choose work because of how you felt about yourself.

I have heard the statement often that people are told; "Don't go
to work because you will lose some benefits." It is unfortunate that
this system is devised in such a way as to not only discourage you
from working as a result of the economic losses that you face, but
fails to recognize the very special sense of self-worth that you have
by being able to take care of yourself or even contribute through 1
day of work a week or 2 days of work a week to your family and to
your own welfare.

Ms. FERRARO. I would like to add, howeverand I am sure my
colleague; as a mother of children; who goes to the grocery store
and I do the shopping in my housethat selFesteem doesn't buy
you food to put on your table.

Ms. FIEDLER. That is what w?. are talking about.
Ms. FERRARO. It is a combination of; yes, you want self-esteem

nobody wants to live on food stamps alone, or no one wants to take
welfare. But these women are saying something more than that.
There are no Government programs for training- that will hell
them. If they go to work, they are being punished by having their
benefits reduced, and that is the problem: That is the disincen-
tivewhen you reduce the amount of money so you can't buy food
for your kids.

Ms. Murphy, your children are now grown, are they not?
Ms. MURPHY. I have two that are grown.
MS: FERRARO. They are in college?
Ms. MURPHY. Yes.
Ms: FERRARO: Those two children, are they eligible for food

stamps?
Ms. MURPHY. When your child reaches 18 and they are not in

high school, then automatically they are cut off of AFDC. However,
if you have a child that is a student; they are eligible to submit
their own application and apply for food stamps.

Ms. FERRARO. That is if they do not live at home?
Ms: MURPHY: Yes.
Ms. FERRARO. Are your children at home?
Ms: MURPHY: Yes:
Ms. FERRARO. Are you getting food stamps for your 18-year-old at

home?



MS. MURPHY. No; I am not:
Ms. FERRARO. So you are feeding, for $37 a week, two adults and

two younger children'?
MS. MURPHY. Yes.
Ms: FERRARO: Again; that was the budget cut that was not in ex-

istence with removing of students from the food stamp program
once they were in college: It was done in order to correct whai was
apparently a lot of wealthy kids asking for food stamps. But there
are a lot of kids who need those food stamps and whose families
need the food stamps who are not eligible because of budget cuts:

MS. SHEPARD. I want to speak on the car bit. It costs me $3 just
to go to my center to pick my check up and get back to the motel:

Mr. DONNELLY. The State is paying $2,200 a month to have you
in a motel?

MS. SHEPARD. Yes; one room with two double beds, no refrigera-
tion, no cooking facilities:

Mr. DONNELLY. You only have one room for $2,200?
Ms: SHEPARD: Yes: I have to pay for my own phone bill: That

comes out of my check, also.
Mr: DONNF:EM What are the sexes of your children?
Ms. SHEPARD. Two females and one male.
Mr; DONNELLY. All living in one room?
Ms. SHEPARD. Yes. And my son is 6.
Ms. FERRARO. Ms. Baker; I want to go back to your testimony,

You indicated after you left your husband in January -you were
living on $50 a week. Where did you get that money from?

Ms. MURPHY. That was my testimony.
Ms. FERRARO. I am sorry.
Ms. MURPHY: That $50 a week my _dad sent me: And he could no

longer afford to send it to me, and that was when I went down to
the welfare office:

Ms. FERRARO. So that your family did try to assist you?
MS: MURPHY. They did try to assist me but they couldn't afford

it.
MS; FERRARO. What took you 3 months to go down to the welfare

office?
MS. MURPHY. My pride.
Ms. FERRARO. Ms. Baker, when you left your husband; how much

were you getting in food stamps or how much were you able to get
once you established eligibility?

Ms. BAKER. After a brief waiting period, I began to receive $161 a
month,_

Ms. FERRARO. After you waited your time, how much did you get
for AFDC?

MS. BAKER. $385.
MS. FERRARO, For a total of $546 a month?
MS. BAKER. Yes
Ms. FERRARO. You started working February 1982?
Ms: BAKER: YeS,
MS. FERRARO. How much did you get paid at that time?
MS. BAKER. Nothing:
Ms. FERRARO. When, if ever, did you-start getting _paid_a salary?
Ms; BAKER. It is hard to remember. Probably in May. Possibly

no. I am sorry. It was in the summer.
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Ms. FERRARO. Summer 1982?
Ms. BAKER. Yes. I started working 3 days a week.
Ms. FERRARO. How much did you earn?
Ms. BAKER. About $110 a week.
Ms. FERRARO. So you were earning $110 a week. What were you

getting on AFDC when you earned $110 a week?
Ms. BAKER. I lost the grant at that time.
Ms. FERRARO. So you were earning $440 a weeka month?
Ms. BAKER. Yes.
Ms. FERRARO. lost your AFDC for $385 a month?
Ms. BAKER. Yes.
Ms. FERRARO. So you ended up with $55 a month almost net

profit. Did your food stamps remain the same as you continued
working?

Ms, BAKER. No. They were decreased to about $130 or $140 at
that time.

Ms. FERRARO. So they were decreased by $20 or $25 a week?
Ms. BAKER. Yes.
Ms. FERRARO, So that going to work 3 _days a week earning $110

a week you ended up getting a total of $140 in food stamps so the
big profit yoa made working, and with Tederal assistance, was a
big total of $35 a month; right?

Ms. BAKER. That sounds about right, plus I have day care. If I
couldn't get someone to watch my children free, I had to pay that,
too_

Ms. FERRARO. So that it wasn't a big profit, you did not end up
making

Ms. BAKER. I didn't make any money, no.
Ms. FERRARO. How much did it cost for day care?
Ms. BAKEL. Day care_part; time was about $60 a week.
Ms. FERRARO. The sum of $60 a week for day care?
Ms. BAKER. Yes. That is when I worked part time.
Ms. FERRARa That is when you were making $110 a week?
Ms. BAKER. $110 a week. But we had food. That was when I was

living with my- parents. So Iif I had any left aye:, if there ever
was anything, I would say put this toward the gas and electric bill,
but -that didn't happen very often after awhile.

Ms. FERRARO. So that actually when you were working part time,
you made $110 a week, it was costing you $60 a week day care and
you ended up losing the AFDC and you ended up with a reduction
in food stamps?

Ms. BAKER. Yes.
Ms. FERRARO. Are you working now?
Ms. BAKER. Yes.
Ms. FERRARO. What are you earning?
Ms. BAKER. $200 a week.
Ms. FERRARO. Are you getting assistance?
Ms. BAKER. No.
Ms. FERRARO. No AFDC?
Ms. BAKER. No.
Ms. FERRARO. No food stamps?
Ms. BAKER. No. Just the day care.
Ms. FERRARO. What are you getting with day care?

32
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M§. BAKER. I just haveI have three vouchero, one for each
child. At this point -I don't pay anything for day care.

Ftrittiato. All right. I think again what I am tryingto point
out with each of you is that not only do you have the desire to
Work and the pride and self-esteem that goes with that, I know we
:want to do it ourselves, but sometimes you have to balance off your
pride with what you are actually going to be able to give your kick
The tradeoff is you want to feed your kids. You want health care
for your kick

I think that is what we have to understand. If the system doesn't
Work, we have to do something about it But the reason the system
doesn't work is because we have gone in and changed the eligibility
requirements and when women work they then become noneligible
fjr the assistance and we seem to be working one against the other
and I think they are very, very foolish.

Ms: BAKER. May I say something in addition to what you said? I
think it is_a shame that you feel so stupid asking for this help
when you come right down to it It is a sign of intelligence when
you realize your limitations =and you reach out to someone for help
and you say; I need such and such to get back on my feet.

I think the aid ought to be there for those people who are willing
to use what they can and get themselves started up and get a
decent home for their children and then go on from there and say
that I don't need the assistance anymore.

Ms. FERRARO. I don't think that is stupid at all Mo. Baker. What
you are dealing with is cost effectiveness and it is cost effectiveness
in a lot of ways. If you help people and train them when they are
capable of being trained, you put them into the work force so they
can not only take care of themselves, but they are contributing
taxes to the Government so we can all be part of the whole system.

I think it is cost effective. The idea is selling people in this Cori=
gress on the cost effectiveness of programs such as food stamps,
AFDC, WIN, job training.

You know, those are all very, very important programs. We have
a little Problem selling them in the Congress here, but it is not
stupid, it is about as far from stupid as it_could possibly get. I ap-
preciate each of your testimonies here today and certainly want to
thank you for appearing before our committee.

Thank_you Mr. Chairman.
Mr:__DONNELLY. Let me join with both __Ms. Ferraro and Ms. Fie-

dler. Your appearance has gone a long way, hopefully, to dispel the
myth that welfare mothers drive around in Cadillacs, have little
pinky rings with diamonds on them; and sit around watching TV
and eating caviar in the afternoon.

But the sad fact of the matter is that that is a prevalent myth in
this country when people think of welfare. They immediately think
of waste,fraud and abuse.

The suffering and damage that it is doing to hundreds of millions
of children in this country is immense. The s)stern, frankly, stinks.
A classic example of what is wrong with the system is shown by
MS. Ferraro's line of questioningyou would have to_be a graduate
of MIT to figure out exactly what your benefits are to balance your
weekly checkbook so that at the end of the week your children
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have t,oniething to eat so that you don't have to go out on the
street find beg alm-; tirid beg for food.

It is _an absolute unmitigated outrage that we treat women and
children in this country with this terri'!e Si/Stein. Let me make an-
Other _point, this is not just a woman's issue. This _is_ a men's issue,
too, because men are certainly involved in part Of the process and

of the_ problem, there is a great responsibility on the males in
this society _to pick up the charge and articulate and Verbalize the
problem and it is_just not a woman's issue.

'Mere are a lot of young men involved who_ are hiring in homes
wherethev can barely receive a decent meal every day. You can't
tell me; with all of the wealth in this country and the decency of
the American people, that if they understood the circumstances
under which we force millions of Americans, women and children,
to they would not be outraged.

I hope we begin a process to dispel myth that you people are
sitting fat_ and happy. There is a tremendous amount of damage
being done to you and to you children and sometirnes psychologi-cal damage i, irreversible.

To have your children go to college, MS. Miii-PhY, and to seethan as they- go through life have a better opportunity in this soci-
ety than you_ had is worth every dollar that we invest and we in,'
vested very tew dollars in the four of you and you have done and
you are doing a magnificent job.

Thank you all very much. I hope you will stay and listen to the
rest, of the testimony; and thank you all again.

MS. BAKER. Thank YOU.
Ms. SHEPARD. Thank you.
Ms. MURPHY. Thiink you.
Mr. DONNELLY. We are running a little late. Senator Moynihan

was supposed to testify this morning. However, he was tied up in
NeW York State and could not be with us.

We are privileged_ and honored to have Prof. Eleanor Holmes
Norton from Georgetown University Law Center. Professor Ncrtcin.

STATEMENT OF ELEANOR HOI,NIES_NORTON. PROFESSOR:
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER, WASHINGTON, D.C.
MS. NORTON. Thank you Mr. Chairman,
Mr. DoNNELLy; I am sorry to have kept you waiting but __I think

the testimony of these four women this morning was well worth
the time.

Ms: NORTON. I think the committee needs that testimony fromthe field.
Mr: DoNNEt.t.v. I think the entire Congress does.
Ms. NoicroN. Mr. Chairman, Congresswoman Ferraro; I appreci-

ate the opportunity to appear befbre you today on behalf of theJoint Center r Political Studies and the Tarrytown Group of
black scholars. The document produced by i Tarrytown Group,brought to -trier_ by the Joint Center ir 1981 and 19.42.; represents
an attempt to rethink some of the major problems confronting the
black community today.

The statement, entitled The Black Family,- is the firSt State-
ment of its kind on this delicate and important subject produced by
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a group of black thinkers. For this reason, it has been given special
weight in discusSions of the black family that are only now begin-
ning among concerned-Americans.

In summary, the Tarrytown Group concluded that the most
striking measure of the cumulative effect of American racism
today is the precipitous reduction in the strength of the black
family. Its repair is central to any serious strategy to improve the
black condition.

No group brought a stronger family tradition to America than
blacks, whose farnily life incorporated the patterns of African soci-
eties that were organized around kinship and family itself

Indeed, Mr. Chairinan, ektended families are much more preva-
lent in the black community today than in the white community
today.

Not until the 1960's did black family lifeafter generations -of
corrosive goverrirneltal and societal policiesmeet ultimately de-
stabilizing forces: migration that was often virtually compulsory,
rapid urbanizatiOn and ghettoization, and structural unemploy-
ment.

This was when Plantations were mechanized in the South and
people were simply put off the plantations and out of sharecrop-
ping.

As a result, almost half of all black families are now headed by
women, Most seriously,- more than half of all black children are
raised by single mothers; many of whom are teenagers themselves
and most of whom are poor.

Some of the most vexing problems of the black community, espe7
cially hardcore poverty and its consequences, can be traced to
family structures that have been weakened by racism and its con-
tinuing effects.

Three major areas of effort are minimally necessary if improve-
ments are to be achieved. First, we must focus on economic
independence for female-headed households. This goal requires_the
reconceptualization and redesign of present welfare programs to in-
clude training and support that will allow most young mothers to
graduate from the programS.

Second, we must prevent premature sex and pregnancy, building
upon the stride§ black women and girl: have made in fertility con-
trol and finding ways to encourage greater responsibility on the
part of boyS and Men. We must encourage young black people to
pursue education; training, and personal development while they
delay pregnancy and family formation.

Finally; black husband-wife families, burdened by racial barriers
not experienced -by other Americans, should be strengthened
through tools such as affirmative action in education, employment,
and entrepreneurial opportunities.

Actions such as these are deeply in the national interest, and the
renewal _of_ the historic strength of the black family should be a
major national goal for the coming decade.

I Want to submit the green booklet before you "Framework for
Racial Justice," for your record. The policy framework is not a de-
tailed remedy analysis; although it makes reference to remedies
which I will later discuSS.
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It attempts to engage a new discussion seeking new approaches
to what often are a new set of problems, although they are often
diScuSSed as if the problems themselves had the same content and
contours they had 20 years ago.

The essays in the booklet on blacks in the economy; which by the
way is not unrelated to the deterioration of the black family Struc:
tureand on black education reflect the notion that some of the
old problems have indeed been solved and even when they have not
been, new conditions and a different set of pressures require fresh
thinking.

The essay in the booklet on the, black family is not so much fresh
thinking as it is first thinking. This subject has not been the focus
of any significant discussion that goes to policy and remedies.

The family, after all, is a largely personal and intimate institu-
tion.- It is not always easy to discern when .the family i .self is in
trouble.

There has been concern about family life in America in general,
as we have seen a 50-percent divorce rate with its attending effects
on women and children in particular and the rapid growth of
female-headed households,

In one decade; for example; among whites the number of babies
born to single women almost doubled from something over 5 per-
cent to almost 10 percent.

Mr. DONNELLY. What decade was that, Doctor?
Ms. NORTON That was in the 1970's, the past decade. However,

the number of babies born to single black women did not increase
so rapidly; but the numbers are absolutely extraordinary, for
during the same decade the number of babies born to single black
women increased from 38 to 55 percent.

Figures showing a majority of black children born to single
mothers show up consistently in every part of the country and in
virtually every Statefrom 54 percent in Arkansas and 57 percent
in Indiana; to 63 percent in Wisconsin and 60 percent in New
Jersey.

These are figures of crisis proportion because of the Strong corre-
lation between poverty and female-headed households with chil-
dren.

Black women, subject to both sex and race discrimination; will
find it especially difficult to raise children alone. For example, in
1979_, median income for all families was_ $20,000 in this country;
for black female-headed families, it was $6,610. The large increase
in poor female-headed households is already by itself retracting the
very substantial gains niade by black people as a whole as a result
of the passage of the three great civil rights acts and of the Great
Society programs:

FOr example, we see very substantial progress in reducing the
gap between black and white individual income, a very substantial
decrease of the gap since the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

Moreover; black husband -wife- family income experienced Sub=
stantial growth in income in the seventies while black female-
headed households regressed. If the large- increase in female-headed
households had not occurred in the 1970's, black family income
would have increased by 11.3 percent instead of decreasing by 5

36'
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percent and; thus, would have grown at a faster rate in the 1970's
than white family income did:

The sole reason black family income did not grow was the great
growth of black female-headed households. If these are the abuse-
holds having the majority of black children todayand the figures
indicate they are=---then you do not have to be much of a mathema-
tician to figure out that we could end up with a greater proportion
of disadvantaged black people in the next generation than in this,
Considering the correlation beoveen poverty and economic; social,
and educational disadvantage.

Thus; the search for remedies has become especially urgent.
These remedies are complicated.

They must involve bt.h the black community itself and the Gov-
ernment. The GoVernment is deeply implicated in the deterioration
of the black family; beginning With slavery, up to the present
moment when Government policies continue to act to the detri-
ment of the black families.

First, of course, we have to focus on prevention. If we don't,
whatever actions we take we will simply replace present black
female-headed bouseholdS with new ones.

It is like trying to mop up water that is coming down onto the
floor without turning the faucet off. The way ti turn the faucet off,
of course, is to deal with prevention of large numbers of or dispro-
portionate numbers of black births among very young women; espe-
cially teenagers and other single women.

Interestingly, the black birth rate has declined dramatically
since the 1960's and, indeed; the rate of births among blacks has
declined more rapidly than among whites.

Today, for example, you do not see welfare recipients very often
who wave six or seven or eight children as you might have seen 20
or 25 years ago. In fact; black women have taken very particular
advantage of birth preventitives and abortion where they have
been available.

Yet there needs to be much more study and much more activity
both in the pricrate sector and with Government helto raise more
forcefully the notion of delaying sex and early pregnancy to both
boys and girlS.

We have gotten to the point where we don't talk about it any
longer. We assume it happens and we don't know quite how to talk
to our own children even through organizations in our own commu-
nities.

What encourages boYs and girls to delay pregnancy is belief in
the ftiture. When you live in deteriorating, devastated ghetto com-
munities that today receive virtually no help from the Go. _rn-
ment, there is very little reason to understand that there is some-
thing to be gained by delaying child bearing.

Second, of course, we have an urgent problem on our hands and
we cannot afford to wait a moment longer. That is to deal with the
existing plight of families headed by women.

First; we have to focus on the major program; the only program
that purports to deal with them. This is the AFDC program.

It needs total redesign, indeed, reconceptualization. We need to
think it through as if we were starting on an entirely clean slate.
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Some ways to think it through might be to ask ourselves Where
it is we Want to get. The counterpart of the young woman who is 18
or 20 and on AFDC is often in a Government-supported training
program or getting a Pell grant to go to college:

The early pregnancy has meant that her counterpart of the same
age has nO opportunities to get the skills to become self-sufficient,
though the woman N,,ith the child is ever so much more in need of
that economic self-sufficiency; and if she doesn't get it; of course,
society will have to take care of her.
_But, in fact, tile figures are devastating: Of girls who get preg-

nant; 80 to 90 percent drop out of school, and the school systems
which feel strapped have not very much incentive to be particular-
ly sensitive to the need to encourage young pregnant girls to stay
in school.

One thing the Government might do and might profit from doing
would be to offer incentives to school systems to operate programs
for the retention of pregnant girls in school and for their retention
in school after they become mothers,

The money the Government would save if these women were
able to finish school and then go to the job market is itself a very
substantial amount. AFDC, I think, ought to be put into perspec-
tive. It is obviously stretched beyond its original purpose. It was a
brilliantly conceived program.

It was meant in the 1930's to deal with society's exceptions, the
very few women who were then separated or divorced; it made per-
fect sense.

It WAS also meant occasionally to tide people over and to do so in
bad times. Today this program, this single program has been
stretched to take care of the victims of structural unemployment;
of historic racial, discrimination, of generational poverty any
other hard luck that befalls a woman.

Studies of the hardcore poor shrw these women, women like
those you have been privileged to hear at this very table; to be the
most successful among all the hardcore poor in training for work,
and the most enthusiastic about finding work.

The fact that they have miror children may, indeed, constitute
its own incentive for them to work. Yet, we in this country have
essentially the same maintenance approach toward these young
women as we have toward the elderly and handicapped who cannot
work at all.

Here are young people in the prime of their lives; educable; will-
ing to work; trainable; and we-have decided to maintain them in
stead of to help graduate them from maintenance.

There has never been; I submit, even with the WIN program,
serious effort to train and make seif-sufficient our welfare recipi-
ents. An example of a program that will have almost no relevance
to them is the new Job Training_and Partnerhsip Act program
and we are glad to see anybody trained who can be trained but
we have to understand what we are doing.

In that program we are skimming off the most advantaged of the
unemployed, helping industry to train themsome of whom indus-
try might train anyway, by the waybut helping them to do so in
a good partnership with industry.



I don't think anyone seriously believes that that program will
reach most or even a tins fraction of welfare recipients. The -pro=
gram is not designed to do so. It doesn't provide grants for taking
0i-ire of the children of welfare recipients. It simply is not designed
to meet the most diszidvaritziged wrong the unemployed

Therefbre: we have nowhere c, the books a program v hich will,
With all our talk about the feminization of poverty; will lead most
women and children toward ziny prospect lot traiiiiri ._

This is very serious, particularly when you consider the rapid
growth _of these female-headed _households._ The Rockefeller roun-
dation whose board -I- servehas recently given a large
grant; several million dollars, w7 million_or $8 million, to six Mtn-
muility:based organizations, two Hispanic; fbur black; in the cities
across this country. TWo are in New York, Congresswoman Fer-
raro.

They are for the purposeof training_single minority mothers and
help them find work: The training and placement also has a child
care component so the woman has some place to leave her children
while she is seeking training and work.

I want to emphasize that it is not easy to train society's most dis-
advantaged peoplethose are most often who welfare recipients
areto find work in the private sector,

The Rockefeller program is being closely_ monitored becatiSe we
would like to know whether a program of its kind could indeed be
a model or a prototype for redesign of the welfare system.

MY own feeling, and the results are far from in now is that
given the increasing noncompetitiveness of the American economy
it is folly to believe that we are c,oing to be able to train, welfare
recipients to compete on an equal basis in the private market with
others who are seeking jobs:

I mean; I am looking for__evidence that this might not be the
ease, but putting into the equation the kind of employment_market
we have today arid it looks like we have it now for the foreseeable
futuregiven the fact that ,:elfare itself is a stigma on top of an-
other stigma, the color stigma cr ethnic stigma,_ on top of the disk
crimination that flows from being female,_ I_ wonder hoW realistic it
iS to believe that there are places in the private job market or will
be-in the foreseeable future for welfare recipients.

Many of the students I teach at Georgetown; brilliantly well-pre-
pared people,when they get _there, who go away from Georgetown
with a first -class education, are finding it hard to flieI jobs -as law-
yers. Many People go to graduate school because they can't find
jobs in the private sector.

New, We aSk welfare recipients to-go out and find jobs in a coun-
try_ that never has had a full employment _economy and has less
and les s of one as we go along. Thus; I think if we are going to
truly; truly seek solutions here_we have to look at some mix that
includes public service jobs; which in my judgment will be far more
cost effective than simply maintaining young people who clearly
could work if given_a chance.

Not only is the Rockefeller program, I think; a hopeful sign that
something_ may emerge to pattern a new welfare prograin after
and I Call it a welfare program only advisedly because I think most
of the people on welfare could graduate from the program if it was
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structured for graduation instead of maintenancebut the Joint
Center, whom I speak for today, has recently received a grant from
the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation to carry on the work of the
Tarrytown Group of black scholars.

The next mission of that group is to recommend public and pri-
vate strategies which I believe will include legislative strategies for
dealing with what we regard as a very complicated problem. Much
is at stake here, and there are much larger stakes than in your or-
dinary training program or your ordinary concern for poor people.
These are the mothers as it turns out of most of the black children
of the next generation. Black husband-wife families are having few
children. like most young people today. Black women on welfare
don't have many children, either. But if black husband-wife fam'
lies have one and single mothers have two; then you can see what
we will have in only a few years.

If we can contain their problems; their disadvantagewhich is
often passed on to them from prior generationsif we can contain
it in their generation, they will not then be the carriers of that dis-
advantage to the next generation. If not, many of the current ef-
forts underway to eradicate poverty and society's other problems
simply won't have any effect. We are in effect dealing with the
symptoms of most problems when we deal with juvenile-delinquen-
cy, with drug abuse, with crime, with failure in school, with the
dropout rate. We are dealing with problems that flow often from
the first 5 years of life in female-headed households of the most dis-
advantaged kind. They flow disproportionately from just such envi-
ronments.

By focusing on these families we care- prevent many of the social
problems that arise in the society at large. And it is clear that
these problems originate from the conditions bred by poverty and
disadvantage in female-headed households. Not all to be sure, but
an extraordinarily disproportionate number -of them do. It should
not be Cost on us that middle-class children from traditional or ex-
tended families whether they are black or white or Hispanic, or
whatever, do not have the problems that poor children from
female-headed households do;

Thus concentrating on rehabilitating these families, it seems to
us, could take care of many of the other problems we are spending
billions of dollars on.

We must find a way to penetrate the barriers that have sealed
off these families from help and from hope. The black family has
been a brilliantly adaptive imtitution in a country where racist
and economic hostility would have long ago destroyed a weaker
family structure. But after 300 years of_ struggle and resiliency,
black families, especially female-headed families, need special at-
tention. The historic creative capacities of the black family have
been greatly taxed by today's conditions. But the family is still
much revered among American blacks; A focus on the black family
in whatever form it is found has enormous potential to radiate im-
provements in the status of black people and to eliminate the prob-
lems that remain.

Thank you very much.
[Testimony resumes on p. 67.]
[The prepared statement of Dr. Norton, along with the Tarrytown

Group document, follows:]
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Opening Remarks of Eleanor Holmes Norton

Professor of Law

Georgetown University Law Center

Summakiting "The Black Family" from

A POticy Framework for Racial Justice

Testimony Before the House Budget Committee Task
Force_on Entitlements, Uncontrollables, and
Indexing, Thurcday, October 27, 1983.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear befoid you today on

behalf of the Joint Center for Politidal Studies and the

Tarrytown Group of black adholart. The document produced by the

Tarrytown Group; brought together by the Joint Center in 1981 and

1982, represents an attempt to rethink some of the major problems

confrOnting the black community today. The statement entitled

"The Black Family" is the first statement of its kind on this

delicate and important subject produced by a group of black

thinkers. For this reason, it has been given special weight in

discussions of the black family that are only now beginning among

concerned Americans.

In summary; the Tarrytown Group concluded that the most

striking measure of the cumulative effect of American racism

today is the precipitous reduction in the strength of the black

family. Its repair is central to any serious strategy to improve

the black condition.

No group brought a stronger family tradition to America than

nlacks, whose faMiIy life incorporated the patterns of African

socittide that were organized around kinship and family itself;
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Not until the 1960's did black family life - -after generations of

corrosive governmental and societal policies--meet ultimately

destAbilizing forces: migration that was often virtually

dbMpuIsory, rapid urbanizition and ghettoization, and structural

unemployment. As a result, almost half of all black families are

nov headed by women Mbst seriously, more than half of all black

children are raised by single mothers; Many Of Whom are teenagers

themselves and most of whom are poor. Some of the most vexing

problems of the black community, especially hard-core proverty

And its consequences, can be traced to family structures that

have been weakened by racism and its continuing effects.

Three major areas of effort are minimally necessary if

improvements are to be achieved. First, we must focus on

economic independence for female-headed hoUtehbIdt This goal

requires the reconceptualization and redesign of present welfare

programs to include training and support that will allow most

young mothers to graduate from the programs.

Se,:ond, we must prevent premature sex and pregnancy,

bc.iIding upon the strides black women and girls have made in

fertility control and finding ways to encourage greater

responsibility on the part of boys and rieti We must encourage

young black people to pursue education training and personal

development while they delay pregnancy and family formation.

Finally, black husband-wife families, burdened by racial

barriers not experienced by other Americans, should be

strongthened through tools such as affirmatiVe action in

educationi employment and entrepreneurial opportunitieS.

Actior. such as these are deeply in the national interest,

and the renewal of the historic strength of the bIatk family

should be a major national goal for the coming decade.
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Foreword

W. E. B. DuBois stated in the early 1940s that the most difficult stage in
the struggle for racial justice in America would be reached when it became
clear that fundamental inequities persisted in spite of litigation, legislation;
and direct confrontation. The success or failure of the civil rights struggle;
he said would ultimately be detennined by the ability of a hiedy trained
group of black scholars to use their disciplined intelligence as effective
weapons in the battle for social jusdce.

DuBois' prescience may be seen by the profound racial inequities that
persist today. They persist despite the progress generated by the Brown
decision of 1 954, despite the civil rights laws of 1964 and 1965, despite the
non-violent civil disoliedience movement directed by Martin Luther King,
Jr., and despite the sporadic urban riots of the late I 960s. We are indeedat
the most difficult stage in the quest for racial justice.

Ironically, the successes of the civil rights movement of the 1960s,
achieved by methods appropriate to that time revealed the depth and
complexity of American racism and led, in a sense,to the current need to re-
examine some bask assumptions and to search for remedies that will be
effective in the 1980s:

Contemporary racial problems cannot be dramatized by television
pictures_of cattle prods !icing u ied against those seeking relief from blatant
forms of injustice. The chief barriers to racial justice today are subtle and
much less conducive to media coverage. Such problems as inferior schools
in northern cities that resist attempt at desegregation, deteriorating urban
ghettos,persistent unemployment and underemployment and the myriad
handicaps of singJe-parent black families do not elicit the same moral
indignation on the part of the American public as did earlier forms of
injustice.

Amerierns must be shown that the problems at this stage are no less
intolerable than_tbe earlier ones. Then, appropriate responses must be
developed and effectively communicated. These are the tasks that DuBois
assigned to the educationally and intellectually advantaged members of the
black community.

In the late 1970s, a number of black scholars, under the leadership of the
late Judge William Ilastie, came together informally and quietly to
exchange ideas concerning the increasingly complex and drr cult state of
the civil rights movement The early meetings Of this group centered on the

it
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rise of black separatismand particularly the frustration that young bliek

college students expressed in their regressive demands for a return to

racially segregated facilities. Later meetings involved discussions and

suggestions on how to address these problems within the larger framework

of Seeking racial justice. No written statement emerged; largely because of

the sporadic &Wad hoc nature of the nt:.etings. Some members of the groy.p,

however, continued to give thou,it to the problems canvassed acid to

explore strategies for -their solution.
In 1979, the Joint Center asked the two of US to prepare a .,tatement that

would set forth some of the major problems black Americans faced in the

1980s,--"to sketch out a common experience in the vineyard of civil

netts," as the Joint Center put it, and to alert usto the unfinished tasks

which lie ahead." The resultwas an essay called The Nineteen Eighties:

Prolegne and Prospect We observed that, in spite of landmark court

deciSions, major legislation at the federal and state leYelt; and executi_ve

initiatives of an unprecedented naturejacial_problems in the United Stan:

persisted, especially in the areas of employment., education, lidUSing;_a7tto

family life. We ciatiehided that it was difficult, " at the beginning of the

i 981X to be optimistic about thE future of blacks in American society." It

was imperative, we said, "that new perspectives; strategies, and methods be

developed to deal with today s complex racial realities."
The Nineteen Eighties:- Pro:ogue and Prospect drew 2onsiderable

response and suggestions for further study and elt.',.ioraCOtt_Soiae responses

emphasized thE importance not only ofdeveloping and refining ideas but of

making -certain_ that they become_ a part of the mechariiSitis for the

improvement of Stadiety. These suggestions led the Joirt Center to call a

conference at TarrytoWii. New York, on July_29-30, :981. Sortie thirty

citizens and scholars met fiat two days and_explored rite vac array of

problems black A.mericarii face in the cic,iing decades of the twentieth
century) Using Prologue and Prospect as a point of departure, the
participants brought to the discussion their ownspecial skills in such areas

as-law politics; sociology, history, anthropology, and literature.

While thE discussions_ were_ rewarding, there was not Sufficient time to

delineate the problem areas_ requiring the most urgent attention. But the

group agreed that the ideas explored at the conference shoiild become; as

one participant nut if, "elements in the action process." Consequently; the

Joint Center convened a second Tarrytr7 n confr..ence on November I 9-

21,_ 1982, out of which emerged-the statement _tpat fellows.

As part of the "action process the Than Center in coopelation with the

Johnson Foundation, convened a thitd conference involving representatives

of the Tarrytown group and memPers of the Black Leadership Forum.2The

1 Participants in the Tarrytown conferences are listed in Appendix B.
2 Participants in the Wingspread conference are listed in Appendix C.
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xi

purpose lathe meeting, held at the foundation's Wingspread ConferenceCenter in Racine, Wisconsin, on March 23-25, 1983, was to review and
refine the Tarrytown statement

We hope that the ideas_contained in this document Will encourage
widespread discussion and that out of such disdU§sienS Will come strategies
to achieve social and racial justice in America.

Kenneth B. Clark
John Hope Franklin
M'y 1983
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Introduction

At least three societies exist in America today: the mainstream, the
assimilated minorities; and the excluded: These three societies are separate
and unequal and the disparities among them threaten to destroy the national
fabric.

The excluded are a relatively new sqcial species, cornprising people who
are chronically poor; unemployed, or underemployed. Black Americans,
because of historic problems of discrir-nination, are disproportionately
represented among the exchided. Their condition worsens. At a time of
national economic stringency, affirmative action and "s. ifety net commit-
ments are vanishing. The resistance to social equity is fierce.

Indeed; naw that the drive for civil rights of the 50s, 60s, and 70s has been
bluntei-4 the ffindanienMI queStoriis_squarely before us: Is America willing
to support equitable social policies? The present answer to that question is a
rcsounding"no." That answer is stimulated by a powerful and continuing
climate of racism. and it has been given force and virAence by the nation's
experience with the worst economic conditions since the Great Depression
and by long-term economic uncertainties:

Under the best of Circumstances, blacks have faced major obstacles in
their quest for full social and economic citizenship. But as the economic pie
has stopped growing over the past several years, national cynicism and
misanthropy have reached new peaks. The current situation differs
significantly from the past in that there is not only resistance to further
advances toward equity but also a deep resentment in some quarters toward
the advances already made. That resentment has been forged into sharp
attacks on efforts, such as affirmative action that were designed to continue
the drive toward equity. The new atmosphere of racism with its code-word

distriiiiiria6on," "excessive domestic spending,"
-make-work jobs," and so onis more pervasive than at any time since the
early years of the century. Moreover, natural and in some cases historic
allies now view each other with suspicion when they are not actually
pursuing divisive socio-political strategies.

For far too tong the poor; the_ black; the brown; and the powerless have
been blamed for Ainerica's social and econoritic prOblems. The fundamental
truth is that far from causing the problems, they have been particularly
victimized by them. For example, no group has suffered a more devastating

27-430 0 - 84 -- 4
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2 A POLICY FRAMEWORK FOR RACIAL JUSTICE

assault upon its family structure than black Americans. With the possible
exception of Native Americans, no other group has suffered greater
deprivation of educational opportunity.

Unless major efforts quickly bring the excluded into the mainstream, the
condition of a large portion ofthe black population will deteriorate beyond
the point where any program of intervention can be effective. We believe the
most urgent problems facing the excluded blacks can b-est be addressed by
focusing on three areas: the progress of the economy, the condition of the
black family; and educational opportunity. These critical areas clearly
overlap, and none can be dealt with alone. But they provide a framework for
constructing solutions to the real, structural failures in the society and not
just the superficial cracks and tears. If comprehensive action is taken in
these areas, not only blacks but American society as a whole will benefit.

A major barrier to such action is the short-sightedness from which this
country has always suffered: Its refusal to understand that to exclude blacks
From the mainstream undermines the society at large. This slant-sighMTriess
also prevents America from understanding that domestic racial inequities
weaken its position in the worldat precisely the time when globa' forces
increasingly influence the internal as well as the external policies or the
United States-.

The continuing conflict between the United States and the USSR with its
worldwide implications, has led this country to allocate to defense budgets a
surfeit of resources that might otherwise be available to inuirove the quality
of life for American citizens. The worldwide energy crisis and international
trade problems reinforce the intimate relationship betweiin domestic end
foreign policies. So, too, do the increased mobility of capitM, the rapid
advance in teclutology, and the concomitant loss of jobs and entire
industries to overseas markets. The search by millions of refugees for
havens is further evidence of the impossibility of isolation. In shoo, our
e.. rth has sitrunic so much in this century that significant human and political
prcblems can only be understood ia global terms. We believe that no
material plan of action can succeed that fails to acknowledge the global
context within which any reform must take place.

We believe; too, that Americans must face the likelihood that greater
not less government intervention and planning are required to revitalize
the national economy. Rather than flinthitglrom an entwncedgovertunent
role, we must proceed intelligently to develop new and effective roles For
government as well as to adapt models and experiences of other countries to
American traditions and circumstances. Just as social security was
borrowed from Europe and adapted to America in the 1930s, so the
challenge today is to look far new ideas to revive our economy.

Unfortunately, the last presidential election helped to foster the myth that
there was a leviathan federal government on Americans' backs and that it
had to be lifted, however painfully, in pursuit of the American dream. The

-
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truth, of course, is that the role of our government in the social sector is far
smaller than in other countries, including Great Britain, Germany, and
Fraritc. TO he sure; Western European economies are embattled today,but
theirs would appear to be a more constructive and promising approach,
even as they struggle. Indeed, the problems of those societies as well as our
own signal structural defects in the global order, which defy parochial
solutions. The lesson is clear. Just as minority problems often demanc
MairitheWrii sOlutions; national economic malfunctions often demand
international remedies.

But while the remedies mutt be both broad and fundamental, they must
not take for granted that their effects will trickle down to those who have
been left further and further behind in the past. The _present economic
upswing relay continue, for example, without ever restoring jobs to all who
have roSt them, and ivithOtit bringing down the unconscionable unemployment
rates for blacks even to the level of current, "unacceptable" unemployment
rates for whites. The renewed national interest in education policy could
leave blacks in ghetto schools at an even greater disadvantage, if programs
are not targeted at the desperate conditions of these institutions. Increasing
opportunities for some may be no opportunity at all for poverty-stricken,
female-headed households and the children raised in them. Arising Ude
may simply swamp boats with hulls decaying from centuries of abuse and
neglect

Americans must recognize both the immorality and the practical cost of
perpetuating a class of the excluded. And a true commitment to end this
state of affairs must accept specially targeted programs as an indispensable
component

This is by no means to say we do not seek coalitions with other groups.
Under present national policies; Americans of many backgrounds are
rapidly joining the ratikS of the Vietitii.S. Out of this dismal present, the
prospect of potent coalition politics looms far more promisingly than ever
before. Linkages among blacks and disadvantaged Hispanics, chastened
organized labor, radicalized farmers, disenchanted women, across -class
peace movements, and others can surely materialize.

But coalitions cannot succeed without a program. This statement should
serve to indicate the needs and aspirations that must be the basis of any
program the black community can unequivocally support.
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The Economy

Ohe of the legacies of racial oppression in Amenca is that a large segment
of the black population is structurally exchided from the American
economy. This heterogeneous grouping of families and individual: is, in
several important respects, more socially and economically isolated today
thrTri it was before the civil rights victories of the 1960s Unlike stable
working class and iiiiirkilb-elaSS Mak fifoOes, this impoverished population has
not only experienced growing problems of joblessness (unemployment
underemployment, and labor dislocation), but it has also been handicapped
by rising rates of single parent (mostly female - headed l households, out-of-
wedlock births; welfare dependency; and violent crime.

Although current racial disc rinimadon helps to perpetuate these forms of
social dislocation, they have been exacerbated in recent years by problems
in the American economy that ostensibly have little or nothing to do with
race; problems that fall heavily on much of the black population but require
solutions that confront the broader issues of societal organization.

PROBLEMS IN THE AMERICAN ECONOMY

For severalctecades urban America has been undergoing what seems to
be aii irreversible process ofdeiadusurialization. Our la:ger cities are being
transformed from centers of prieduction and distribution of physical goods
to centers of finance, information exchange, trade, government services,
and administration. This has resulted in the loss of millions of rnanufactining,
wholesale; and retail jobs sincl 1948, a trend that lies accelerated since
1967. (New York; Chicago; and Philadelplaa alone lost a combined total of
about 800,000 manufacturing, whdlesale, and retail jobs between 1967avm.:
1977J_At the same time, there has been an increase in the number of jobs
spawned by new technology and the rapidly advancing "post-industrial
society." These jobs usually have new and higher training and educational
requirements; which the disadvantaged; more often than not; are powerless
to meet. Accompanying these shiftS in employment patterns have been
changes in the demographic campcxiition of central cities fitim preeforniitiiiitly
white (mainly Furop_ean) to predominantly black, Hispanic, and other
minority groups. As a rtsult, not only his total population size of central

4
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cities decreased, but the aggregate personal income levels have decreased
es well.

The combined effect of these technology/employment shifts and demo-
graphic changes has been a growing mismatch between the skill or ttalning
level of the population and the urban job opportunities; increased ghetknza-
don; and the crystallization of poverty. Institutional problems (such as
inadequate schools and municipal services, and the deterioration of
commercial and residential areas) and social dislocations (such as jobles:-
ness, family detenoration, and welfee dependency) are at a crisis level

If urban blacks are experiencing growing problems in "post-industrial
society," the nation's 6,000,000 rural blacks have also been victimized by
recent changes in the American economy. The rural black poor have always
been a significeit part of the American poverty population; but in recent
years their situation has been complicated by the increasing mechanizafion
of agriculture. In the Mississippi Delta, for example, the black part of the
econcmy has been virtually eliminated, leading one observer to note that
"what was once malnutrition and accumulated disease has become virtual
starvation." In recent yearn; rural blacks have sought relief from declining
employment opportunities in agriculture by migrating to urban centers, but
this option is now less favorable, owing to the fiscal crises in both southern
and northern metropolises that have accompanied nationwide economic
stagnation.

For all these reasons; we believe policies that do not take into account the
changing charadtensfics of the national economy including its rate of
growth and demand for lalior, including factors that affect industrial
employment such as investment and technoienr, and including demographic
changes that accompany industrial transformations--cannotpossib4 respond
effectively to the economic and social dislocations of low-income blacks.
This segment of the population is particularly_ vulnerable to the structural
economic changes that have accompanied the shift from goods- producing to
service-producin& industries, such as the increasing segmentation of the
labor market the growing use of industrial technology, and the relocation of
industries out of the central city to the suburbs; to the sunbelt; and even to
other countries arm: A the world. As emplursized in a recent study on
deindustrialization of America, blacks are not only "concentrated wtthin
central cities and, in thn-e regions of the country where plant closings and
economic dislocations h7 j been most pronounced," they also tend to be
"concentrated in industries that have borne the brunt of recent closings."

TOWARD A NEW ECONOMIC POLICY

Economic stagnation not only creates massive dislocations, it also
necessitates greater expenditures to meliorate human suffering. For
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example, for every I percent yearly_rise in unemployment, the government
has to pay 20 billion dollars in unemployment compensation, welfare, and
health etism Dins; in the face of a contracting tax base and taxpayer revolts;
the excltided are caught in a bone - crashing vise. Unfortunately, unlike in
many other western democracies, the United States government has had
little leverage over either the capital market or the labor market, even during
periods preceding the current "free market" approach to economic
problems.

There are compelling justifications for the goverrunent to help generate
conditions that provide a job at a decent wage level for everyone willing and
able to work. We emphasize full employment at a decent wage level to
underscore the importance ofproviding working families with an income
that not Only allows them to exist above mere subsistence levels but also
strengthens work incentives..

To achieve the goal of full employment at a decent wage level, we lielleve
there has to be rational government involvement in the economy. This
might include; among other things; the use of institutional mechanisms such
as treWB and direct guns that could direct more capital toward
rebuilding urban infrastructure and thereby create jobs, and the use of a
variety of tax and income vmplementation schemes to raise the wage levels
of the less skilled jobs. Regardless of which specific actions are taken,
however; government involvement in the economy should be based on
rational schemes designed to insure_that all Americans have access to
opportunities for economic success. To put the matter slightly differently,
we are recommending a shift from ad hoc strategies to a comprehensive and
rational economic policy a_ shift from strategies designed to meet immediate
problems to strategies thought out in advance and consistently pursued._

A rational economic policy would systematically address questioas
usually ignored when ad hoc strategies are discussed and recommended;
including questions concerning the relative impact of proposed economic
progams on labor markets in different regions of the country; the variety
and volume of jobs to be generated; the extent to which these jobs will be
available to residents in low-income neighborhoods; the quality of these
jobs in terms of wages and stability; The extent to which the_proposed
economic programs enhance the employment opportunities of Wilt the
currently unemployed and the new entrants into the labor market; and
whether the benefits accrued from economic development and employment
represent reasonable returns on public investment.

For all these reasons; We especially see the need for the creation o fa
general economic poll y (integrating social policy with industrial and
labor market policies)_ built upon a social contract between business,
tabOr, professional associations, and govqrnment. This contract would be
the foundation rot a consensus-making organization working more or less
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within a public framework to bargain and initiate policies on questions of
economic growth,. unemployment, prices. taxes balance of payments and
social policy. In periods of rising expectations and slow economic growth,
such an arrangement would compel latiorconcemed with wages. social
security, and working conditionsto be attentive to matters of productivity,
the requirements of investments, and the levels of inflation; and would
compel employer concemed with profits. investments and productivityto
be attentive to matters of social policy (including various forms of welfare
policies, housing, health, and education).

Thus, a general economic policy would result in long-term planning to
promote both sustained full employment and economic_growth, not only in
certain "privileged" areas but also in areas where the poor are concentrated.
Such an economic policy would ensure price and wage stability maintain
favorable conditions of employment, protect equal opportunity employment,
and develop and integrate manpower training programs with education
programs.

&ter full employment is reached, current forms of means-tested and
stigmatizing public ass Hance programs should begrodually replaced by
more universal forms Of social well7are, such as family allowances and
child care centers, which provide incentives for people to work and which
break the cycle of dependency. Public assistance would be used only for
those who have special handicaps that render them incapable of working.

We are not standing alone in calling for fundamental economic reform.
There is an emerging consensus on the need for rational government
inn olvement in the economy. For example, theguestion of a comprehensive
industnal policy is being seriously discussed in a number of quarters.
including position papers prepared for the Democratic presidential candidates.

As University of Michigan political scientist Ernest J. Wilson III points
out, in a paper prepared for the Joint Center for Political Studies, "If the
Industrial policy rhetoric is converted into party political platforms, and the
platforms become policy, then the ensuing shifts in the structure of national
opportunity will dramatically affect black employment opportunities,
prospects for education and training, access to business and personal credit
and a host of other aspects of black economic and social lire." There are two
reasons, therefore, why the black Ieadershipshould give serious attention to
matters of economic organization: (1) the present arrangement of the
economy has had deleterious consequences for large segments of the black
population, most notably low-income-blacks; and (2) if current discussions
of economic reformwhether in the form of an industrial policy or a more
comprehensive economic 'policy integrating industrial and labor market
policies with social policiesultimately become adopted as national
policy, then the economic interests of blacks will have to be protected and
promoted. Accordingly, black leaders, policymaers, and intellectuals
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ought to be involved in every major step in the policy formation process,
including what will surely be a debate on industrial policy in the formulation
of the Democratic party platform in 1984.

The recommendations in this report should signal to interested parties
that black thinkers are addressing the issue of economic organization in
America and that black involvement in the formulation of economic policy
is crucial if that policy is to receive suMcien political support.
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The Black Family
Accumulated social and economic pressures, feeding_ upon the !oak

standing effects of American racism, have produced a special crisis for the
black family Way. This crisis underlies many problems ff. sing the black
community, especially entrenched poverty, which is closely correlated to
the pronounced vulnerability of the large and growing numlier of black
families headed by single mothers. No strategy designed _to improve the
status of black Americans canignore the central position of the black family
as the natural transmitter of the care, values, and oppor,inities necessary
'r black men, women, and children to reach their MI potential as
i

THE ROOTS OF THE PRESENT CRISIS

The present black family crisis, characterized chiefly by the precipitous
growth of poor female-headed households, can be traced almost directly to
American racism. Black Americans came to this country as slaves from a
society where Wrdily was the central framework for the organization of
society itself. Black American family traditions derive from African
societies that were organized around kinship and so committed to responsi-
bility, even for the most distant of kin, that there were virtually no random or
disconnected individuals, much less broken families. This heritage survived
in America in the extended ifrmily; a continuing source of strength for blacks
today.

But this strong family tradition had to contend first with the slave system,
theu with legal segregation, discrimination, and enforced Poverty and
finally with racially hostile governmental and societal policies, practices
and attitudes. These forces h.T.se finally weakened a family fabric that had
for generations proved unusually resilient even in the face of awesome
adversity. Indeed, until the 1960s, a remarkable 75 percent of black
families included both husband and wife.

Since the 1960s, rapid urbanization, and especially ghettoization, has
had a devastating_ impact on many black families. As large numbers of
blacks migrated to large cities from rural -areas, black males have often been
unable to find work, and government policies and other social forces further
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sapped family strength. These trends proceed apace today, aided by the
widespread failure even to recognize the pressures on the black family as
central to other problems and by the failure to devise both preventive and
healing strategies.

THE DIMENSIONS OF THE PROBLEM

The most serious manifestation of increasing difficulty in black family
formation and stability is the recent sharp nse in female headed households.
TOday 48 percent of black families with related children under 18 are
headed by women and half of all black children under 18 Iivc in female-
headed households. These households are not inherently less appropriate
for the care and raising &children. But the 1979 median income for black
female-headed households was only $6,610 compared with close to
$20,000 for all families. This and virtually every socioeconomic indicator
confirm the unique difficulties such families encounter.

The rate of poverty among female-headed families has led many experts
to conclude that American poverty is rapidly becoming a condition
identified chiefly with women and children. Black birth patterns contribute
disproportionately to this trend. In 1979, the majority of black births
occurred to single mothersin every part of the country, from Arkansas (54
percent) and Indiana (57 percent) to Wisconsin (63 percent) and New
Jersey (60 percent).

Female-heaAdd households arise from a number of Tifferent circumsWnces.
A rising number emerge from teenage pregnancies, and a permanent male
partner to contribute to the economic and other responsibilities of family life
is absent from the start. The consequences are predictable. Children grow
up with few consistent male role models. In many cases, the young mothers
of these children are themselves hardly removed from - childhood their
education is incomplete, their preparation for parenthood underdeveloped,
and their own personal potential unfulfilled.

Even when female-headed households are not poor, such families often
incur severe difficulties in maintaining family life. Black women are subject
to both sex and race discrimination and are victims of an income gap that
causes them to earn less than 60 percent of male income. When_ this
diminished earning capacity is combined with the practical problems of full-
time work, inadequate child-care arrangements, and the often total responsi-
bility for child rearing, these women and their children are at considerel.5e
risk:-

Also contributing to the growing number of female-headed households s
the high rate of divorce and separation among black couples. About 34
percent of black female-headed households are the result of the break-lip of
marriages. Black marriages are beset with the special problems of their race
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on top of the destabilizing forces that have injured the family life of virtually
all Americans. The fragility of black family life is underscored by their
higher rate of divorce and separation and their lower rate of remarriage,
than those of other Americans.

REBUILDING BLACK FAMILY STRUCTURE

Family-related factors such as these constitute an important key to un-
derstanding the continuing and resistant problems of black people today.
The slowing of economic progress and the increase in poverty in the black
community derive in no small part from the cumulative effect on families of
racism and economic and social disadvantage. Cut policies and strategies
that focus on the black family as a vehicle for providing and transmitting
opporunities are in their infancy and urgently need development. Govern-
ment, researchers; and community organizations alike can make vital
contributions.

The rapid groWth of female-headed households in particular can Pr.d
must be reversed. Unfortunately, the government has no coherent programs
or policies to address the problems that destabilize black families. Yet the
cost to government of this negect is geat. Punitive and cost-cutting
:neIsures that focus on poor female household heads as undeserving
recipients of government benefits have done nothing to control the growth of
such households. Surely, it is time to admit that more fundamental solutiens
are necessary. Government has the - resources to search for effective
solutions. What is required is the political will.

By now it is beyond debate that government assistance programs for
poor mothers need to be complitel: .-econceptual iced and redesigned. The
only major program directed at rcuar female-headed Aunilies, Aid to
Families with Dependent Children, was conceived as a stopgap measure to
enable families to survive during periods of economic distress: The program
has been stretched to cover families who are victims of racism and struc-
tural unemployment, but the results have been unsatisfactory. AFDC
needs to be replaced with approaches that lead families toward economic
independence. Considering the youth of most AFDC recipients, the
dominant mission of any program that serves them should be to provide_the
requisite training and support to enable diem to graduate from the AFDC
program, just as the government provides funds to help other young women
graduate from programs of higher education and specialized training

Ultimately,the economic and human benefits of a program to equip Net
single mothers for work will outweigh any investmentby the government in
such an approach. The responsiveness of black female household heads to
job and education programs and the extraordinary desire they show for
work suggest that this approach, if rigorously developed, would be
Immensely fruitful.
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Moreover, if curnint patterns are to be reversed, preventive action will be
as important as actions to help existing female-headed households.
Teenager. and young uvm and women need to be encouraged to pursue
educatio, training, work and personal development while they delay
pregnancy and fondly formation. Birth rates for blacks of all backgrounds
have dropped significantly over the last few decades; it is the proportion of
births to single women that has grown. A specific focus on all aspects of
family planning would build upon the success of black women and girls in
fertility control. Foryoung people, there is a special need for sex education
ilttd education About the importance to their own futures of delaying sex,
pregnancy, and marriage. These and other strategies that encourage young
people to believe in and prepare for the future are all a part of encouraging
more stable family patterns. With greater cor.ununity and government
efforts, a significant reduction in premature pregnancies is obtainable by the
end of this decade.

Private organizations and researchers Liso have an important contribution
to make. With their creativity and flexibility, they have often pioneered
solutions, such as legal services for the poor, that have been taken up by
government. The Ford and Rockefeller foundations are currently funding
programs that hold such promise. These programs, directed at minority
single mothers, involve job development and training, utilization of
resources such as community residents to assist single mothers; and child
care. Th. initiatives could become useful models for larger programs to
help sint, : :nothers become economically self-sufficier;, dispel myths
about the black family, and build upon the existing strengths of black family
units.

A major national goal for Mk decade should be to arrest the
proliferation of disadvantaged female - headed black farnilieS. Family
reenforcement constitutes the single most important action the nation can
Mite toward the elimination of black poverty and related social problems.

The national interea_also requires reenforcing the stability of black
busband:wifefamilies. Black husband-wife ftymilies experienced growth in
income during the 1970s, while black female-headed househinla retrogress
If the increase in female-headed households had not occurred, black family
income would have increased by 11.3 percent instead of decreasing by 5
percent. BM& htTsbinid-wTe families provide the foundation for a permanent
black middle class.

Because its development has been delayed by barriers not experienced by
other Americans, this new middle class needs uninterrupted access to
education and job mobility to ensure its permanence. Technical training,
higher education, and employment and entrepreneurial opportunities for
members will reinforce family cohesion. Affirmative action in all these
areas will be an important alarms of broadening access to middle-income
opportunities.

0
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Finally the black community itself. especially black organizations,
constitute the naturr.114adership in any effort to help restore black famililes
to their historic strength. Black institutions such as churches; civil rights
orgonizadons, fraternities, sororities; young people's groups, and other
community organizations Mole been a source of strength to the black
comfit] nity over the years The black family as a unit needs the strong,
caring concern and prelection of the black community, its innovative
leadership and its strong organizational life. From family counseling to
family planning, black organizations will oxen be in the best position to help
and to guide.

Thc black faz.ily has been a brilliantly adaptive institution in a country
where racial and economic hostility would long ago have destroyed _a
weaker family structure. But after 399 years of struggle and resiliency;
black families need special attention. The historic creative capacities of the
black family have bC en greatly taxed by t6day's conditions, but the family is
stil: much revered among blacks. A focus on the black family in whatever
for it is found has enormous Rutential to radiate improvements in the
status of black people and to zliminate the problems that remain.
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Education

Traditionally, public educatichi in the United States has been a key
vehicle for upward mobility. The custodians of the American public school
system have long prided themselvei on their ability to maintain standards of
educational quality that have supported this mobility and have made public
education a foundation of American democracy.

For black Amencans, however, public education has become an
instrument for blocking rather than facilitating apward mobility. The
failures of our public education system are reflected in the fact that blacks
are disproportionately represented among the 72 million Americans who
are functionally illiterate. One study reported that 47 percent of all black
l 7-year-olds are illiterate. Adult illiteracy is a problem of crisis pro-
portions.

The public school educt. :ion for black children must attrek illiteracy at its
source and prepare our young people to play a constructive role in an
increasingly complex and tech:ologically sophisticated economy. The pool
of blacks in higher educatior, noeds to be expanded. Vie belle ve the stability
of American society as a whole depends on the effective education of all

Three basic problems must be addressed:
I. the lack of access to quality public education for the vast majority of

blacks in grades K-11;
2. the inadequate representation of black Amencans in post. secondary

education degree programs that will prmide them with the skills necessary
to succeed in a fast changing employment market; and

3. the dispropo-..onate number of black adults who are functionally
illiterate.

K..12

W Geller: it is imperative that ilicies be developed to attack the
problems of public educce:on on a national basis. while allowing local
communities to adhere to those policies in accordance with tnair particular
characteristics and needs. A continuing fe4' -ral role in financing equal
educational opportunity and e, forc:agschool desegregation is essential to
any effort to ma.'ie the education: of olacks more effective.

14
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In order to bring about substantial changes in grades K- L2, school
districts must be held accountable fbr the achievement level of students.
Appropriatepolicies are also required to protect local school districts from
crippling cutbacks in their operating budgets resulting from federal or state

We believe that all children are entitled to an education that will_at_a
minimum, provide them with the skills necessary to function effectively in
this society. Educa. on policy should include workable vocational education
programs and should emphasize basic skills as well as the a'4elopmetzt of
Computer and scientific literacy.

Parents and the community have roles to playin promoting standards _and
motivating students to achieve academic excellence. Because victimized
black families teenage mot'iers, poor, female-headed households ar
unable to provide the kind of early education and environment that t`.eir
children need, an effective education policy requires an effective family
policy.

POST SLCONDARY EDUCATION

I- qua/ edicatitmai opportunity is essential ifthere is tabe an increase in
the numbers grid percentages of blacks with advanced degrees. We must
fo,us attention on the problems and prospects of both predominantly black
institutions and predominantly white institutions that are attended by large
numbers of black students. Because so many black _students attend
community collcges, revision of higher education master plans are required
to .77;'1,`Se the oppertunity for black students to transfer between two-year

,d four-year public institutions and between these and research institutions
uffering post-graduate degrees.

Maintaining adequate student aid from private, state, i :I federal sources
renains the most importruit _way -of ensuring the attendance of blacks in
institutions of higher educ tion. In addition, greater attention to tutoring
nc ot.-..r retention measur is will help make sure that students do not go

through a revolving door from admissions to flunking out. Aft17mative
action programs. which provide black faculty and staff acccss tr-,domi-
nantly whit. institutiocc and enhance the teaming environm . nt for stlid.:nts
in these institutiorni. oecome more productive.

ADULT ILLITERACY

Until K- 12 schools are functionally effective for black people there will
still be an adult illiteracy problem. Afore community attention and effort at
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the state, itairdital. and total level must be devoteetto reducing illiteracy
among adults. Nothing more effectively cuts oft' emp,:wment oppor-
tunities and inteCeres with life's simplest tasks than the at,:ence of full
literacy.
__ The economic benefits from education are not the same for everyone.
Whites with high tAtiOlatgteet,Tht example; have a higher mean income
than blacks with col;ege degrees. But everyone bene,its from education, and
without it some employment opportunities are absolutely out of the
question.

We are convinced that dramatic improvement in the education_ blacks
is essential to the economic development if not survivalof the black
community. We are %wally convinced that It Is a realistic objective
ptovided the custodian.; of the system as welt as blacks themselves stre
willing to assign to educational excellence for all students the priority it
Must have and support the changes that will ne required.
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Appendix A

Statement by the
Black Leadership Forum

In March of this year, it was the good fortune of fourteen members of the
Black Leadership Forum to partinipate in a conference at Wingspread in
Racine, Wisconsin, co-sponsored by the Joint Center for Political Studies
and the Johnson Foundation._ This proved to be an intensive, mind-
expanding exchange with the "Tarrytown Group" around many of the
issues and proposals set forth in these papers.

If introspection, untested by the world outside, runs the risk of st( rility, so
it is equally true that action uninformed by serious analytical reflection can
become reactive; rudderless; and unproductive.

The mutually respectful give and take of the session at Wingsprea was
prrucularly helpful to many of us in the forum. We had the opporturety
and Ile t:meto work toward 'a more coherent framework for some of o*
concerns; tojoin in the challenging of some widely heid assumptior .4 and to
benefit from fresh perspectives which more clearly illuminated the past, the
present and future of Black America, the nation and the world.

Just as those of us at the forum do not pretend to encompass the WU
spectrum of activist leadership especially concerned with race r..nd ;n ity,
so was it that the scholars with whom we met at Wingspread stress-:d the
untapped potential represented by their ahsent colleagues in this country
and _abroad

Most of us, in the course of the day -t-day work of our own organizations
and of the forum, have drawn in one fashi m or another on the expertise and
wisdom of academicians andpolicy anal, sts. One result of the Wingspread
meeting has been a stongly shared ,-,solve to take greater advantage of the
opportunities for creative interacnon among those who from differing
vantage points are attempting to find surer pans out of the critical
economic, social, and cultural dilemmas that confront u. all.

We hope that these papers will be arnons the most valuable tools for
accomplishing that crucial task.

Black Leadership Forum

Jozeph E. Lowery Dorothy I. Height M. Carl Holman
Cnitinrian Vice Chairman Executive Secretary/Treasurer
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Appendix B

Participants in the
Tarrytown Conferences,
June 29-30, 191h, and
November 19-21, 1982

Dr. Bernard Anderson
Director
Division of Social Sciences
The Rockefeller Foundaoon
New York, New York

Dr. Mary Beery
Professor of History and Law; and

Fellow, Institute for the Study of
Educational Policy

Howard University
Washington; D.C.

Derrick Bell, Esquire
Dean
University of Oregon School of Law
Eugene; Oregon

Dr. 1-layw66d Burns
Dean
Urban and Programs
City College of New York
New York, New York

Lisle C. Carter, Jr., Esquire
Verner. Liipfert, Bernhard &
McPhe.-son

Washington, D.C.

18

Dr. Kenneth B. Clark
President
Clark. P'..pps, Clark & Harris
New York, New York

Dr. Mamie Phipps Clark
Treasurer
Clark, Phipps, Clark & Harris
New York, New York

Dr. Jewel Cobb
President
California State University
Fullerton, California

Dr. James Corner
Maurice Falk Professor of Child

Psychiatry.Yale Child Stt.dy
Center,
Associate Dean, Yale Mewcal
School

New Haven, Connecticut

Drew Days. Esquire
Professor
Yak University School of Law
New H wen, Connecticut
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Christopher Ed ley. Jr., Esquire
Assistant Professor
Harvard University Sehool of Uw
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dr. Eleanor Farrar
Vice President
Joint Center for Political Studies
Washington, D.C.

Dr. lohn Hope Franklin
James _B. Duke Professor of History
Duke University -
Durham, North Carolina
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Mr. DONNELLY. Thank you very much, Professor Norton. You
point up a very interesting dichotomy in the black community:
There-is one small segment that seems to be economically progress-
ing whereas there is a majority that seems to be in reality eco-
nomically regressing There seems to be, at least in my opinion, a
conceptualization in this country- that blacks are doing better- in
this country because of the civil rights legislation that you alluded
to._

Ms. NORTON. Mr. Chairman, the majority are riot regressing but
the majority of the children are born to the poorest blacks. The
majority of the blacks are better off than they were 20 years ago,
and the Groat Society legislation and the Civil Rights Acts have
had enormous effect on the problems of blacks. And this Congress I
think is to be commended for the foresight it had in the 1960's to
see that we could in fact do much to ameliorate poverty and dis-
crimination.

For example, in 196052 percent of all blacks were poor: By__1970
it was down to a third. We have not moved since then. Th.: difficul-
ty comes from the fact that those who are having childreii turn out
to be the poorest and th2.4 the majorky of children in the black
community are now born to poor

Mr. DONNELLY. You al30 sar-:.,!st we have to reconceptualizE the
entire welfare program: I con; in't agree mare: I think we ought to
scrap it and ".art anew.

I am nut necessarily sure I have the answers. Let me ask you
that question, thou-h.

Ms: Norrom The reason that I think the present study that the
Joint :-Iterwl-ich is a black think tankis undertaking is so
important is that I don't think there is an easy answer here. I
think the answe iii going to be rather complicated.

Mr. DONNELLY. And expensive, in all reality?
Ms. NORTON. Expensive in the short term; but I think not in the

long term. I think that in the short term to start up a program
which will have to provide some child care; some training; will be
more expensive than what we have now. On the other hand, if we
conceive a program that contemplates graduation in some sense of
that word, imagine how much money we will save.

The fact is that we could translate the welfare grant we now
have, add on to it some training money, and train for jobs; some of
which may have to be provided in the public sectorI think it is
silly to think that if an employer has before it five people and none
show in their background any hard luck or disadvantage that he is
going -to choose the welfare recipient We start from that premise
that there are many jobs to be accomplished in private as well as
public areas by the way; many welfare recipients can go into pri-
vate jobs. It is just that you will have disproportionate numbers
that are very disadvantaged; sometimes functionally illiterate be-
cause of poor education or almost no education. But if you start
from the assumption that there are jobs to be done in the public
sector, then I think that you wouldn't have to do much calculus to
see that if you put a greater amount of money in welfare recipients
for 5 years- and -they were no longer recipients and then their chil-
dren had the advantage of parents or parent who worked and had
the wherewithal to raise--

7i
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Mr: DONNEUX. What about welfare dependency? Does it exist? If
it does; what are its causes?_

Ms, NORTON. Well, it exists for many because there is no alterna-
tive to welfare dependency. If in fact as you - heard testimony today;
you ask for job training- and you can't' get it, and if the private
sector is not produoing jobs; then of course you are forced into_wel-
fare dependency. There is no question that there exists a welfare
dependency syndrome. What I believe is the myth is that welfare is
a voluntary condition. It is rather, a position that you are forced
into. I don't _think_ anybody would voluntarily go through what you
have to go through to get welfare. It is a dehumanizing, degrading
system. It dccsn't seem to try to be anything else. It seems to be
organized in order to discourage people from taking up the bene-
fits. You have to be desperate to go- through the hurdles and hop
over the barriers put in the way of those who must get welfare as-
sistance

Mr. DONNELLY. There also seems to be a prevalent opinion I
.,.k bi middle-class_ America,,--that welfare _is passel -on through

.rtitiens now. Is that true? Have 0-ne been studies done on
th_oi,_ that children of AFDC parents in gieater numbers end up on
AFDC themselves?

Ms. NORTON. Well, to the extent that welfare mothers are not
trained for work, you are going to have someand you do see
second and third_ generation _welfare families. It _begins; of course;
with people coming to the North in the second great wave, the
wave after _World War II when there were not as many unskilled
jobs and when a man couldn't get welfare if he remained in the
house. This_ began the process of literally creating by the Govern-
merit out of whole cloth the female-headed black family.

uctural unemployment; if anything__ of course; has grown
:note and more in the black community. There are whole comiau-
nitie.s in the harocore_ areas of _minority communities where there
ire. women raising children alone and you will go a long way
before you will find_a hi

Of course, if children pre raised in that environment it would be
inevitable_ _that there would be generational poverty and genera-
tional veifare existence. We can't afford to let it go on much
longer._

Mr. DONNEL,..Y. The key point is the cost-effectiveness question, I
believe. I think Congress has dealt at least in -the last few years
v.-ith rising costs in Government programs by simply cutting them
ticross_the board; they call them--tidying up- eligibility requirements;
hqsically just lopping people off. You really never_get to the core
problem and we .are.continuing to fund _these programs with tre,
irpii,dous amounts or dollars, and Ms. Fiedler made rr.. :i.on of
that and it doesn't.g t to the root_ of the problem. _.

We c,uitinue to fund a system that frankly doesn't work. I wish
we cocid call a panel of absolute success stories from the AFDC
p rogr.: r

Ms. NORTON. There are many.
Mr. DoNNELLy. There are many, but in rt. .ny cases in spite of

let me say in most cases in spite of the AFDC program.
Ms. NoRToN. Almost alwaa,.s.

72
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Mr. DONNELLY. These four women that testified this morning;
who are picking up the pieces of their lives through their own ef:
forts. -I won't pat the Government on the back for their successes: I
would pat them on the back for their successes. Ms. Ferraro.

Ms. FERRARO. Thank you,_Mr. Chairman
I am an Eleanor Holmes Norton fan,and sitting here listening to

your testimony; you know the Government has_ lost so much with-
out your being part of the Government. I couldn't say part of this
administration;_ but I mast say that I think of what is going on at
12,E0C and think baci_ 3 years and say those were the good old-days
for women and minorities in this country when _you were there.
And hopefullv someday we will have a person of your caliber in
that agency once again.

I want to first of all thank you for your testimony. I have lots- of
questions._ Going through the idea cf graduating out cf AFDC,
which I think is really the direction we have to go, we _have_ to
mcve ueople_ off the program. We have to do it by training. But
when you talk -about training you are_also talking_ about day. care
and you are talking about transportation costs :4.nd about clothing
that is mere so people er n go to work and look lecent and partici-
pate.

My_ initial question is; What is the _difference between _combining
a training program to AFDC? What is the difference between that
and_ workfare?

Ms. NORTON. I think it is an awfully good question. Workfare is
the kind of program that gives _self-sufficiency _a bad _name. It
makes people think they ought not do it. As I understand it, work-
fare has you work off the gran

Ms. FERRARO. Yes.
MS. NORTON. 'Congresswoman Ferraro; when I was human rights

cornmissloner a:New York there was a program that started out as
workfare may educate us as to how one can convert that
negative comxpt into a positive one Emanating; I guess; oilginally
from the Federal Governn.,:nt the State took up the notion of
having people. work_ off their grants. But the State of New York
added mone_y to it. They added to it time cards you signed in when
you _ came _in and it _made -I_ job out of these what originated Pf:
workfare. They didn't add a lot to it and the people_werenot_earii-
ing what they would earn on the regular job. New York didn't add.
so much tbat you always had 40 hours_ of work a week; but_you ha0
more thr.n the workfare. And they added some of the benefits to it.
It didn't cost a lot, but it certainly cost more than the old welfare
program did.

When the program came into existence in the early _1970's there
was hooting and hollering about it because- it-was_workfaro,_arid_ev-
erybody hated it. At the time of the New York collapse,_ at the time
of the collapse-of the budget and the oncoming_of_the budget prob-
iei.,..3 in New York; many programs were cut off. One of the first to
be cut was thisafter all; it was an add on to a Federal program; I
have never seen a response like the response that came from the
black and Puerto Rican communities in New York. There was
wholesale outrage that the program war.: taken away.

The welfare recipients_ had become attached to jobs, in effectil,e-
cause New York State had had the foresight to understand that
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they could with a little it of extra money make workfare into a
job instead of a punitive program.

I don't know of any study that has ever been made of the New
York experience, but. I think it would be- wonderful_to know more
about how a program, with some innovation by tia? State, was con-
verted -from a negative workfare program to a positive work pro-
gram. If we can get to where we make programsjobs, instead of
workfare; I think you will find many more takers than we have
now.

Ms: FERRARO. You also mentioned the fact that so many of these
young mothers on welfare have not completed their education. We
have heard people testify this morning they have a ninth grade
education, for example. In the policy statement there is a chapter
on education. Do you see that as an additional piece to the welfare
system ? Is additional education, again with the day care element
attached to it, is that another direction we can go to get those
women off welfare?

Ms. NORTON. Yes. First of all, I think many would not get on wel-
fare at all if they had been able to finish high school. So it seems to
me that there MILS' be a concerted effort to keep the pregnant girl
in school and bring the mother back to school: But you will have to
show her Should she want to come back, there is no place to keep
the child, and she is stigmatized, so she almost always drops out.
First to prevent dropping out

Second, if there is dropout from school, after the woman
goes on welfare the first thing, it seems to me,- we ought to be
doing is make it possibl for her to finish high school. That seems
to me, even if we didn't -have a formal training program; that
would go a long distance. We have women who have. not only not
finished school; but we have many recipients today who are the vic-
tims of the educational system that we are now only throwing_ over,
the one that gave people a diploma with a 12th grade education
when they read at the 4th grade !eve!.

The Rockefeller program is finding a lot of that. So you will find
disadvantaged peopie in training programs and you will have to
figure out what jobs they can be trained for in the short run. Some-
one -who is disadvantaged such that -she reads on the- fourth grade
level, you may not be able to get a high school certificate for her,
but there may be many jobs for which such a person could be
trained.

Ver; F,pecial attention will have to b9 given to that, or we risk
the old shibboleth of training people and yet there are no jobs out
there. That is why I fervently ask that we don't simply presume
that the private sector will be able to absorb all of the women or
even most of the women on welfare, because I think they are the
most disadvantaged .}-..ople in our society and that even if part of
the money is provided through the public sector, society comes out
ahead; not only because we pay less but because their children will
be better off and they will pass on less disadvantage and there will
be fewer uocial problems coming out of their poverty and disadvan-
tage.

Ms. FERRARO. You also, I see, I read your particular_portion of
this green booklet; and I found it very; very enlightening and your
expounding on it this morning was very, very good. The statement
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in yetir article, "The P -esent Black _Family Crisis,' characterized
chiefly by the precipitous growth of _poor _female head of house-
hoidS, can be traced almost directly to American racismand you
list some of those fbrces like slavery,_ discrimination, s-gregation.
You add "racially hostile governmental and societal policies, prac-
tices and attitudes." Would you _please otaline some of .dit specific
governmental tnd societal policies to which you refer?

Ms. Norvroiv. Chief among them would be the policy that forced
the man out of the home in order for the family to survive. Black
men have been SUbject to much longer periods of unemployment
than whites; and have been subject to discrimination when they got
jobs. So the ti.,Pieal family living in an industrial community will
often haveparticularly with the last hiredi first firedthe _prob:
lem of being out of work soone .. or later. That is not unusual for
the_ poorly educated black ma!es who migrated frorri the South.

The Welfare system said as long as you ere in the home; even
though you are on layoff and can't get another job, there won't be
any money br food for your wife and children: That was the most
debilitating policy. Then there was the whole round of discrimina-
tory titilicieS that kept black people out_of jobs in both the Govern-
ment and the private sector until the 1964 Act was passed, and a
problem we are still working on; but at least we have legislation
for that; was a large fapter._

ME. FERRARO. Do you see policies as having changed or gotten
better or worse over the past several years?

Ms. NORTON. In some States the welfare policies are better. SO
far as I understand, this- varies from State to State, whether or not
a man; for example; ran be in the house and the family stay to-
gether. The -very_ notion thni, we are doing this in any State is re-
markable given the pri:e we have already paid.

FinAkAkb. Would you comment on the budget cuts as they
exist now on how they have uvr the past 2 years affected the Situ-
ation that existed for the people on welfare and whether al fiot the
direccion you like to see is occurring, which is helping people get
off welfare, and it is what the recipients want as well which I also
would like to see, whether that has been thwarted or exacerbated
with the present cuts?

Ms. Noirror. Congresswoman Ferraro, I Lean), wonder whether it
is possible to convey what has happened to black and Hispanic
ghettos across this country in the last 3 or 4 years: wonder if I
can rise to the occasion. We know that ghettos are bad and cOfidi=
tions are awful and of course there was some focus on them in the
1960's and 1970's; and badly as we felt about them ,ve could say we
were trying to do something. We had somebody in the Government
working on a program here_and there and not everybody is going
down the drain. But I must say I find it difficult to convey the dev-
astation that attends these communities and wonder what price we
will have to pay with no attention to these communities.__

If we _were a Strong and viable economy that was committed to
rehabilitating the poorest of our communities,we Would Still lose
many people because we couldn't do it fast enough. I shudder to
think what is happening today in- these communities.

can understand the forces that brought about the cuts. I think
they might even have been accepted in some measure in the minor-
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ity communities if, for example; people had seen some evidence
that we were building a new way, a more cost effective way, a dif=
ferent way; a better way.

But instead what they see is that there is going to be no way and
that is as far as it appears; as far as the Federal Government is
concerned, is if these communities were wiped- off the face of the
Earth it wouldn't- make any differencebecause after all this is
"Government on the people's backs" or some such crazy slogan. So
I am absolutely devastated by the lack of attention to what is a
state of deteriorati,..1 that in many instances is simply unmention-
able:

It is one thing to be poor. It is another thing for the sense of
hope to have deteriorated to the point where we have this terrible
spread of violence, including terrible child abuse, the spread of
hopelecsness, the notion that there is no way out this time. If there
was a Government program, and there were 1,000 people in the
community and two got it, then you wanted to be one of those two;
but if there is nothing and if you have had the bad fortune to be
born in a ghetto part of a large city through no fault of you=_ own_,
then `!that is just too damn bad." And many, many people in the
minority communities in America feel that way in the mid-It of a
country that seems to have simply dropped- its commitment in the
gutter and said, that is it, and has done this abruptly and quickly
and without explanation as far as they are concerned:

At some point we are going to wake up and I think the great
tragedy will be that we will find that much that we have accom-
plished in tho prior 20 years was retracted because we had an in-
terregnum of heartless cruelty for which I believe we all shall pay.

Ms. FERRARO. I 4g-ree. My feeling is we will wake up and the
great '_:agedy is that we may have lost another whole genr:ration of
kids who missed out on whether it was nutritional programs when
their mothers were pregnant; educational programs when they
were little, and training programs as they got older -to put -them ii;
the work force so that they can help themselves. I am afraid we
will just find we have lost a whole group of kids:

I must teli you that I again want to thank_you for your testimo-
ny It has been absolutely superb: I would appreciate if you would;
when the foundation completes its study, if you would share that
Rockefeller Foundation study with us. So we would then have your
concepts and the foundation's concepts of what the system should
be like and hopefully perhaps get thirough some legislative reme-
dies to deal with the problems.

Again; thank you so much for your testimony.
Ms: NORTON: I will be glad to do that:
Mr. DONNELLY. Professor, there is really nothing I can add

that magnificent statement you made in response to Ms. Ferraro's
last question. But I just huve a strong feeling that if the American
people understood; one; the damage being done; two, the hopeless-
ness that people feel out there, and the effect on children that is
taking place because of these cut programs; and programs not well
run, that they would_ demand we do something about ic,

There is a tremendous amount of responsibility laid on_public fig-
ures because of the rhetoric that is used on the poorest pe7ple and
disadvantaged people and deprived people, Vie rhetoric that brings
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up the worst feeling in the electorate; it is just an absolute outr..ige.
I think if they knew exactly what needed to be done and the pun-
ishment paid by children, they would be outraged. They would go
to the Congress and say; you have got to do something about it.
There is a terrible misconception out there and it is a misconcep-
tion that has beenthat a lot of responsibility should be placed on
a lot of people, but a tremendous amount of that responsibility is
on the elected officials in this Nation:

Ms. NoirroN. Mr. Chairman, I would say one more word. Even
though Representatives like both of you are handicapped by the at-
mosphere ar. d in perhaps being able to produce out of magic a
whole new pro_gram, I would urge upon you that it might be possi-
ble for Congress to recommend and fund a model program that
might exist in a few communities, even a half dozen communities,
to test out new approaches so that at some point we might have an
instrument, an example with which to convince people that there
is a better way.

So even :f you cannot do the impossible?nd you both have been
virtually trying to do that and I must tell you how much those of
us out here on the outside; as 11 ike to call it; appreciate that and
understand it and know about iteven if you are not able out of
vet y 'mportant hearings like this to create a new conception of
welfare you may be able to :;onvince your colleagues that at least
they owe sufficient funds to start a model program; and there may
be those on the right and left who could support this.

Nobod:, likes poverty. You may be able to get a consensus to at
least try out new approaches which in themselves don't cost much
because they would be simply model approaches.

Mr: DONNELLY; In terms of arguing the case in respects to fiscal
responsibility, it doesn't make :;ense to keep throwing more billions
of dollars down the same old sinkhole when every study shows that
it is not doing any good.

Ms. NORTON. That much :seems clear.
Mr. DC.NNELLY. There is a potential coalition of people out there

from the left and right maybe coming to the same point for differ-
but maybe Ms. Ferraro can put that coalition together.

Thac k. you.
MS NORTON. She is good at that
Mr DONNELLY. Again, thank you.
Oca_last two_ witnesses this morning are Dr, Harriet McAdoo

from Howard UniversityI think I said Catholic University this
morningand Barbara Blum; president of-the Manpower Research
Demonstraticn Corp., in the great city of New Ycrk. Thank you
very much for coming this morning: Thank you for your patience
and please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HARRIETTE McADOO, Ph. D., PROFESSOR; RE-
SEARCH SEQUENCE, SCHOOL OF SOCIAL W1RK, HOWARD UNI-
VERSITY
Ms. _McAnoo. Congressman Donnelly and members of the task

force, I would like to take thic opportunity to share with you some
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of the results of a large study I I have been conducting on single
mothers of young children.

These results, I feel, may be of particular value to your task
force as you deliberate on the impact of social policies upon the
lives of women and children who are living alone in households
across our country.-

The women in this study should be of specific interest to you.
These are women who are par.iting alone, often; not so much as
by choice, but because they have faced certain traumatic events in
their lives that have loft them alone: dissolution of their marriages;
out-of-wedlock pregnancies; extended absences of fathers who are
imprisoned; and, for a suall number; widowhood; These women
represent the majority of women who are parenting alone. They
were not dependent upon welfare; but were employed outside of
their homes and are maintaining their family units independent of
governmental transfer payments;

Many are the working poor. These women may be considered the
"survivors" of difficult life circumstances; These are the women
who have been forced to develop coping strategies for very stressful
life events.

The specific inf-:ation that I will share with you will be relat-
ed to one; these families' financial security; two: levels of stress
faced by the women; three, their involvement in family support
networks; four; the women's feelings of self-worth; and five, the ap-
parent impact that recent policy decisions have had upon mothers
and their children;

CHANGING FAMILY STRUCTURES

It has been well documented that family structures ,,re undergo-
ing changes and are leaving more women and children in vulner-
able family situations. The phenomena of women raising their chil-
dren without a spouse and who are employed in t, a labor market,
has been an increasing trend within all An erican families; and es-
pecially within black families. The single mother and child units
are increasingly becoming the modal pattern in black communities,
especially among younger women and among those who are in low-
income families. We know that over 50 percent of all black chil-
dren are now in these families. The increase in divorce has been
the main contributor. The black divorce rate, of 265 per 1,000, has
been found to be twice as high as the -rate within white families;
This has been a drastic increase from 1970, when the rate was only
104 per 1,000. The white rate during this period increased from 56
to 128 per 1,000 women.

The second- contributor to the increases in female householders
has been the increase in out- of-wedlock births. Now more-than one-
half of births to black women have been prior to or outoide of mar-
riage.

The major consequen"e of these demographic changes has been
the financial stress-under which these women and their children
have been placed. Thtze women have become increasingly vulner-

"Extended Family Support of Single Black Mothers," Hairiette McAdoo, Principal In, tig
funded by the Depattnaerit of Health & Hilman_Stroices Public Health Service; National

Institute of Mental Health. Grant 5 RO1 MH32159, March 1983
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able because of the feminization of poverty for people-of color: Sev-
enty percent of all poor black families in 1981 were female house-
holders. Single women are poor, even when they receive some form
of child support or alimony: Even if they are employed, their pover-
ty level is high.

In 1981, the poverty level was established to be $7,250 for a
family of three and $9,290 for a family of four. Poverty increased
when -there were more children. In 1981 the levels for single em-
ployed black women with one, two, and three children were 26 per-
..ent, 42 percent; and 57 percent; respectively (U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights 1983).

Most women are able to maintain themselves independent of
total Government support. When families have gone on welfare, it
has -been found that they stay for an average of 3 years. Only a
small percentage maintain this dependency and develop into a per-
manent underclass that transcends generations. And unfortunate=
ly, many of these are Single black mothers. The vast- majority of
women- are the working poor; who with the help of their support
networks, are able to maintain themselves.

This particular group is the focus of my recent researzth,_for I
f7.i 1 that if we are able to document the coping strategies of this
group. we may be in a better position to suggest that would
be supportive for other women who are more dependent upon the
Government for their survival. We will then be able to make sug-
t:Testions for policies that will support their so:vyal.

These changing family sitaatiozis in and of themselves, are not
pathological or nonfunctional. All single mother family units are
not harmful, just ae all two-parent households are not good, as
shown by the increasing levels of _violence and abuse in many of
these families. The functionality of a family unit is the impottanc
element that should be the focus -of yogi. deliLexaiori.-3. I will at-
tempt to describe some elements that these families have found to
be Supportive of their functionality when women are parenting
without husbands in the home. Functionality is defined as the abil-
ity to meet the expressive and developmental needs of all family
members. I will attempt to describe some elements that these fami-
lies found to be supportive of their functionality.

CHARACTERISTICS OF WOMEN IN THE STUDY

In looking at our sample, the 318 women had the following char-
acteristics; They were all black women from Baltimore who wen;
employed, and who had full responsibility of their children aged
from birth to high school._ This is shown in table 1.

Half the women had been married before- and half had given
birth outside of marriage. Only one-fourth had been married at the
time of their first pregnancy. Half had been 18 years or younger at
that time.

It is interesting to note that while all of these women were them-
selves in one-parent homes, they did not ,zrow up in single-parent
homes. Seventy percent of them grew up in homes that had both
parents pres6i.i. Therefore, they were not replicating the- reproduc-
tive patterns of their own mothers by maintaining this single
status.
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These findings are cc ntrary to one of th' prevailing net7
reotypes about black families ill which saig,.::-parent v`. ..* ,een
as being transmitted across generations.

These women had finished high school and re,:.:;c ',f them had
een able to get some training in secretar'al, trade, or in college

courses: The majority of the women were ivorking in clerical or
personnel positions; while some had semiskilled, unskilled or lesser
professional jobs:

The median income was $11,906. Thirty. seven percent of the
women were receiving some form of child support from the father
of the children; but this support was 0.en low and very irregular.
Half the women received financial help from other_persons, with
the most regular help given by the grandparents and other rela-
tives.

In terms of socioeconomic status; one-third were middle class;
one-half were solid working class, and a few, 16 percent, were lower
Hass: While the characteristics of this _employed group of black
women are less vulnerable than those cited in the national demo-
graphic- picture of 'black women; they do /,..present a pi.cture of
some of the characteristics that may be nee led for su.vival by a
female householder with children.

LEVELS OF STRESS IN THEIR LIVES

One of the most obvious findirgs of this study was that the
women were playing many, often conflicting, roles in their lives.
They were full-time employees, parenting alone, and involved in
gi ring, as well as receiving, help to persons in their support net-

orkl.t. These many roles led to high levels of tension and stress.
expel- 9nced intense, frequent, and ongoing stressful signifi-

cant events. The women perceived that stress was ranked greatest
in three areas of their lives: The highest rank was finances, then
housing and stress related to work. All of these areas; you will
notice, are related to the finances of the family.

When the stress levels of the women were compared across the
demographic variables. fc-v of the anticipated stress differences
were found; see table 2: :'tress_ levels were similar regardless of
whether first, the mother had been married or not, or second if
she had been over or under age 18 at her first pregnancy, Stress
levels were similar regardle:..., of their marital status or religion.
There was a definite nonsignificant trend for stresses to be felt as
being higher for mothers with lower incomes.

The clearest differences in perceived stress were found based
upon their household living patterns. It was clear that when the
mothers and their children lived with their kin; usually the grand-
parents, that they had significantly lower levels o- These re-
sults_ illustrate the impertant linkages that exist between extended
family presence and support when cingle mothers find themselves
in -precarious positions.

There were three clusiers of extended family characteristics that
were regressed against the mothers' perceived stress: family affec-
tion, kin proximity, and kin levels of interaction. Two characteris-
tics that were found to be most predictive of lower levels of stress
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were: First; the mothers' satisfaction with her family, and the fre-
queocy of inte. action between the mothers and their relatives.

Tie most important variables were found to be the mothers' feel-
ingb of satisfaction with their family situations, the ease with
which the mothers could visit with their relatives, the number of
kin upon whom they could- depend to help them, and i he Frequency
of talking with supportive kin. All of these factors were found to be
most predictive of lower levels cf perceived stress:

This assistance was especially crucial when the women were
going through transitional crisis points in their lives: when their
marriages were breaking up; immediately following divorce or final
separations; and when a child was born out of wedlock: During
these _points, womel were found to be most intimately involved
with their families and levels of religiosity were significantly
higher. The emotional support thfit was provided by the family and
their religion were recorded as the most important elements in
their lives during_these periods.

Anoth3r vel.y interesting ti,irling was that when the mothers who
had gii.en birth outside of wedlock were compared to those who
had beer married on all of the mental health measures, no signifi-
cant differences were found between -the two groups: These -meas-
urements viere self-esteem, acute and chronic anxiety, satisfaction
with their- lives; and mastery over their- environments: This would
i.ndicatc that when mothers are provided support ouring their
critical points; over time the mothers are able to develop positive
feelings of selfworth and lower anxiety as they parent. alone.

While the extended family support was most predictive of lower
level; of stress, it should also be noted that the women were found
to have more positive self-concepts when they were able to feel that
they had some degree of mastery over their lives and their environ-
ment. The women felt better about themselves when they were not
the passive r Icipients of help but when they were actively involved
it meeting their own needs and thosn of their children. Their
greatest concern was -that they maintain financial independence.

There was one finding though that saddened all of us. This find-
ing has a direct bearing to this task force. One year after we fin-
ished interviewing the women, we decid: cl to try to find out what
had happened' to them during this period of changing policies. We
vere unable to do full-scale interviewing in person so were only

able to contact them by telephone. However; we did find that
almost one-third of the women were no longer employed. It appears
that many of them had been directly impacted by the cuts in budg-
ets that were related to job training; day care; and sodial services.
Many of them had been laid off, others had found that even with a
job that there was no _affordable day care. Job training programs
had been eliminated. Many had been forced to go on welfare.

Some of the stories that we heard were truly hear. rending. This
is particularly significant because these were women whom we had
labeled as "survivors" only a year or so earlier. With increases in
family poverty we could safely assume that even more of these
womer have now been forced out of the marketplace into welfare.

The swift changes in their status is clearly illustrative of the vul-
nerability of single mothers. Many had been latecnmers to the mar-
ketplace. Even when they attempt to maintain mastery over their
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lives, by being self-supportive; and when they have strong family
support, they are easy victims when supportive services are cur-
tailed within their communities. Their own extended families were
unable to maintain full support of these family units, for they too
were undergoing severe economic depression.

As this task force continues its deliberations; I hope that it is
able to gather more em_pirical evidence of the devastating impact
that policies can have on female householders: It is crucial that we
become more fully aware of how small changes in policy can have
direct impact upon -the lives of single women and their children.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Testimony resumes on p. 89.]
[The prepared statement of Dr. MC.doo follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. HARRIETTE MCADOO

LINK 4GES BETWEEN SINGLE MOTHERS AND FAMILY DENSITY

Congressman Donnelly and members of the Task Force, I would like to take

this opportunit' share with you some of the results of a large study1/ tha'

I have been rom!uccing on single mcr.hersof school age, or younger, children.

These results, I feel, may be of particular value to your Task Force onEntit -

ments, Uncontrollables, and Indexing, as you deliberate on the impact of social

policies upoi "e lives of women and children who are living alone in house-

holds across , r country.

The women in this study should be of specific interest to you. These are

women who are parenting alone, not so much as by choice, but because they have

facedcertaintraumatic events in their lives that have left them alone.:

dissolution of their marriages; out -of- wedlock pregnancies; extendedabsences

of fathers who are Imprisoned, and, fer a small number, widhood These

women represent the majority of women wno are parenting alone. They were not

dependent upon welfare; but were employed outside of their homes and are main-

taining t',e,r family units independent of governmental transfer payments. Many

were the working poor. These women may be considered the "survivors" of ,,if-

ficult life circumstances. These are the women who have been forced to develc

coping strategies to stressful life events.

The specific information that I will share with you will be related tc

1) these families' financial security; 2) the levels of stress faced by the

women, 3) their involvement in family support networks; 4) the women's feel-

ings of self worth, and 5) the apparent impact that recent policy decisions

have had upon mothers and their children.

Changing Family Structures

It has been well documented that family structures are undergoing changes

and arc leaving more women and children in vulnerable family situations. The

phenomena of women raising their children without a spouse and who are em-

in the labbr market, has been ar increasing trend within all American

families, and especially within Black families. The single mother and child

1/ 71xtended Family Support.of .Single_B1ack Mothers, " - Harriette McAdoo,.
Principal Investigat0e,_funded_by the_Department_of Health &Human_ Services
Public_Health_Service, National Institute of mental Health; Grant 5 RO1
MH32159; March 1983;
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units are increasingly becoming the modal pattern in Black communities,

especially among younger women and among those who are in low income fam-

ilies. Over 50 percent of all Black childreo are now in these families.

The increases in divorce has been the main contributor. The Black divorce

rate, or 265 per 1;000, has been found to be twice as high as the rate

within white families. This has been a drastic increase from 1970, when

the rate was only 104 per 1,000. The white rate during this period in-

creas_ci from 56 to 128 per 1,000. The second contributor to the increases

in female householders has been the i*:rease in out-of-wedlock births.

Now more than one-half of births to Black women have been prior to or out-

side of marriage.

The major consequence of he demographic changes has been the fi-

nancial stress under which these women and their children have been placed.

These women have become increasingly vulnerable because of the feminization

of poverty for people zolor. Seventy percent of all poor Black families

in 1981 were female '.ouseholders. Single women are poor, even wnen they

receive some form of ehild support or alimony: Even :f they are employed;

their poverty level is high: Ih 1981; the poverty level was established

to he 37,250 for a family of three and $9,290 for a family of four. Pov-

erty increased when there were more children. In 1981 the levels for

single employed Black women with one, two, and three children were 26

percent, 42 percent, and 57 percent respectively (U.S. Commission on Civil

Rights 1983). Most women are able to maintain themselves independent of

total government support. When families have gone on welfare, it has been

found that they stay for an average of three years. A small percentage

maintain this dependency and develop into a permanent underclass that

transcehds generations. However, the vast majority of these women are the

working poor who, with the help .of their support networks, are able to mat

tain themselves. This group is the focus of my recent research, for I fee

that if we are able to document the coping strategies of this group, we may

be in a better position to suggest policies that would be supportive for_

other women who are more dependent upon the government for their survival.

These changing family structures in and of themselves, are not oatho:

logical r non-functional. All single mother family units are not harmful,

just as all two-parent households are not good, as shown by the increasing

levels of violence and abuse in many of these .amities. The functionality,
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of a unit, which can be defined as it. ahility to meet the expressive

and instrumental develormental needs .
all .amily members, and not its particular

structue, the imoortar. element that should he the focus of your delil'er

atiohs. I will attempt to describe some element: that these families have

fourd to be supportive of their funct cnaht, w!, .n women are parenting, with

out husbands in the home.

Characteristics of Women in the Study
. _ .

The 310 i women in o:r study as a group had the fell-n," cha:-:nristics:

they were all B1-.2::k women from Baltimt.re who were full

respons,',ility ,^r their ci'iluren, aged from birth through high schcol (see

Table 1). Half of the women b' I heen married before and half h given birth

outside of marriage. , 'o,hrtn hie' ho::. married at the time of their

fir-tpregrancyanC been 10 year,, or younger at that time. It

is inter,,,tin,2 to rote all of those women were in one-parent homes,

t diu not b. -' homes. Zcventy percent cf them grew up

in .:nth present; therefore, they were not replicating

renrcu:,ctive natteins of their non mothers b, maintaining their single status.

-hese find;n--., contrary to one of the prevailing stereotypes about Black

families in ' status is seen as being transmitted across generation

These women hac nished bids school and while only a few had finished

college (197f, and one on to 'er some graduate training (12 °); most had bee'

able to get training ,n . trade Jr iecretarial or in :.eme coll.

courses. The ma-Nri': of the woren vpr, workinl in cic, seal or personnel po

stionc (59V, while some had lesser professional jobs (25",), and a f,-.4 h, !

semi- skilled or J,1-,;:illed jobs (,,;";).

The tirdien income was $11,90C. Thirty-seven percent of the wc7len were

receiving ;ome fc,,rii of child support from tte father of the children, but this

support was often low and irregular. One-helf Ofthewomen rece;ved financial

help from othererso.s, with the most regu'ar help giver by to . indparents

and other relatives. In terms w soc.oeconomic status; one-third ere middle

class, one -half were solid we c. iss. and a few (16%) lower class.

While the ch,=:racteristics of this employed group of Black women are less vul-

rabie than those Cited in the national demographic picture of ;Lac', women,

tney dO present a picture of some of _he characteristics that ,..say be needed

for survival by a female househol0- with children.

27-430 0 - 84 -- 7
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teL,T1-s$f &tress ir Lheir Lives

OnP of themu,,t (bvious findings of this study was thAA the women were

pThying many eftet, :oflicting,roles in tneir lives. .hey were full-time

employees. parentin 11,1e, aid involved in giving; as well as receiving

rersons in t -.. support networks. These many roles led to high

levels of ter ,on Ftres . They exrerienced intense, frequent, and ongoing

stressful significant ev.,rt7, in thei, lives. The women perceived that stress

ranked greatest in three areas of their lives; finances, housi and related

to work. All of twee areas related to finances of the farw,ly

When the stress levels of the w,.oen were compared across the demograpOr

variables, few of the anti.:ipated stress differences were found (see Table .

,tress levels were si;nilai ;-ec7ardless of whether the mother had been marrie

or no or if she had been ov or under age 18 at her first pregnancy.

'-,tress levels wrce similar regardless of their marital status or religion.

There was a dc inite non-significant trend for staisses to be felt as being

nigher for mothers with lower incomes.

5u1,291t

fhff cl,farest differences in perceve.: stress wcr- found based upon their

housenold living patt.,r,..t,. It was clear that whc-, ,nothers and their chil-

dren lived 4it.1 their in, .:ually the grandparents, that they ''u signifi-

cantly lowe- levels of st.i..;s. These results te the importpitlinkages

that .-xi s`. between ext n family presence and ..atherS

fild themselves in pre,.ainus positi ms.

There were three clli,ters of extended fam, 1:,L. .3 that were

regressed against the motners' perceived stress: fa6,i ,j affectIrn, kin prox-

imity, and kin ievels Of interaL,tion see Table 3). Two characteristics

that were tour, to be most predictive of lower '.evels of stress were: 1)

affe,:tion, and 2) the freguenv of int...iction between the mother-.

andtheit .nest important variables were found to :le to: a;01 rs'

of 3 satisfa,:. with their situations, the with

tf, '.ethers could visit with their re'atives, the number or kin upon whom they

could d,1,fnd to help them., and the friluency of talking with supporti,Tkin.

of these tactns ,.ere found to be most predictive of lower levels 01 r-

c. stress in the families of these single wollien. 'his assistance
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especially crucial when tae women were going through transitional crisis

points in their lives: wher their marri6ses were breaking up and 'Inedi-

etely following divo-ce it final separations, and when a child was born

out-of-wedlock. 3..ring thh,e aoints, women were found to be most intimately

involved with their familie., and le als of religiosity were significantly

higher. The emotional siii-Hort that was provided by the family and eir

religion Were the most ir:mortant elements in their lives during then

periods:

Another very intosting finding w, that when the mothers who had

given birth outside c- wedlock were compared to those who her -en hm.rir

on all of the manta' ,calth measures, no significant cliff' fo6hd.

These measuremer -e self-esteem, acute and chronic anx

with their live mastery over the environments. in2irate

that, wheh Metr ..re provided support during their critical points. c.v..,

time the mottle' .re abl to develop positive feelings of self worth

lower anxiety.

While the extended family support was most predictive of lower levels

of stress, it should also be noted that the women were found to have more

positiveself con:opts when they were able to feel thattheyhad some

degree of mastery over their lives and their environment. The women felt

better about themselves when they were not the passive recipients of help,

but when they were actively involved in meeting he own needs and those

of their children. Their greatest concern was that they wintain financial

independence.

There was one finding thoujh that saddened all of us. This fiddihg hat

a direct bearing to this Task Fore. One year after we finished Interv,ewr_

ing the women we t.cided to try to find out what had happened tr. Jlemduring

this period of changing policies. We were unable to do full -seal

viewing in person to were only able to contact thr'm by telephone.

we did find that almost One-third Of the Women were no longer Emp!hyhr! it

appears that tatis, of them had been directly impacted by the cuts ir audgets

that Were related to job training; da- care; and social services. Mery of

them had been laid off; others had found that even witr a job that the70

was no affordable uay care. Many had been forced to go on welfare Some

of the stories that we heard were truly heart rending. This is partieUla

signific- hecause these were women we had labeled as "survivors"

Only year cr to earlier.
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The swift charges in their status is :learly illustrative of the vuiner-

abilityof single mcJiers. Even whe they attempt to maintain mastery over

their lives, by being supportive; and when they have strong family sup

port; they are easy vlctims when supp-t.tive services are .zurtaied within

communities. Their own extended fa,. I;es were unable to maintain till sup-

port of these family units, for the: toc were -ride igoing severe economic

deprosson. As this Task Force continues its daliberati.ans, I hope that it

.s atle to gather more empirical evIdence of the devattating impact that

icier can haVe on fetiale houtehol0'.it It is cruciLl that we become more

idly aware of how small changes in policy can have direct impact upon the

lives of single women and their children.
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Table 1

Selected Ilackr,round Characteristics of Single Mcthers ( -316)

Previ76o---ard-rjl-Tt.,: tncom
E9cr mar:Sod- 56 -ess then 5,999
Stye: retied 44 _ 000 _6,999

1007: i00-11,999
ll 000-14,999

P2',IiL11._1-122:1 15 100-17,999 12
o.lara.ed 26 18,_ 00-73,999

.,15:rced 29 24000 +
id, ,ed

_.,-! 1

Nov-r
1012 1'2 11- !ill

. ld c School

for High-School
To,: 27 '1 Sehool/Tradc School 11

J1-- 1.. yrs. college 29
1002 3--_vrs. .college- 19

Graduate /Professional 12

1C5Z
old ur.der

Present lee
Uelor 30
Coter 31

f211:1v_stroetols
attenuat'd (, ,w,_

hlIl)
Attenuated extended ,,other,

child/ron, relativesm)
Augmented attenuated nuclear

!mother, child, nonroli 7

Augmented attenuated_ extended
(mother, child, relative;
nonrclative) 2

°"t1P.:7LI92
Execotive/majur, lesser
professional 25

Administrative pernonnel
0,nor of bus./cleriral 47
Skillcd/semi-nkilld 14

",,,a12n
aptist

Methodist
Catholic
Other Protestant
No religion

7.753

Mos
I

II_

III
IV

V

HoIIinlishe3d-Redlich Modified Self-

Upper 1

Middle 21

Working 53

Lower 17

Undo- _ i
loi

11

20

53

15

1

I06

36

45
-11
Tod

319
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Tablc

:leans and Anolysie of Variance-ml rerceived-Striss by u nCLtc Vriablen

Pe r.ved Stress
Demoraphic

Croup

Marital Sever carried 130 39.11 33.90

Status Separated 76 43.07 1!.67

Divorced 89 41.85 16.0)

Widowed 6 49.17 12.04
101

Household Mother ._child 4.2111
Structure Mother, child, kin :5.30

Mother, child, nonkin 14.91

Mother, child, kin, nonkin 26.54

Family Nuclear 14.2011

Structure Extended_ 14 15.30

Augmented 27 44.07 15.83

301

Age at 18 6 younger 140 40.82 14.56

1st pregnancy 19 6 older _156 41.74 15.04
299

rird Yes 77 42.39

1st 1,rePio''cY No 222 40.86 14.73

99

Religion Baptist 146 40.69 15.83

Methodist 56 40.89 13.68

Catholic 42 39.62 12.83

Other Protestant 46 41 8/

None =-11- 43.36 1..29

301

Income 5.000 less 74 42.62 13.03

6- 8,900 129 42.33 15.21

_9 41,900 (.7 39.51 15.61

12- l,90C 14 38.64 15.97

15 ? 32.18 14.13

295

...,2Q7) 1.37, 2 < .01

(2,290 4.64, 2 c .0t

I
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Table 3

regrenni,n Analysin of Family Patternn Predicting Perceivei Stress

R2

1.07
13.ffss

")

:,.f.ittactron wit.% fmn'iy situation .333....

Attitude tovard family rnntnct .127

Closeness of family members .157

.11

.12
.13

.10
7

Attitude about family aid -.014 .13 -.17 10.75..

Bow much family help meant .094 .11 .1 ', 8.71.

Kin_Proximity ____ _

Often see closest kin .096 .(11 .11 7063)

Number of kin feel clone to -.052 .01 1.7 t

KinshiR_Sropinquity of helpers -.031 -.:73

Geographic proximity (milen) .034 .'gl -.07 1.1:

Residential proximity .060 .02 .06 0.9

Kin interaction
.314as .10 .71 14.35'. (6.121)r.de CO visit kin

Frequency talk vith recip. kin
iumber_kin count on to help

-.195.-
-260".

.:!-.

.1

-.2, 47.1.-,"

3.47..

Cbligation to kin -.067 .19
_43
-.07 1.23..

Kinship propinquity-recip. .047_ .111 .05 5-63.

kin to visit 0 .193. .19 .02 4.63.

N130

0* ' 0 .01-
... < t .001
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Mr. DONNELLY. 71ank yOu, Dr. McAdoo. Dr. Blum.

STAT1'.$11.ENT OF BARR,tR-A H B1-..t*W PRIESMENT, MANPOWER
RP-JEARCI1 DEnONSTRATIoN (.ORP.. NEW YORK, N '..".

Ms. BLUM. Thank vou. Mr. Chairman:
It is a privilege to be here toda,.. tn ; '_ n your consid,i-at!o..

the stag -,f women arid .euntry: As w,..1fare
mans: -1.)-nt a great aeai ii irrit and unerg-v

h:),A tit: programs Licsigattl
di; c; . -iructuced and admini,.Leied ,..0 iotire 4

ly.
Lu dze child welfare. i.o,;O. stamp. Ii: rtle_tnaintnce, ;

ciaL assistance programs ariministered by t..,2f, New '1 orK ti
p_artment of Social Serviee,1 and
the country there niu:;h t.if value shcu:dbe pie
tial _se-'-ices and suppoi-:, are provfuo .vnich oiloV
families to be maintairie0. am s.-Imetiroes. to progress.

_ But these_prograrns nrr:ii!so ricies and ,:ontri.'ttfic-
tioriS that frustrate iii.n.ijoistri.atorS and clients The FDC
program_is, _perhap:3; the rco,,t important :.tn c or thc ,O0St,ThiS
ttfitilgi_fbe it has provilcd few orytii,,s for tno women and children
it serves._

ESsel_..iallv, the probleni is that tliL DL program ,4jf-1 not
'ace with changing conditicas. Today , want -sOrne

preceptions l on bzisis of test exoerienc,:. in .:.eY '1,Jrk
State and from my _current et a non-
profit ortaiii2ation devoted to test;4-4: progrciAas wnich are deF.dgiied
to _prepare disadvantaged. pe It; force

Fir§t, let me stress how :'..-ie welfare 1-s:erri
become in the thid's in the zhc..

services and income error
rates both administrative rid ds:veloped
com_puter systems to g:!_ir. colvs,rol of
with incorni....-H3rcgards; sueh zi;:; the ,:hirty and w-a? x on
ind ëiigiuilitv nii..:-..;urernnil.4; often net Cl) 151St flu. alnuag prc,c -,1.113

/lost; if roc all of these activities were iii ti zo counter t
growth in AFDC ritig

Evrn in that period of e' -sio-i m reeuirint;
414..nee seldorri had available th_ services _.),. ' ru .i.;e:.:77:1; which
couci lead to more '.n.:1,2pcndent_1).,,m7 1,1,,.;d, it his
been cur teru?.ency that the conditioi ,-.. ond needs of wel
care ,:tier'" mila

,.eccnt work Ellwood
mote -ous thinE in1 J.,.nd a chz:,::,fe
rece.: r analyses -of the len _of : :-t)enci cn
welfare; they point dua: i.ai-iro of Crt-. AFDC o:og..,;.m, the
provision of short-terro relief contra,stec:_:.t., .,;,; 'me main-
tenance; and the importar.-e -f ieripients
likely _to be in one category _or.the other.

Their study concludes tbat policies ciesigned _to ,leip mothors
work may _have__ been too narrowly targ.ted: that women uil
young children, for example, are not ;.eS? uelv i }"s621r 4:ay
off welfare than other muthen.
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In ;addition; some mothers may be able to move off yv&are quick-
ly while others will need more intensive forms of employment aid.
Employment programs must take toese diverse dynamics into ac-
ount.

This analysi:. -ggests three _possible and different strategies for
,-ce4-ing c,,-,ilomic_self-sufficiency of -AFDC womenand in so_

ri search has indict...ed that each of
be effective: -

Fir4t, let 1.; ; consider the needs of the adolescent parent. -a group
that l i oni.. recently emerged as a national priority. For _these
young women and their children, the value of approach.er which go
beyond traditional program boundaries is especially clear;

The relationship of teenage pregnancy to dependency provides
the_ starting point for consideration of this issue.

We know that a disproportionate number of women on welfare
are either now teen mothers or began their association with wel-
fare as Leen mothers. Of all the women in AFDC households in
1975. percent gave birth to a baby. before the _age of 20. A 1982
study estimates that with the continuation of present trends,

en aged 20 to 2') will receive 5-17.5 billion in AFDC; medicaid;
and 1.,)od__stamps payments between 1981 and 1990: Of that total;
$:39.(; billion, more than four-fifths, will go to women whose first
births occurred when _they were under 20:

Upon reflection, rt k not surprising that the teen mother is such
a Likely candidate for welfare: Consider the following:

Research on high school dropouts shows a strong correlatir.:. )e-
tween pregnancy and the cessation of education:

Women who first gave birth as teens have larger families than
Chose who postpone child bearing.

Educational level and family s;.ze are important determinant-4 of
a women's decision to enter the labor force.

Furthermore. evidence suggests that the teenage mother is lip i
be t, long -term welfare recipient.
Research has shown that for this group-, a multiservice -approach

locuscA on cornoletion of high_ school and preparation for em_i,l,y-
tnent, can _offer_ promise for -the mother- and her child:
Prole:- Redirection has enrolled same 900 pregnant and parenti.:4,
teenagers-since 1981; Most if the participants have _ been weffarc
eligibles: The program is designed to motivate the teen to use a
broad range of serviceseducational and employability services;
Family planning and health care. A key ;piemise of the program is
that many of these services are already available in the communi-
ty. The _fun_ti_on of redirection is to assist teens to find and use
them effecti?ely.

MDRC,; research vas shown that this model is a workable one: A
,;ear after enrollment participants were receiving many more serv-
ices than a comparison group, significantly -more were in school or
had graduated and .30 percent more had held jobs than comparison
teens..Th:)..youngsters ,-ho dropped out of school had the largest
impacts at this pint 1 .),:ar after the program began.

_Project Redirection offers some clear crection for _oiir efforts to
plan ear'y intervention for AFDC_ yolng women and their families.
The challer.ge now is to adapt this 1. omising model for use in the
public sector :

9
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As another exiimple, ther is the long-term AFDC recipient who
may seem the leaSt. likely candidate fbr successful intervention.
MDRC's research and a program called "supported work:' shows
impressive impacts For this group. The supported work program
provided a structured work experience for four groups (if individ,
uals with severe employment difficulties. Participants were offered
a job for a limited period _of time under conditions of close supervi-
sion. After extensive evaluation, supported work was Found to be
an effective method for helping women who were long-term recipi-
ents of welfare enter the labor market while at the same time re-
ducing welfare costs.

Findings show that AFDC women who participated in the pro-
gram performed better than those who did not in terms of in-
creased employment_; increased earnings; and reduced welfare de-
pendence. The significance of these differences held up consistently
throughout the postprogram period: It is also- of interest that many
of the women in the AFDC grrsup sought and obtained jobs and re-
mained employed even though their earninfif. were substantially
offset by the loss of welfar. benefits.

In addition, the cost/l-enefit analysis for the AFDC group re-
vealed that the program yielded considerable net benefit to society
because of the earnings gains, the value of the work performed and
the_ reduction in benefits received_

For another and final group of welfare clients, those who have
been on the caseload for relatively short periods of time; there is a
growing body of evidence that carefully constructed individual or
group job search programs should be encouraged.

Job search programs for AFDC recipients have been examined
through research and experimental WIN programs. This research
has shown that group and individual job search strategies are feasi-
ble to operate and can be integrated into regular activities of the
WIN program or other employment and training programs. Job
search results in modest but significant employment and earning
gains for participants: It _can be an effective approach f,r individ-
uals who do not have substantial barriers to participation in the
labor force.

MDRV will be learning more about this approach and the -Oleo=
tiveness of community work experience programs through_a multi-
state demonstration of State N,sHrk welfare initiatives which is now
underway.

From the collective experieir2.,- of program operators and those
who analyze program results, v.e know a great deal about pro-
grams that do make a difference. The challenge now is to use this
knowledge to create a more responsive AFDC program.

Thank you:
[Te3tiniony resumes on p. 101.]
[The prepared statement of Ms. Blum follows:]
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PMWAREDSATEMENTOF::ARBAltAB.BLOrl

IT IS A PRIVILEGE TO APPEAR BEFORE THE HOUSE BUDGET

COMMITTEE TO ASSIST IN YOUR CONSIDER /LION OF THE STATUS

OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN IN THIS COUNTRY: AS A WELFARE

ADMINISTRATOR, I SPENT A GREAT DEAL CF TIME AND ENERGY

STRUGGLING TO UNDERSTAND HOW THE PPn-Ass DESIGNED TO

ASSIST WOMEN AND CHILDREN COULD BE S'RUCTURED AND

ADMINISTERED TO DO SO MORE EFFECTIVELY. IN THE CHILD

WELFARE; FOOD STAMP; INCOME MAINTENANCE AND MEDICAL

ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS ADMINISTERED BY THE NEW YORK STATE

nEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES AND OTHER SIMILAR AGENCIES

THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY THERE IS MUCH OF VALUE THAT

SHOULD BE PRESERVED; ESSENTIAL SERVICFS AND SUPPORT ARE

PROVIDED WHICH ALLOW CHILDREN AND FAM. ..ES TO BE

MAINTAINED AND, SOMETIMES, TO PROGRESS.

EDT THESE PROGRAMS ARE ALSO FULL OF INCONSII-TENCIES

AND CONTRADICTIONS THAT FRUSTRATE ADMINISTRATORS AND

CLIEN: ALIKE; THE AFDC PROGRAM IS PE..AAPS; THE MOST

ImPORTANT AND ONE OF THE MOST FRUSTRATING, FOR 'T HAS

PROVIDED FEW OPTIONS FCR THE WOMEN AND CHILDREN IT

SERVES:

IN MY Li. .RENT POSITION :3 PRESIDENT OF THE MANPOWER

nEMONSTRt.TION RESEARCH CORPORATION - WHICH IS DEDICATED

TO EXPLORING PROGRAMS TO INCREASE THE SELF-SUFFICIENCY
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OF DISADVANTAGED PEOPLE - I HAVE HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO

CONFIRM MY IMPRESSIONS AND PERLEPTIONS AS AN

ADMINISTRATOR. PROGRAMS CAN BE DEVELOPED TO PROMOTE THE

SELF-SUFFICIENCY OF WELFARE RECIPIENTS IF THEY ARE

CAREFULLY DESIGNED AND TARGETED, To DO SO; HOWEVER, WE

MUST FIRST RECOGNIZE THE DIVERSITY OF THE POPULATION WE

HOPE TO SERVE.

IT HAS BEEN OUR TENDENCY TO ASSUME THAT THE

UnCITIONS AND NEEDS OF WELFARE CLIENTS ARE SIMILAR. WE

ARE FORTUNATE THAT THE WORK OF RESEARCHERS SUCH AS BANE

AND ELLWOOD IS CAUSE FOR MORE RIGOROUS THINKING, AND A

CHANGE IN OUR PRACTICES, IN THEIR RECENT ANALYSES OF

THE LENGTH OF TIME AFDC RECIPIENTS SPEND ON WELFARE,

THEY POINT TO THE DUAL NATURE OF THE AFDC PROGRAM..

:HORT-TERM RELIEF AND LONG -TERM INCOME MAINTENANCE, AND

THE IMPORTANCE OF IDENTIFYING GROUPS OF RECIPIENTS

LIKELY TO BE IN ONE CATEGORY OR THE OTHER. THEIR STUDY

CONCLUDES THAT POLICIES DESIGNED TO HELP MOTHERS WORK

MAY HAVE BEEN TOO NARROWLY TARGETED; THAT WOMEN WITH

YOUNG CHILDREN; FOR EXAMPLE-, ARE NOT LESS LIKELY TO EARN

THEIR WAY OFF WELFARE THAN OTHER MOTHERS; IN ADDITION.

SOME MOTHERS MAY BE ABLE TO MOVE OFF WELFARE QUICKLY

WHILE OTHERS WILL NEED MORE INTENSIVE FORMS OF

EMPLOYMENT AID. EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS MUST TAKE THESE
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DIVERSE DYNAMICS INTO ACCOUNT.

THIS ANALYSIS SUGGESTS THREE POSSIBLE AND DIFFERENT

STRATEGIES FOR INCREASING THE ECONOMIC SELF SUFFICIENCY

OF AFDC WOMEN AND IN SO DOING THEIR CHILDREN; MDRC's

RESEARCH HAS INDICATED THAT EACH OF THE STRATEGIES CAN

BE EFFECTIVE.

FIRST; LE' L'S CONSIDER THE NEEDS OF THE ADOLESCENT

PARENT A GROUP THAT HAS ONLY RECENTLY EMERGED AS A

NATIONAL PRIORITY; FOR THESE YOUNG WOMEN AND THEIR

CHILDREN; THE VALUE OF APPROACHES WHICH GO BEYOND

TRADITIONAL PROGRAM BOUNDARIES IS ESPECIALLY %EAR;

THE RELATIONSHIP OF TEENAGE PREGNANCY TO DEPENDENCY

PROVIDES THE STARTING POINT FOR CONSIDERATION OF THIS

ISSUE;

VjE KNOW THAT A DISPROPORTIONATE NUMBER OF WOMEN ON

WELFARE ARE EITHER NOW TEEN MOTHERS OR BEGAN THEIR

ASSOCIATION WITH WELFARE AS TEEN MOTHERS. OF ALL THE

WOMEN IN AFDC HOUSEHOLDS IN 1975, 61 PERCENT GAVE BIRTH

TO A. BABY BEFORE THE AGE OF 20. A 1982 STUDY ESTIMATES

THAT WITH THE CONTINUATION OF PRESENT TRENDS. WOMEN AGED

26 -29 WILL RECEIVE $47:5 BILLION IN AFDC; MEDICAID AND

FOOD STAMPS PAYMENTS BETWEEN 1981 AND 1990. OF THAT

TOTAL $39,6 BILLION WILL GO TO WOMEN WHOSE FIRST BIRTHS

OCCURRED WHEN THEY WERE UNDER 20.
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UPON REFLECTION IT IS NOT SURPRISING THAT THE TEEN

MOTHER IS SUCH A LIKELY CANDIDATE FOR WELFARE. CONSIDER

THE FOLLOWING:

RESEARCH ON HIGH SCHOOL DROP -OUTS

SHOWS A STRONG CORRELATION BETWEEN

PREGNANCY AND THE CESSATION OF

EDUCATION: WITH ABOUT ONE-HALF TO

TWC-THIRDS OF ALL GIRLS WHO DROP OUT

OF SCHOOL CLAIMING TO HAVE DONE SO

BECAUSE OF PREGNANCY OR MARRIAGE.

0 WOMEN WHO FIRST GAVE BERTH AS TEENS

HAVE LARGER FAMILIES THAN THOSE WHO

POSTPONE CHILD-BEARING, AND THE

EARLIER THE AGE AT FIRST BIRTH THE

GREATER THE DISPARITY.

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL AND FAMILY SIZE ARE

IMPORTANT DETERMINANTS 07 A WOMAN'S

DECISION TO ENTER THE LABOR FORCE:

BECAUSE EARLY CHILDBEARING HAS

SHORTENED THEIR SCHOOLING MANY

ADOLESCENT PARENTS ARE LEFT WITHOUT

99
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THE OF QUALIFICATIONS WHICH

CROT,TE EMPLOYMENT MOBILITY.

RTHEEmCE; EVILLNCE SUGGESTS THAT THE TEENAGE

TO BE A LONG-TERM WELFARE RECIPIENT.

THL HNE AN',) FLEWOOD STUDY REVEALEN THAT THERE ARE

DIEPERFNCES IN THE LENGTH OF TIME SPENT ON

WELEAFL. AN: WHILE AGE ALONE IS NOT THE CRUCIAL FACTOR

IN LILTE!:MININU THE DURAlION OF WELFARE RECEIPT; IT WAS

FOUND THAT THE CONSTELLATION OF CHARACTERISTICS

AY71f I :'TRE WITH TEEN PREGNANCY FOR EXAMPLE. BEING A

MOTHER: OP MANY CHILDREN; A HIGH '..CHOOL DROP-OUT; OR

DOES PREDICT LONGER PERIODS OF DEFEWDENCY.

RESEARCH HAS SHOWN THAT FUR THIS GROUP; A MULTI

SERVICE APPROACH FOCUSED ON COMPLETION OF HIGH SCHOOL

PPEPARATION FOR EMPLOYMENT; CAN OFFER PROMISE FOR

P MOTHER AND HP; CHILD. MDRC'S PROJECT REDIRECTION

HAG ENDLLED SOME 900 PREGNANT AND PARENTING TEENAGERS

SINCE 1993 IN FOUR SITES LOCATED IN COMMUNITY BASED

ORGANIZATIONS. Most OF THE PARTICIPANTS HAVE BEEN

WEI.FIJ'E ELIGIBLES. THE PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO MOTIVATE

THE TEEN TO HSE A BROAD RANGE OF SERVICES -- EDUCATIONAL

ILITY SEE'iCES; FAMILY PLANNING AND HEALTH

A ELY PRENIS' OF THE PROGRAM IS THAT MANY OF
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THESE SERVICES ARE ALREADY AVAILABLE IN THE COMMUNITY.

THE FUNCTION CF REDIRECTION IS TO ASSIST TEENS TO FIND

AND USE THEM EFFECTIVELY;

PROJECT REDIRECTION ATTEMPTS TO MOTIVATE TEENS TO

VIEW SERVICES NOT DUST AS ISOLATED ACTIVITIES. BUT IN

TERMS OF A PLAN FOR FUTURE SELF-SUFFICIENCY. To HELP

THEM uAiN PERSPECTIVE, THE PROGRAM USES AN INNOVATIVE

STRATEGY; PIONEERED IN BROOKLYN BY THE SISTERHOOD OF

BLACK :JINGLE MOTHERS. WHEN SHE ENTERS THE PROGRAM, EACH

TEEN IS ASSIGNED TO A COMMUNITY WOMEN, AN OLDER

VOLUN7EER wHO ACTS AS A ROLE MODEL TO HER AND 1110 HELPS

HER LOCATE AND USE THE SERVICES -- ASSISTING HER; FOR

EXAMPLE, TO REGISTER FOR SCHOOL, MEET CLINIC

APPOINTM ENTS OR ARRANGE FOR CHILL CARE WHILE SHE ATTENDS

CLASSES.

THE COMMUNITY NOMAN, ALONG WITH A REDIRECTION STAFF

MEMBER; ALSO HELPS THE TEEN FORMULATE AND PERIODICALLY

UPDATE- AN !NCIOCUAL PARTICIPANT PLAN, A 00CUMENT THAT

SPE:iFIES THE TEEN'S LONG-RANGE GOALS AND THE SERVICES

SHE INTEND: TO USE TO ATTAIN THEM.

MCRC'E RESEARCH PAS SHOWN THAT THE REDIRECTION

PROGRA,.' MODEL IS A WORKABLE AND A FEASIBLE ONE. A YEAR

AFTER ENROLLMENT PARTICIPANTS WERE RECEIVING MANY MORE

SERVICES THAN A COMPARISON GROUP. SIGNIFICANTLY MORE

27-430 0 01
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WERE IN SCHOOL OR HAD GRADUATED AND 30 PERCENT MORE HAD

HELD JOBS THAN COMPARISON TEENS.

K:TH Ti4SE POSITIVE FINDINGS, PROJECT REDIRECTION

IS BE NJ IMPLEMENTED IN SEVEN NEW SITES ACROSS THE

COUNTR THIS SECND STAGE OF THE DE"ONSTRATION WILL

ALLOI; US TO EXAMINE HOW THE PROGRAM N.ODEL WORKS iN A

VAR',7LTY OF SETTINGS 'SPECIALLY SCHOOLS.

PROJECT REDIRECTION OFFERS SOME CLEAR DIRECTION IN

OUR EFFORTS TO PLAN EARLY INTERVENTION FOR THESE YOUNG

WOMEN AND THEIR FAMILIES; THE CHALLENGE IS NOW TO ADAPT

THIS PROMISING MODEL FOR USE IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR.

SE,-ONO, LET US CONSIDER THE LONG-TERM AFDC

RECIPIENT WHO MAY ''',EEM THE LEAST LIKELY CANDIDATE FOR

SUCCESSFUL INTERVENTION. MORC's RESEARCH ON THE

SUPPORTED WORK PROGRAM SHOWED IMPRESSIVE IMPACTS FOR

THIS GROUP;

ORIGINALLY TESTED THROUGH A MULTI-SITE; FIVE YEAR

NATIONAL DEMONSTRATION, THE SUPPORTED WORK PROGRAM

PROVIDED A STRUCTURED WORK EXPERIENCE FOR FOUR GROUPS OF

INDIVIDUALS WITH SEVERE EMPLOYMENT DIFFICULTIES

INCLUDING WOMEN WHO HAD BEEN ON AFDC FOR AT LEAST THREE

YEARS. PARTICIPANTS WERE OFFERED A JOB FOR A LIMITED

PERIOD OF TIME UNDER CONDITIONS OF CLOSE SUPERVISION,
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GRADUATED STRESS AND PEER SUPPORT.

AFTER EXTENSIVE EVALUATION: SUPPORTED WORK WAS

FOUND TO BE AN EFFECTIVE METHOfl FOR HELPING WOMEN WHO

WERE LONG-TERM RECIPIENTS OF WELFARE ENTER THE LABOR

MARKET, wHILE AT THE SAME TIME REDUCING WELFARE COSTS;

MDRC's FINDINGS SHOWED THAT AFDC WOMEN WHO

PARTICIPATED IN THE PROGRAM PERFORMED BETTER THAN THOSE

VHO DID NOT IN TERMS OR INCREASED EMPLOYMENT; INCREASED

EARNINGS AND REDUCED WELFARE DEPENDENCE. 1HE

SIGNIFICANCE OF THESE DIFFERENCES HELD UP CONSISTENTLY

THROUGHOUT THE POST-PROGRAM PERIOD.

iT IS ALSO OF INTEREST THAT MANY CAF- THE WOMEN IN

THE 4FnC CROUP SOUGHT AND OBTAINED JOBS AND REMAINED

EMPLOYED EVEN THOUGH THEIR EARNINDS WERE SUBSTANTIALLY

OFFSET BY THE LOSS OF WELFARE BENEFITS. IN ADDITION,

THE COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS FOR THE AFDC GROUP REVEALED

THAT THE PROGRAM YIELDED CONSIDERABLE NET BENEFIT TO

SOCIETY BECAUSE CF THE EARNINGS GAINS OF PARTICIPANTS;

THE VALUE OF THE WORK PERFORMED AND THE REDUCTION IN

BENEFITS RECEIVED

FOR ANOTHER GROUP OF WELFARE CLIENTS THOSE WHO

HAVE BEEN ON THE CASELOAD FOR RELATIVELY SHORT PERIODS

OF TIME CAREFULLY CONSTRUCTED INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP JOB
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SEARCH PROGRAMS SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED.

MDRC HAS EXAMINED JOB SEARCH PROGRAMS FOR AFDC

RECIPIENTS THROUGH ITS RESEARCH OA EXPERIMENTAL WIN

PROGRAMS OR LABORATORIES. THIS RESEARCH HAS SHOWN THAT

GROUP AND INDIVIDUAL JOB SEARCH STRATEGIES ARE FEASIBLE

TO OPERATE AND CAN BE INTEGRATED INTO REGULAR ACTIVITIES

OF THE WIN PROGRAM OR OTHER EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

PROGRAMS FCR WELFi'E APPLICANTS AND RECIPIENTS;

JOB SEARCH RESULTED IN MODEST BUT SIGNIFICANT

EMPLOYMENT AND EARNING GAINS FOR PARTICIPANTS; IT CAN

BE AN EFFECTIVE APPROACH FOR INDIVDIUALS WHO DO NOT HAVE

SUBSTANTIAL BARRIERS TO PARTICIPATION IN THE LABOR

FORCE;

MDRC WILL BE LEARNING MORE ABOUT THIS APPROACH ANC

ABOUT THE EFFECTIVENESS OF COMMUNITY WORK EXPERIENCE

PROGRAMS THROUGH A MULTI STATE DEMONSTRATION OF STATE

NORK/WELFARE INITIATIVES WHICH IS NOW UNDERWAY.

FROM THE COLLECTIVE EXPERIENCE OF PROGRAM OPERATORS

ANC THOSE WHO ANALYZE PROGRAM RESULTS. WE KNOW A GREAT

DEAL ABOUT PROGRAMS THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE. THE

CHALLENGE REMAINS TO USE THIS KNOWLEDGE TO CREATE A MORE

RESPONSIVE AFDC PROGRAM.
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Mr. DoNNET.i.y. Thank vou very much.
Dr NIcAdoo, I am very much interested in the stittemerit.. you

made on _pite of your testimony where you say that ''r ese
chan[4.ing family strt4:turs in and of themselves. are not pathologi-
cal or nonfunctional. All single mother tinnily units are not harm-
ful, just as all two- parent households not good: as shown by the
trier-using level of violence and abuse in many of these families.
The functionality of a familyamit. Nvhich can be defined -as its abili7
ty to meet the expressive and instrumented developmental needs of
all family me thers. and not itsparticalar structure, is the impor-
tant element that should be the focus of your deliberations.''_

I am glad you mentioned that because \ve have heard all morn -
ing about the enormous increase in single parent families. Could
you elaborate on that a little bit?

Ms: MrAnoo. Yes. I used those statements trying to avoid the
stereotype.

Mr: D.oNNELLYI_Because there is a steri..otype that it there is only
the mother. the -children are deprived.

Ms: Mlknoo. The stereotype is that the child will have certain
Characteristics that will be negative. The mother is expected to
have certain characteristics_ and the child will do poorly. What
am trying to get us to do is look at the diversity of results of being
raised and reared within a one-parent home. I think many of the
women who testified this morning could be examples of women
who found that it was healthier to leave the two-parent hon., and
set up a one-parent household.

Mr. DONNELLY. It is more the individual circumstance, the cate-
. ,rization is clearly wrong, however.

If there is a male in the home but he is abusive or not attentive
to the children that does more damage than if he moves to Califor-
nia.

Ms: McAnoo: Yes:
Ms. BLUM. I agree entirely. I think the work described is really

very important: having looked at many protective service cases and
also domestic violence cases during my tenure as social services
commissioner in_ New York State.

Ms. FERRARO. Can I make a comment about that?
Mr. DONNELLY. Certainly. You would if I wouldn't let you

anyhow.
Ms. FERRARO. Right.
I am_the result of a single-parent_home My father died when I

was S. I certainly was not deprived. I didn't have as much as other
kids._ My mother worked hard and there were_ times I didn't have
anything at all. We had an extended family. We had aunts, uncles,
and cousins, That attention was very important and I was told I
could be and do as much as- anybody else and I was and I did and I
am here and I am d...lighted to have had an opportunity to let you
people know that as -well:

Mr. DONNELLY. What about the imoact of the extended family,
the siagle parent without an extended family? I suspect he or she
woula be at a disadvantage.
._ Ms. Brut. That wou!d be target group to try to- support. I hope
that as your work continues, it will not seem hopeless. -In -my cur-
rent position, as I have reviewed the results of Project Redirection

I



for youag mothers. it occurred to rue that, at a minimum: -that
mother is eligible for AFDC. medical assistance, food stamps. WIC,
WIN. title XX. title IV-E. and public schoolif the school system is
responsive.

Our real challenge is to train and prepare the-workers and _the
administrators in the system to think in a more holistic wt.y. You
heard from the panelists this morning about workers who didn't
suggest that day care was available to them. I am certain that
there were many other services available that were never men-
tioned. By targeting our current resources we may be able to get so
much inure and with the cost effectiveness that you are working to
achieve.

I believe that is true for the long-term welfare mother as well
because I have observed women who have !wen abie to make it off
the rolls.

If' we .think about grant diversion. the use of public assistance
pLiyments to subsidize jobS, and the .oinbination that is possible
with JTPA, whatever its deficiencies; we may have the opportunity
to fOcus on cectain groups of welfare clients who really want very
much to.become independent.

Mr. .,NNELLY. So realistically the solution to the problem
wouldn't only be thi'owing "x" amount of billions of dollars into
the present system--

Ms: BLum: 1 +mit think_ so. -

Mr. DoNNELI.V. it would in reality rebuilding and individualiz-
ing; they are all individuals with separate and distinct problems;
mdiv,dualizing the present system.

What about the present system in which there is great discrepan-
cy between States across the country? Seems there are moreI
would_ not say they are progressive but maybe more wealthy States
provide more assistance to people than others. Should there be a
national standard?

Ms. BLUM. I have always believed there should be a national
floor leaving discretion for States -to be mere generous. The benefits
in certain States are not acceptable at tne present time.

- Mr: DONNELLY. Dr. McAdoo; your study clearly shows that the
rising tide doesn't lift all boats, does it?

M.s._McAnoo._No it does not: -1 wanted_ to respond to your ques-
tion about the single mother and extended family.

We have to be very _careful also not to_ use the stereotype that all
young mothers have families that are able to support them. Many
'families just are not able to take on_the additional burden. We
found that many of the women, about 60 percent of our women, did
live totally independent of their_extended families. They preferred
to live alone. They preferred to be independent. They tended to go
back to the extended family during those points of crisis that I
mentioned.

One of the things we found out as a result of the changes ovntr
that 1 year w:-IS that more and more racthers had been forced to go
bacit into_ the families because they were enable to maintain them-
selves indepolideritly.

Mr. DONNEI.LY. MS. Ferraro.
MS. FERRALO. Thank you; Mr. Chairman.
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Dr. McAdoo, referring to your testimony on page 5, bottom para-
graph; you say, "ilowever: we did _rind that almost one-third of the
women were no longer employed. It appears that many of them"
hack to_your group; I guess.

Ms. Mc-Alio°. Yes.
Ms. FERRARO. We_found that it appears that_ many of them had

been directly impacted by -the cuts in budgets that- were rfillated to
job training, day care, and social services. Many of them had been
laid off, others had found that even with a job that there was no
affordable day care. Many had been forced to go on welfare."
Would -you be more specific -about how that occurred?

Ms. McADoo. A year earlier all the women had been selfsupport-
ing___and employed: We found that .many had been involved in
CETA training and they were cut back and eliminated. Wefound

Ms. FERRARO. When CETA was eliminated they were eliminated
from the market?.

Ms. McA Don. They were totally out.
Ms. FERRARO. Were they able to find a job elsewhere?
Ms. Me Anon. No, because they were not able to complete -their

training and they could not get support for placement. We found
many of the women who worked -sere unable to find_ day care-be,
cause many of the centers used CETA workers and when they lost
those workers they then -lost manpower_ and had to close some of
the classrooms that were being used for day care.

Many of the day _care costs increased: The women were forced to
make very Lotter choices. It was particularly hard when a women
had a_gocid job and she had to give that job up becaeie she didn't
nave day care.

We had expected that more of the_ grandmothers would be in-
volvd in taking care of the children -while the mothers worked: We
found out this was not the case. The grandmothers were them-
selves in the marketplace and because many -of these women -had
given birth as young teenagers the grandmothers were only about
3_5 years old; so they were working to support the other members of
their families.
_. I think the testimony of the women agreed with some of the in-
formation we received. For instance, many women found that by
working they actu_ally_took home less than if they had stayed at
home on welfare. By the time they paid transportation, child care
and paid some of' the work-related expenses, they actually earned
less than welfare. -tut they seemed to have a very strong drive not
to be dependent. They wanted to take care of themselves, even if
they were not financially well off: Maybe it was not cost effective
on a dollar-per-dollar basis, but they felt better about being able to
take care of thems_elves. They had a very strong work ethic.

Ms. FERRARO. The strong work ethic is what I was discussing
with my colleague from California before; if they were getting less
money-to feed their kids, what should they do?

Ms. McAnoc At that point those women were making the deci-
sion to work in addition to trying to get training: They had the
idea that it may be difficult at this point, but in the future I will
have job mobility; If they had gone on welfare their future would
have been even more limited.

in '1



\k I !, S}IC ed tU 11;1Ve 10'4'. 1'041111'y in order to
ITROjltal fHincs, Out work.

GIs: McAdoo. If,-;..bec;tu:le. they saw that _was a tt.ariportry situa-
tion. And of course the sad thirst, was iii tt this mooilitY was totally'
cut_off for many of the women \-.`," found t !Lit the joh disphicment
had occurred amen:, the working class. lower class Lind :t Few
middle class wornof. Ne thought hit the with til college
rt-es would have i, en mart. .1.;CI.1.1re. iii:t v.r Mund that because of
the early _parenting out _their_ age: their seniority _was much lower;
whether tney v..ere vorkers or teachers, and when Balt:more
started _cutting back in these jobs at both levels; city and State
levels, these art' the women who lost their' jobs.

Ms. FERRARO. tidy wits Co!il p lel LA in March 1!1-,:Is'
McAnoo. Yes.
FEItitAxo. Ha\ e you done any tracking of those individuals

li'At)00. W._ have been unable to. But I have a siirnirlary
the final report 1 would like to cut r ter thu record.

FEL.R.xito. Fine; fort he record; yes.
;The summary follows:I

F. AC'; Stureit.HS FINAL REl'i)ICI

(Arnett, l'ipeS 1)., friticipal

XXII. MN1ARV

Sociul stipp,r1 miticorks
The_ theory of family up.port that wits_ ei..imined was whi.Thor not_. those

womon. whQ are parenting with grf2:1!:.r art-. more _involved in the ex.!
tended - family support systems than_those women who perceive themselves as _being
under less stress Attributes :_tf the family network were indentified that _related_ to
network densitviffection ftir.kim and the hirehelp exehange. The hypotheses that
were developed from this theory of _social support provided by the family ordy par-
tially supported the hypotheses. Highli stressed .voinett did appear to confide more
in their kin and to depend upon trw.re upon relatives for hylp. Yet at_th same time,
the stressed mothers found it more difficult to exchange ', sits with their kin and
tended to feel that they were in much contact with their family niembers. The
stressed mothers also strongly tended to be unhapk with their present family situa-
tions.

These data are' consistent with the work of Ladner (19691 and Stack e 1974) in that
these women who were under 1.ireider stress will be intimately jirolved with their
family. Yet these women were living independently of their kin. As with McAdoo's
earlier il!ITS: study. the levels of stre.,.. vi ere eery high the WOrri:,r1 Th,se women
who were parenting iMnie ware iinelei great financial strain and ;ceded to go
beyond their own resources in order to maintain their familY indts. cis proierted by
Hill (10711. Billingsley i19tis), and McLanahan CI at 1firli, the:4e ::pi-mts very prch-
ably the major conditions under which they were able to ,arviv,..

However the alternate hypot to stress and the extended family, that as
women are able to come from tinder the heaw stress usualB. over %Lars after sepa-
rations have occurred, or with the increasing maturity and finaptiial stability of the
women parenting alone. the active family support becomes less itnportant as the
women arf -able to take more control of their lives. These findings are consistent
with that of Colletta and Mel..analian in that those women who appear to be able to
function-more effeceively.-;.e.. are under less-debilitating stress he able to fu-nc-
t in- a MOP' ndent stance from the hd1.1 syslern. The
women who have managed 1:)- become under less stress rt. ilihs. "Nnh t..,1dOin con-
fided :n tannlY members, and those whd had fewer niembers-apon- whom they-de-
peti,ed for help HOwever. these _sam women wore. able_ to visit kith then- _relatives
easily and.thus could call upon them tor.help readily if needed. They tended to he
happy with _their family ,d,u;ttion..and.hdt good_ about the contact _that they did
have with their kin. Thee women lived independent of their extended residential
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patterns, but they were situated in such a manner that They could easily tall upon
the family if the stress should become overwhelming. This may have provided a
sense_ of r3ecurity for the women and their children,- yet it freed them pi-Oria the con-
tinual pressure that may be inherent in extended family relations. In other words,
the women were able to have the security of social support availability; yet. were
free of the dependency:nducing relationships that may be fostered. They could keep
their family contact at a level that was comfortable for them, thus allowing thenito
change role models and relationship% as their own needs changed m they went
through the stages that follow dissolution of their marriages and the maturity of
their children, regardless of their pprevious marical Status. _ _

These findingS point to the need to avoid global interpretations ofthe characteris
tics of Black extended familieS, because the interactions are_more complex than the
family literature would suggest. The earlier defensive_writings,_of_the 1960's and
1970'S, were required beeause of the policy and scieatific_views that were being
placed into action. While these needs still exist, and in fact_h_av_e become more in-
tensified in the past two years of creeping conservatism,_we _are in positions to move
beyond simple destriptie studies of Black family support_ networks. It would help
us avoid some of the polemics that are so_often beard_ Further analyses and trim-
Ming of the regression models of these data, will lead to even better refinement of
the quantifiable teitipOrietits of the family_support networks that are particularly
supportive for urban mothers and their childm-rt

Practically all of the others felt -close family members and could name at least
one person that they could depend_ upon in times of need. The majority relied upon
female relatives and female friends. contact with relatives was extensive and
many of the mothers lived in close proximity to their immediate families.

Social etas~
The middle -class -and working- class-mothers- closely resembled each other in their

interactions With kin and friends. No significant differences_ were found in the
numb-er of kM mentioned nor in the frequency with which_they interacted. Work -
ing -class MotherS' interactions with their friends occurred on a more 1 equent basis
and they were engaged in many more activitiesHoweverwe found that middle-
clasS Mothers reported longer lists of friends than_their_counterparts.

In the types of help exchanged, the results indicated that the support networks
for emotional support and social activities were larger for middle-class mothers.
What is -more; the middle-elms group was able to provide_ help to a wider number of
people- than the group of working-class mothers. When investigated further, it ap-
peared that middle-elms mothers who were previously married supported a larger
network of fatally and friends.
Marital status

The never married Mothers in our study appeared to be involved_ in larger social
networks and they interacted frequently with their family_andfriends. The larger
networks of the never married mothers could be attributed -to the fact that they had
Significantly larger numbers of persons living in_their households. In addition, they
Were more likely to live in family structures that were simple extended and attenu-
ated extended.

The analyses of types of help exchanged revealed_quite different results. Contrary
to the above Findings; the mothers_who had been previously married reported more
sources of help than the never married mothers. That is frequencies of persons
giving them material and_nortmaterial help outnumbered the never married moth-
ers' helping networks_This, however, does not indicate that one group received
more help than _the other group. The areas in which the networks were _lai-geat were
emotional su_pport, repairs, and social activities. But in areas such as financial aid
and child care we found no differences between the ever marked and never married
groups.

Very few differences, based on marital status, were found in the number of _people
given help by the single motherS. The ever married mothers gave more people_help
with clothes/furniture. They also named more friends that they helped;_whereas
never married mothers named more older persons. In other studies, _e.g_Taylor
(1982), it was found that higher educated and income persons relied_more upon the
social networks which was similar to some of the findings_in_this_study.

Women Wh6Se children disliked them working were ander_significantly higher
streSS: It could be that a reciprocal situation occurred; in that the mothers under
greatest stress may have been unable to tneet_the_ developmental needs of their chil-
dren and thus the children began to dislike one of the_mothers' roles that may have
been seen by the children as one force that was taking their mother away from
them.
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The important element in the support network and stress is that the women seem
to do better when there is a balance between the assistance they were given and
that they gave to others. An imbalance appears to be present when there is greater
stress. When the mother is obligated to give more than she receives could- cause a
drain on her limited resources. Likewise, when she is forced to rely on- and require
more from others than she- is able or called upon to return, she then is put in the
uncomfortable position of building up obligations that may become impossible to
repay. Her need for this imbalanced help may be another signal that her needs are
great at this point due to the build-up of pressure. Therefore, the higher stresses
may not be due -to the obligation that cannot be met, but simply a sign that- the
needs of the mother are great because of the overload of roles and the demands of
single parenting.
Mental health and stress

As a group, the single mothers were generally satisfied with .!ir_lives and_their
roles as_mother and worker in spite of their high stress level, They had positive
self,esteems and felt in control of the_important events b._their lives, Theacute and
chronic anxiety_ levels indicated that the single mothers were _experiencing_ moderate
amounts of stress. The levels of stress in the past_ six and over_ a_two,year_period
revealed that the mothers had experienced a_great deal of life changes_that_could
possibly result in mental and physical illnesses. Based on their ratings of stress,
money was_ the_cause_for intense _anxietv.

No_marital status or SES_were_founcl in the mental health_status of the mothers
(i,a, self-esteem, life and role satisfaction), Very few differences were foundin stress
and anxiety._ PreYiously _m arried _mothers_ experienced _more st ress_ in_ legal _areas,
working-class mothers had experienced raore_stresi events_related to theirjobs and
in parenting. Age was correlated with str_ess, Leolder mothers were under less
stress than the your.ger mothers. The older mothers experienced little stress in all
areas except legal matters. The perception of stress was hi, :hest among mothers who
had been married. Perceived stress was not influenced by SES.
Help seeking behaviors

In times of need the mo:hers typically depended upon_ themselves to resolve prob-
lems. However, depending upon the severity of the conflicts we found that- mothers
would use different coping strategies. When problems became somewhat unbearable,
they indicated that they would cry or sleep. A sizeable number of the mothers
sought help from family and friends or spiritual sources.- If problems were severe
and prolonged; the majority of the sample for the first time, indicated that they
would seek external support. The mothers, in general, coped with problems by rely-
ing on themselves and engaging themselves in various activities.

When h-4() was needed, mothers first went to their family or friends. They usual,
1ysought lvice or needed_to exchange ideas with their _support networks. It was
n_ot aLways_material support that mothers needed. The mothers relied heavily upon
female_ relati Yea and_friends.

In spite of the_mothers' extensive use of the extended network, they did occasion-
ally seek help from external sources. The utilization of services was not uncommon
for this group, but the use of certain professionals such as counselors or psychia-
trists was rare. The most needed community services were child care centers,
family/individual cLnseling and financial services. The mothers tended not to be
utilizing the community services that would enable them to cope with their stress.
Coping strategies and stress
_ There are several implications that can be drawn from the results that were relat-
e_d to the _resolution of _conflicts within_ the lives of these single mothera_The_major,
ity did express the fact that they felt there_ were_ conflicts_ existing_hetsveen their
roles as__mother and those_related_ to_ their joh_and_ to_ theirjoh satisfaction, When
these conflicts were reported, almost tw_o-thirds of _the women resolved them by
using strategies of Reacting Role Behavior. In this strategy the women continued to
attempt to meet all of the conflicting demands of their home responsibility, their
children, and their jobs. They, in other words, were attempting to be the proverbial
"supermoms." This strategy did enable them to cope with the many demands, but
they were unable to cope without a great risk to their own mental and physical
health. They had selected the one strategy set that had been most closely related to
the perpetuation of stress in the lives of the women. By not attempting -to make
structural role definitions (Type I) or making personal role redefinitions (-Type II),
they were not effectively managing the conflicting strains in their lives but were
simply exerting energy to core with their situations that could have detrimental ef:
rect.; later on them and their children.
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The service implications that would be drawn out of these data would be that
these mothers might need to have services provided to them to enable them to be
able to become av,,re of the consequences of the_choices they are making. However;
most of the women- fair -.d themselves positions as single parents to be unable to
take some Of the elimination_ tacks that Harrison and Minor (1978) found tiieir mar-
ried women were able to take, In the earlier study, women who found therhaelVes
overloaded as these women were; either eliminated the role of employee, if they
were white, or-the role of wife; if they were Black and found that they had to con-
tinue to work, It is unknown how many of these women are now single because they
took the latter route. Nevertheless; these women are still overloaded and since they
do not have support frOM the father for their children that is adequate to alleW
them to stop work, and since they are unwilling to eliminate the role of parent;
even on a temporary basis, they are caught.

The consequences of not providing these women with supportive services Will be
that they Will probably be in greater need of organized social service support at
some point in their liVes.
Increased economic pressures

An informal follow-up over the telephone was made about a year_laterand_we
found, unfortunately, that over one-third were no leriger working: Most gaxe rea7
sons thatindicated that the changing economy and the shift lit national policies in
the funding of supportive programs were most coritribtitiVe to their unemployment,
This level of unemployment was unfortunate, for these were women who were
struggling against great difficulty to keep theniSelVeS independent of state orfederai
governmental assistance in the forms of welfare, food stamps; and subsidies, They
represented women who did have the motivation to tope with their multiple_ roles
and who_ were managing to stay afloat, under diffiCiilty, in tight financial times.
These were not women who had been beaten by poor finances and limited_ opportu-
nity into_m_ultiple-generational dependence upon the government for_survival. In-
stead_they had been able, for the most part, to get some training and to obtain and
maintain their employment and were able M Maintain their families -and- house-
holds as_ units that were independent of their families and of governmental assist-
ance. They_had clearly shown the characteristic strains of maintaining their fami-
lies financially, as shown in "Women and Children: Alone and in Poverty"; _that was
ca-authored by Diana Pearce and Harriette MtAd6O, under the auspices of the Na-
tional Advisory Council on Economic Opportunity (September; 1981):
__The reasons that the women gaVe for their distontinued employment was related
to the cuts in federal job training or subsidiied programs; such as CETA and others,
Another reason frequently mentioned was lack of &V care Several of_the day care
ce_n_ters_and nursery schools that the mothers of younger children had_relied upon
had-lost their funding, or their workerS due to cutbacks in different programs and,
therefore, '.ere unable to make adequate and safe day -care arrangements for their
children, thus forcing them to stop work and go on welfare, The long,range implica-
tions are that it will be more costly to subsidize these women and their children by
these means than to continue the heeded day care services that would allow them to
work and become taxpayers theMSelVeS. However; the even greater cost will be to
the long-term psychological health and physical health problems that can predict-
ably be expected to occur as a result of the stresses of unemployment, underemploy-
ment, and lack of preschool eduction for their children. As _taxpayers, we will have
to eventually subsidise the mental and physical health care of these women. We will
also be victims for the loWer productivity that will result; the lessened self-esteem of
the women and their children, their lower level of achievement and the higher level
of juvenile delinquency- that tends to result from families who are under this type of
chronic stress. Mental health agencies have already begun to report that there have
been signficantly higher increases of child abuse and other family-centered violence
within home as unemployment levels have increased.

This increase in unemployment- has one other unexpected effect on these Bleck
single mothers, that is the lack of employe_d_ men_ who would otherwise be able to-
enter into legal unions With these wornen_andahare the 1.esponsibilities and costs Of
raising these- thildreri. It is felt that one of the important reasons that teenage Mit-
of:wedlock births are so high; is that the extremely high level cf unemicicrYnient
among urban Black teen males prevents the marriage of impregnated girIS that is
common in other ethnic groups when a mistake of this type occurs, The welfare
system is designed to prevent -these unions from being made legal, for the young
mother and her child are_able_to receive more support if she does not Marry; fact;
she often can receive evenmore support if she is independent of her family; thus
removing two very important supports from the lives of young single mothers at a
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time when it is greatly_ needed. The extended family support and the continuing
support of the father of the child who would do much to -alleviate the stresses relat-
ed to single parenthood,

All of these factors point to the very complicated nature of -the issues that are
related to single mothering. No ore element alone would be -able to- make a signifi-
cant change in the overall picture of the single mother -and -her child. The greatest
need is f3r financial security. This one_element rs_significantly related to every part
of her life: prematurity and high death rate of their babies, high level-of learning
disabilities related to poor prenatal care, p,,or nutrition, and inadequate health care.
Yet the financial strains are interrelated to the other issues-of male unemployment.
low wages for women who are-able to WOrK, inadequate child -care, and deficient
educations and health care within urban centers. As more and more attention is
being paid tt.) the difficulties- of working mothers (see .Airew York Times Magazine.
November 27, who are fortunate enough to be married and middle- and upper-
class status. correspondingly more attention must be given to the supportive needs
of working- and lower-middle-class women NV ho are parenting alone.

MS. FERRARO. As former State commissioner of social services
in New York, and New York State has a reputation for establIsh-
ing relatively generous benefit levels for assistance programs; what
problems are caused by the wide divergence between State entry
levels?

Ms. BLUM. The divergence of the benefit levels in the various
States really has the greatest impact on clients who are frozen into
living situations in States where the very nourishment and shelter
of children becomes impossible.

You are right that New York State is viewed as having relatively
generous benefits. But even those; as you know; are totally inad-
equate to support shelter in the urban areas of the State. That de-
spite the fact that a 15-percent increase in the benefit was enacted
2 years ago.

It is always very difficult for me to imagine; based on my obser-
vations of New York State families, what it must be like to be a
family in Texas or Mississippi where the grants are the lowest:

Ms. FERRARO. Do you st pport a national welfare system with
standardized eligibility levels and benefit levels?

Ms . -BLUM. I would support such a system if there were an ac-
ceptable floor, taking into account, regional differences in costs of
living. While -this is a very tough question, I believe that this
Nation should have such a system. I have studied and learned
about the European systems and feel that you tend to get a better
support system from region to region when the national commit-
ment is present and visible.

Ms. FERRARO. You addressed one thing in your testimony which I
think was the complaint of some of the people down here, and that
is that the system is large, there are many pieces to it, sometimes
the clients don't get the benefits they should and sometimes it is
not operating in the way it should.

The problem with it I think, when I think of New York City
certainly you are the expert on it much more than Ibut in a city
like New York or State like New York, it is just so big that when
you sit down- with the programs that might be available and sit
down with clients that you have coming in in order to do it the
right way, you should probably be able to feed the information to
the computer and go down the whole series of programs that might
be available to the individual but that system doesn't exist in New
York to do that.
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Ms. BLUM. New York has, in fact, implemented such a system in
all local service districts except New York City and I hope that the
system will be implemented in New York City in the near future
as well. In -this- welfare management system; information on
income and family composition is entered into the system which
automatically- determines for which programs eligibility could be
established. The system will also calculate the grant level which is
a very complicated process in New York State.

Progress has been slow in New York City because there are 47 or
so income maintenance centers and certain adaptations of the wel-
fare management system must occur as the system is put into
place.

This sort of support stem makes it possible to think of training
workers to think not only about income support but also about
other br,sic services such as day care, food stamps, or WIC that
cc .ild make life viable fog the women that we heard from this
morning.

It seems to me that all of us have the- responsibility to keep
working toward that. Congress can be very helpful, for example, in
helping to get consistency in the way we define households and cer,
tam other terms. Intake workers struggle with such definitions and
don't get the credit that they deserve. The programs we have de-
signed are very difficult for them to handle.

Ms. FERRARO. How have the Reagan budget cuts affected the
women?

Ms. BLUM. I have tried to stay as informed- as -I can in- my
present role. I know that Commissioner Parales has been tracking
what has been occurring and the experience in New York State
has, I believe, not shown the same level of return to welfare that
was described by Dr. McAdoo.

It could be that our grant level is higher, or a number of other
factors may be affecting what occurs for these women.

There had been some return to the rolls but nothing of the mag,i-
nitude that we had expected. For instance, certain -18- -year olds
became eligible for home relief so they were not cut off. There may
have been other such adjustments that made the difference:

Ms. FERRARO, So the city compensated where the Federal funds
ware not available?

Ms. BLUM. Yes. The State and localities did. I was absolutely de-
termined that we would not cut out medicaid for young women in
their early trimesters. That would be foolhardy to say the least and
cruel to say the worst.

Ma FERRARO. I want to thank you both for the compassion you
have shown with the people, particularly in my city; as commis-
sioner. I thank you.

Ms. BLUM. Thank you.
Ms. McAnoo. Thank you.
Mr. DONNELLY. Let me ask- a final question before you go. What

about waste, fraud and abuse?
Ms. BLUM. Would you like a candid response? I think you should

be proud of the welfare administrators in most of the States of this
Nation for what they have done to manage these impossible pro-
grams.

11.
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I would not in any way defend the situation that did exist in the
early 1970's.

But I think the quality control effort and the computerization of
these programs, has led to something that this Nation should be
very proud of and that the public isn't aware of. I believe that
public welfare adthinistrators manage far better than most of our
corporate executives and would like to be on the record on that.

Mr, DONNELLY. Dr. McAdoo, do you have such a ringing endorse-
ment?

Ms. McADoo. Yes, I would totally endorse that.
Mr. DONNELLY. Thank you both very much:
Hopefully as we go through this process, if there seems to be

corning one clear relevant point, the point is that the system _is not
working well; it needs to be individualized and reconceptualized. I
Will have to work with my colleagues to see if something cannot be
done about it.

The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon at 1:10 o'clock., the task force adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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